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Phone Fun
Keith Brindley continues the

C/ass

lst

for beginners with

a

telephone recording pickup
project

Just The Ticket
Brenden Foley takes to the
tracks to give a behind{hescenes look at the Londons
Underground's new automatic
ticket system

PBOJECT

Random
Number Display

r6
Brought To Light

PBOJETT

Mike Barwise's Chip

The OWL

In

continuesto look atthe world of

opto electronics This month
laser diodes and fibre optics
come under scrutiny

t9

74

loudspeaker

o
st

Eyes down for Geoff Phillips'

three digit extra large

sized

{J

o
(E

random number display unitfor
clubs, pubs and anyone else
wanting an element of chance

o-

John Dix presents a

novel
loudspeaker enclosure design
which takes up the space of a
small speaker but gives the
sound of the big boys

PBO]EIT

40

Every Brcath You
Take
Paul Chappell concludes his

Op-amps

respiration and pulse rate meter
with all the final constructional

Paul Chappell is

biased
rori'ards lhe Circuit Theory of
Op-amps The input stages of

irs

36

details and some information

on how to keep fit and

live

longer

building block are explained

N
N
C)

rhis month

o)
o
o-

22
Rad Alert
ian Pitt goes Chernobylclr.ecking with three pocket
saC radiation monitors from
Pzrspective Scientif ic
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s0

Analogue
Gomputer

Tech Tips

Paul Cuthbertson finishes of{
his analogue computer project
with the details o{ building the
main computer board

ever-inventive readers
lnfra Red Fault Finder
FM Bug
Anti-Thump Circuit

More circuit ideas from ETIs
(o
(Y)
6)

o

o-

5

the lnsliute of Meialtic Matarial
Research in 1!r,rkuba Japan
Unlike tlre :tnicirires picneered by
lBlr'i Zuricii anii th,: University o{
F{rrusicrri the new maie:'ial contains

no r:ire earih ele,iient and has a
superco-rriuclir,g lerlpet aiure 10K
;.bove Houstol's corrlirnre.l results
It ccnsrsts of layers of copper and

oxygen atoms held apart

by

sircntiun-r. r:alciurrr and bismuth oiLde
It seerns likeiy that one of the new
n.laterii:is 1lo::si'Dle two staies wil'i

superconduct above

100K

( 17J"Cl Unforlunateiy this state is

djffjculi 1rl purlfg and so. as with the
other sr.rpercorrciuctor classes, the
,:.,rrrfl, rciul po-.ihilitic. remai:,
drstani

snecracular radios jn period settings front the
or souno dno ,gnr 1920s to the 1960s
this autumn as the BBC takes over
There will be live broadcasts of Iocal
Earls Court to mount the BBC Radio ond nationalradio with bolh a mu:ic
Show
stage and a sound theatre for
The show has been organised to audience shows (mainly Radio 4)
celebrate 21 years since the demise of Most important of all, ETI willbe there
lhe Home. Light and Thjrd services too!
and the lntroduction of Radios 1.2.3.4
The BBC Radio Show will run for
with the network of Local Radio
nine days Tickets (15) will be sold
The show rvill also be used to eiiher for the matinee (noon to 5pm)
showcase the increasing number of or for the evening (5pm to 10pm) and
pies that BBC Enterprises now fingers. all shows will be on a first come first
such as the Radio Data System (and served basis The show runs from
hopefully the BBC Badged Radio)
October 1st-9th (starts 11am at
The centrepiece of the show will be weekends) For further details contact
a theatrical display entitled The Story BBC Radio Show. PO Box 100.
of Radio based around giant model Chatham. Kent ME5 SLJ

Ctand-bv for a

J"*,rurugunra

'Trhe

DN4l3r,0 rs a ncal litrle digital

I multimer.r lrom AB

ol

Cardi{f

The meter is a pen

st-l,led

with a separaie negative
probe (shown here c]ipped to the

i,rstrumer',rt

meter for storagei
It measures AC,,'DC volts to 500V

resisiance

to 20M and is

fu1ly

autoranging

The 3l&-digli dispJav

holds

reaciings in case the meter is iestinq in
atlkr,,,ard positlons. and a continuity

testing function bl€eps io indjcate
good path

The DMl3o[r

tu':. !]r.(-li

AB. Wharfdale Roao
c

:r,

a
r'.i

Penrwyn

"rrliff c]-2 ;HC Tei

ttt

tlt

;3il48a

tFhandar

I

has a netr' ioqrc

cial..er

on the market ru,r a irt:,. n:.re

complicated than our l,<: C,'as-. iog:r
probe project last month
The TA1000 can keep rraci oi l2
chann€15 at up to 25MHz. cisp:a5 ing
informalion as either tim:ng i.agram;

or data Iists Circuit loac::-lE 1s
minimised by high impedanLc

lnFTEL. the UKtelecommun make the payphones very popular
Lltlon. watchdog" has announ since purchasers can recoup the cost
the deregulation of the private of the phone by overcharging the
payphone market in the UK and the public, as well as by bringing in custom
first private payphone is aJready on to the shop

[t

interfaces wlth RS232. Ce:,:
ronic' and IELE 483 .tandard. ari
has battery backed CMOS RAM 1or
storaqe

The price is f1.799+\.'AT irc:-r:
Thandar. London Roai i-{urt':c
don. Cambs pEli 4HJ T€lj ,t__r.isO,

market

The prospect is rather more disThe Southwestern Bell Telecom turbing for the punters The phone

the

PP1000 is a desktop payphone that does not indicate how high tariffs have
simpJy plugs into a normal BT masier been set (this could easily have been

socket

64646

I

edirron o{ Tivvor Marks'

Handbook on th" IEE W;ring
Regulations is norv available from
\\ riliarr Ernest Publishrng
The gu:de simplifies the regulations

jn mor€

understandable language,

.i-.,l.rs hor. ro u.e rhe various
carcuiar;ons and how to apply the
reauls in practical wiring

Ii cosrs f 15 75 and may

be

o:ra::,ed Cirect from the publishers if
uou cannor flnd lt locally
\\'EP 32 Kimberlev Road Nuthall.
\otringham NG16 1DF

for use in any supervised includedontheLCDdisplay)

environment such as n€wsagents
pubs and so on The owner empt
lhe payphone and pays his bill in t
usual way
The phone is programmable (pro,

South
western Beli indicate on purchase that
a sign should be displayed stating call
rates but with no proper regulation this
is unlikely to occur and the only way
of checking if you've been ripped o{f

Apto-exoerim€nters

reprogram ihem to charge whatever it should have been allowed into the
they wish
marketplace in lts present form
A special ieature is lncluded to
charge weekend calls at weekday The PP1000 retails at f215+VAT
rates Tarlffscanbeadjustedtocharge from Southwestern Bell Telecom
anything up to 10p a second
Southall Lane. Heston. Middlese.r

Thissortofprogrammabiiityshould UB25NH

Tel:075742222

ca:-t oblaln

TMOs new catalogue is out listing all

26 pase coiour brochure detaiiing lts range oi HeNe

its display, switch and connection

lasers and associateC siuf{ absoJutely

Circular Road. Staples Corner,

free from l,arnixia House. Batford
Miii Harpenden AL5 5BZ Tel:
t05827\ 64334.
The 1988 D&M Component
Suppiy Seruice caralogue is nou
avaiiable from D&M. 2 Gtentworth

London NW2 7JP Tel: 07-4525444
And lastly in this moathi list ol iatly
.lunk mail comes Greenweld whlch
staned lts summer sale grr July 1st A

uL*#u.

gram functions and cash box are will betocarryaBTchargebookand
protected by siurdy locks) South a stopwatch
western Bell presets the phones to
This is certainly a well designed
charge BT rates but owners can product,butitseemsremarkablethat

6

aFi::

The;econd

]

l
l

Ave;rue. LVhjtmore Park. Coventry
CV6 2HW. Tel: (0203) 333195,

products Freefrom lMO. 1000North

4 page

lisr of

bargains

half price or

- is available Jiom Greenweld.
443 Millbrook RoadIess

Southanrpton

so1 OHx,
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I I fest Hvde Develooments is
W.nlnb.uting "25 years enclo
sures experience" by creating a fresh

range of boxes under the moniker
Elegant
The cases are styled to appear more
modern than the standard Veroboxes
used for most project building, with
distinctive bevelled edges and a finely
textured surface
Its expected that the enclosures will
become v,'idely available shortly but
for the moment it is easiest to deal
direct with West Hyde. 9 10 Park
Street [ndustrial Estate, Aylesbury.
Bucks HP20 1ET Tel: (0296)20441

l'^trompton is marketing
lUn*p"n.,u" out dtlracllve cet
ellipticalbar graph displays for use in
lroject instrument panels
The graphs are 3Yzlns long with a
100 segment analogue elliptical bar
3raph (1% resolution) and a 3 digit
j:giial readout (0 1% resolution) The
:rputs to the two displays are fully

tools and_ attachmenrs for
[ .er of43mm
[any
col]ar power drill is
being offered by Electronic and

.eparated so that the units could
::splay two difJerent variables if

Computer Workshop
The package uses the power of

::gnificantly less

for

:.rantities Contact

machine. an adjustable sanding table
and a horizonta I lathe to turn work up
to 60cm long

Road.

.r:tham, Essex CMS 3AH
,37

vertical drilling machine. a grinding

production
Crompton

\1odutec. Freebournes

a

conventional drill and provides stands
and extensions to form a precision

ired
The one-off price is f45 +VAT but

:e q u

Tel:

ECW :s marketing the set at
ll25 48 lnclusive of VAT and

6) 51260t

postage For complete information

contact ECW Unit 1. Cromwell
Centre. Witham. Essex CMS 3TH
Tel: (0376) 517413

l:s years Lloyds

-

Bowmakor
lrCusirial Achievdmeni Awardiis
rcen for entries from electronics
-: ,..,hich can show an lnnovative

::

succes.sfully developed.
q,ith the ability io exploit ils
:: :.-'r:irry in the future

.lea

::

-:..i

:-::aris must be British.owred
:: --::..les rvith an annual turnovzr

--' ;-.: f i sm and f 15m and must
-: : :??: ;n business for two years,
-

-

.::st prze is

f 1500

(in addition

: r : ::. :. the significant publicity)
.- : '.-.:. are Iour othet prizes of
.
:
:

::::rc

e:rtry date is August

' : - =: :",.: : fc,rm contact Lloyds
-:.:

:I:

:: : :::

Ciristchurch Road.
Dorset BH1

iUGUST

3LG
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Tel:

More loudspeaker news concerns
f he boom in semr portable ghetto
I blasters wjth a '3D Scanspeak o{ Denmark.
Super Woo{er' has prompted Wilm
The D2008 lweeter has been
slow Audio to offer a range of add on superceded by the new D2010, now
sub-bass speaker kits
fitted with foam facia insert giving
The first two designs use a Volt dual better dispersion characteristics
voice coil sub-bass drive unit taking Scanspeak's new 6t/zin and 8Y+in
the bass oi both stereo channels. bass units with hex wired voice coil
integrating passively with existing mini and symmetric drive now have
polypropylene cones. making them
speakers
The other two designs use two capable of handling higher power
Peerless units in push'pull configura For details of the sub-bass units or
tion. for medium size main speakers the Scanspeak range contact
Wilmslow will also provide elect- Wilmslow Audio, 35/39 Church
ronic crossover to run the bass units Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 1AS
from a separale bass amplifier
Tel: (0625) 529599
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f

agree with Mr K Pictons comments

offered a transister tester at

Iregarding cutting costs of projects the

letter from Mr S Green in the April It.is indeed copyright.wh;iih protects
issue You said: 'Only if they go iila the projects (and fe4tures) in ETL As
production (which they cannot with- you.iand ihe Patent affice) say, the.

outthepeimissionoltheauthorand aopgtight.:onth:eplans(inthis'caseih:e,

.can

a

generalised

t see you patenting all

theprojectslnETlbecauseo{thecosl pro
reader
and I have never seen.'pat. app for' the
the wh
agalnst any project Design protection issrle is a fAirly cloudqd.orie and it is
applies to external appearance

onlg ge

andithastobenew sothatisout!

ca

Therefore it can only be copyright.

But jusi how tight is copyright?

The a iell

hand-book {rom the Pate nt Office say!
ihai it applies to engineers' drawings
and plans If a nranu{acturer wanted
fo nrake an identical itenr, he would
have to work from reproduitions of

knawh car nanufacturer Which
look a sma ll company manufacturing
pattern exhauits for one ol its models
to cout foi bieach of copyright, There
was ho patent or designregistr4tion.

onlheexhaustbulbyrnaiulacturinq
the drawings and could therefore an identicalcopy.thesmai!contiany
in{ringethecopyright BLitwhatif he was deefied to have int'ringed the.
changes part of the design or circuit copyrrght on the o
t.
Values doesthlslnfringecop5rright? If you alter th
gs
Take. as an ixample. the project change Thqn it is a dilferenliclrcuit.
Clockwise in the April issur2 All the diagram. with youl copyright. That
sections o{ the device have been d ane doesil mean.you can jast aker a' 100k
.

before and if a manufacturer chose

to

resistor in a

p*i"rt t"

98k and

call

it

reptacathetimingpartwitha555then your <lesigh! This is where the lrea-.

f9

95 for

last four years

when stripboard can be used instead
So come on ET[. Iets have some
of the normal PCB (May ETI) I am projects suggested by your readers
told when a house is built (or for that with the emphasis on choice, not
matter any item) the labour costs are profit for the contributer Remember
usually more expensive than the experimenting for the beginner can be
materials used in the construction expensrve
This theory does not appear to apply
Surely the whole essence of DIY in
when building electronic projects
any fieJd is cutting the cost of labour
I have only an hobbyist! interest in with the end result equal to any
electronics. I have often wondered professional product As one's own
why bother to buy a magazine at time costs nothing you can take allthe
f1 40 purchase all the parts of a time and care needed The pleasure
project, have all the hassle of building and self satisfactlon of his successful
it and the anxiety of will it work (and effort is usually the only reward he
if it does not, a heart attack) One can desires
often buy off the shelf a ready built and
C Burton
guaranteed working model at less
Bilston. West Midlands
than the cost of the parts
I appreciate one has the self satis
faction of having built the project The cost of labour is only sometimes
However, how much greater the lhe major cost of manufacturing ln
encouragement would be for your electronics in particular, many goods
readers. especially the young are manufactured in the Far East
beginners if they could save half the where labour cost is insignificant
cost of a similar commercially manu compared to European countries
factured product
Even assuming labour is the signi{icant
You offer 'fame and fortune' to cost and assuming your own labours
prospective contributers to ETI for do indeed cost nothing (a debatable
submitting projects I believe you point). there are other reasons t'or
should employ an expert in the field building electronics projects than for
of electronics who has the ability to the sake of saving a buck or two
design without being involved in the
Many ETI projects shine not
commercial aspects of the business
because of their cost but because they
Readers should be invited to write in perform tasks either better than any
with suggestions of projects they other commercial unit or {or which
would most like to see published in there is no commercial unit The
ETI You could select the ones most Respiration/pulse Rate Meter, the
requested and your designer could QWL speakers and analogue
then oblige
computer in this issue, for example.
I believe a provlso should precede are items you cannot buy
every project suggesting if lhe reader
intends to make and market any

project it is the reader's

own
responsibility to take the necessary

We do try to keep the cost of
projects down but asking for a digital
capacitance meter at half the price of

the cheapest commercial unit is
precautions of not infringing any probably not on If it can be done, we
patent or copyright
willtry to do it, otherwise no amount
The same applies if you brew your
own beer, you can read how to make
it but you cannot sell it. or even if you
make a tape or video recording of a
(especially the loil pattem) but only to
- so surely the
author?
author

have to be assigned to ETI
ihat Ieaves out the

have on Iv iust started reading ETI to use that a lot jf it doesn't cost too
to see so iuch muchl
packed into one magazine and how Kirk Chapman
Allesley Village, Coventry
well presented it is
I am especially interested in the ]st
C/ass series as I am only a beginner We're glad you find ETI useful and
and just starting out in the world of entertaining The 1st Class series fs
electronics, I am now in the process meant t'or newcomers to the subject
of making the metal detector from the such as yourself but don't be at'raid to

f

Iund *u, ,rrprised

of labour cost saving will help
ETI does have a Projects Editor

employed to produce novel, high
quality and even cheap projects He

broadcast the same rule applies it is always pleased to hear of readers'
should only be for one's own use
suggestions {or projects As to the
Some examples noted rn r arous rights proviso with every project: there
magazines: one advertiser oifers a is a copyright warning at the t'ront of
digital capacitance meter kit at around the mag lnserting one before every
t40 In ETl a similar project is offered project would be wasteful of space to
at a price of !25 How nice for your say the least.
readers if your designer could publish
By the way, you cannot sell home
a digital capacitor tester at around f12 brewed beer because of excise conor !14 ln the March issue of another siderations, not patents and copyright,
electronics mag, a semiconductor and you cannot legally copy a tape or
tester was offered as a project and then video a TV programme regardless of
in kit form priced at f24 Tandy has who is going to use it

June issue
tryyourhandattheotherprojectstoo
I find your descriptions of how the As to the recent Next Month pieces
magazine is made and the ink used on ETI's origins: wellwe have to have
interesting and amusing but couldn't some fun you know! As the saying
you use the space for more readers' goes
- all work and no play makes
lettersornews?
Jackareallyboringmagazine Sorry
I would like to know what the Test Gear Tbch Tips were held
happened to June's Tech Tips
- lwas over from the June issue at the last
looking forward to making lhe lest minute They did appear in July.
gear
however
I am also waiting eagerly for your Blueprint starts this month
- and
new Blueprint column as I am going it's free!
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'Trhe PCB

I

marketplace

is

become a cut-throat business

vaslly

Larger companies setting

or"r-.upplind. with the lower end

up
production of mu lti-layer boards and
flexible circuits find a more solid
market but even here there is a great
deal of spare capacity
The biggest worry for UK makers of
complex boards is the advance of the
European board makers who often
operate on a scale far above even our
largest producers and are succeeding

of the market becoming a cut-throat
field of business, claims a new report
from Key Note
Although PCBs are an obvious key
component in electronic equipment,
PCB manufacturing generally takes a
back seat in discussions of the
industry The new report rectifies this
by examining the diff iculties faced by
companies trying to keep up with the

For the average UK PCB company,
over three quarters of its costs come

direct from production and there is
little cash available {or investment in
new machinery to meet the demand

{or higher standards With surface
mounl rechnology (SMT) in a major
growlh phase. many PCB companies
may be forced into restrjctive loans to
keep ahead of the competition

facture and the more basic boards with

SMT is already employed on

UK companies should now decide
which path they will choose to tread
Key Note's Printed Circuits cosls
f105 from Key Note Publications,
28 - 42 Banner Street. London EClY
8QE Tel: 01-253 3006

a
is

large scale in Japan and the DTI

advancing semiconductor com-

in cutting out territory in the UK
PCB manufacturing is an ever ad

ponent industry

vancing process Improving chip

adopt the techniques
The National Economic Development Office's recent report on SMT

Excluding leading equipment

integration and operating speeds

manufacturers with in-house facilities.
the majority of the UK PCB suppliers
are small outfits
Setting up a simple single/double

require greater detail on PCBs As
component packing has advanced, it
has become harder to correct faults
after component placing, so higher

sided board production Iine

is

quality and better pre-testing are also

reasonably easy and cheap, and as a
result this end of the PCB market has

equipment

demanded by
m an ufacture rs

specialproblems will attract plenty of
work but must face the prospect of
manufacturing smaller boards with
greater precision, and probably
without improved prices
The next five years is likely to see
far greater separation between high
investment complex PCB manu-

actively encouraging UK firms to

estimates that sone 76'% of all com
ponents used worldwide in 1986 were
sur{ace mount, and expects that figure

to more than double by 1992
PCB makers that keep pace with
SMT and that can advise users on its

the cut-throat market place

The NEDO report

Introducing

SMT

- Electronic Components is
available from The National
Economic Development Council,
Millbank Tower, Millbank, London
SW1P

4QX Tel: 01-211 3060

Microjoining 88 - September 20-21st

The Welding lnstitute, Cambridge Symposium on miniature electronic
assembly. Contact The Welding Institute on (0223) 891162.

European Gallium Arsenide Conference

- September 24-26th

Jersey Channel lslands Contact The Institute of Physics on 01-235 6111 for
the venue

IEE Vacation School On

10-15th

local Telecommunications Network - July

Aston University, Birmingham Contact IEE on 01-240 1871

RSGB National Radio Convention
NEC Birmingham

- July l5'17th

Image Processing And Its Applications - July 18-20th
University of Warwrck Organised by the IEE Contact IEE on 01 240 1871

Semiconductor International - September 27 -29th
NEC Birmingham Contact Cahners Exhibitions on 01-891 5051
Electronics In Engineering Design Show - September 27-30fh
NEC Birmingham Contact Cahners Exhibitions on 01-891 5051.
BBC Radio Show - September 30th-9th October

Earls Court. London'Spectacu lar extravaganza' to celebrate 27 years ol BBC
Radio 1. 2 3 and 4 Exhibition, live shows and megabucks ETI stand Contact
BBC Radio Show, PO Box 100, Chatham, Kent ME5 8LJ

Electronic Displays 88 - October 4-6th

Insight On-site - July 19th

Wembley Conference & Exhibition Centre, London Contact Blenheim Online

Philips Scientific on (0223) 245191

Computer Graphics 88

Tudor Park Hotel, Maidstone Seminar on electronic security systems Contact

Queeni Hotel, Farnborough Seminar on electronic security systems Contact
Philips Scientific on 10223) 245191

Insight On-site - July 21st

Crest Hotel. South Mimms Seminar on electronic security syslems Contact
Philips Scientific on 10223) 245791

- August 31-2nd

Sept

Manchester University Conference on Alvey-funded work in computer r,ision
and image recognition Contact AVC88 on 10235) 445840

Insight On-Site - September 6th

Excelsior Hotel, Birmingham Seminar on electronic security sgstems Contact
Philips Scientific on 10223\ 245191,

Insight On-site - September 7th

NovotelManchester West, Manchester Seminar on electronic securil\ systems
Contact Philips Scientific on (02231 245791,

Insight On-site

- September 8th

Hilton National, [-eeds Seminar on electronic security systems Contact Philips
Scientific on (02231 245191.

Conpar 88

- September 10-16th

Manchester.Contact British Computer Society on 01-637 O47),

Plasa Light And Sound Show

-

September 11-14th

Olympia, London. Contact the ProfessionalLighting And Sound Association
on (0323) 646905

European Conference On Optical Communication

I

1-1

sth

- September

Brighton Centre, Brighton Contact IEE on 01-240 1871

Comex 88

- September l3-1sth

Sanddown Park Exhibition Centre, Surrey Contact Frametrack on 01-828
2905

Personal Computer World Show - September 14-18th
Earls Court Exhibition Centre, London Contact Montbuild Exhibitions on
01-486 1951

ETI AUGUST 1988

- October

11-13th

lVembley Conference & Exhibition Centre, I=ondon Contact Blenheim Online

Insight On-Site - July 20th

Alvey Vision Con[erence

on 01-868 4466

on 01-868 4466

Digital Signal Processing Seminar - October l3th

Heathrow Penta Hotel, London Contact ERA Technology on (0372) 374\51.

Desktop Publishing Show

- October 13-lsth

Business Design Centre, London. Contact Database Exhibitions on 061-456

8383

Satellite Systems For Mobile Communications And Navigation October 17-19th
IEE. London Conference organised by IEE Contact IEE on 01-240 1871
[nternepcon - October 18-20th

Metropole Exhibition Centre, Brighton Contact Cahners Exhibitions on 01 891

5051

Testmex 1988 (Electronic Testing

t8-2oth

& Measurement) - October

Business Design Centre, L-ondon Contact Network Events on (0280)

IC Outlook

815226

- October 19th

Centre Point Building, L-ondon Market overview seminar Contact Dataquest
on 01 583 9171

Commercial Awareness And Business Skills ForYoung Engineers October 2l-23rd
Strand Palace Hotel, London Contact IEE on 01-240 1871.
INTRON (Irish Electronics Exhibition) - October 26-28th
RDS Main Hall Contact SDL Exhibitions on Dublin 01-900 600
Engineering Products And Technology - November (date to be
finalised)
Exhibition and Conference Centre. Doncaster Contact Trinity Exhibitions on
(0895) 58431

Electronic Information Delivery - November 8-9th

Tara Hotel, L-ondon Contact Blenheim Online on 0l-868 4466

Cellular And Mobile Comms - Novembet 10-1lth

Tara l-lotel. [-ondon Contact Blenheim Online on 01-868 4466
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Looking for a cheap and easy

THE MA\\IZONES SHEET ANTENNA

way to receive satellite data,
DBS or community TV
transmissions?

A MAWZONES SHEET is
the answer

Mounted flat against an internal
window surface or on a simple
roller blind fitting, it offers:

I
I
I
I

rock-bottom cost
DIY installation
no planning permission
requirement
re-pointing by a simple indoor
adjustment

The MAWZONES SHEET is
of dark elliptical bands,
(Fresnel Zones), silk-screen
printed with conducting ink on
thin transparent plastic.
a set

Satellite signals passing through
it come to a focus at a small desk
or table-mounted waveguide
horn. This may be connected to
a TV receiver or, via a digital
demodulator, to a personal
computer, turning it into a data
terminal.

Small changes of the horn
position are all that are needed
to receive transmissions from
different satellites. The major
dimension of the MAWZONES
SHEET can be less than 3 feet,
depending on the application and
signal frequency.

For details contact: Sales Department, MAWZONES Ltd, 6 Hodwell, Ashwell, BALDOCK, Herts, SG7 5QG, United Kingdom.

Ibl:

(0462 74) 2854lnt: *44146.274 2854

NEW

NEW

FROM NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS

pcB cAD, FOR THE PCTXTTAI THAT YOU CAN AFFORD
Have you been putting off buying PCB cad software?
Are you still using tapes and a light box?
Have you access to an IBM PC/XT/AT or clone?

Would you like to be able to produce PCB layouts up lo 17"
square?
With up to eight track layers and two silk screen layers?
Plus drilltemplate and solder resist?
With up to eight different track widths anywhere in the range
002 to .531" ?
With up to 16 different pad sizes from the same range?
With pad shapes including round, oval, with orwithout hole, and
edge connector tingers?
With upto 1500|C's per board, from upto'100 different outlines?
ideal for memory
With auto repeat on tracks or otherfeatures
planes?
That can be used for surface mount components?
With the ability to locate components and pads on grid or to
.002" resolution?
With an optional auto-via facility lor multilayer boards?
With the ability to create and save your own symbols?
That is as good at circuit diagrams as it is at PCB's?
That can be used with either cursor keys or mouse?
Which, with "EASY-PLOT" can also output to a pen plotter? (A
photoplot driver will be available shortly.)
Where you can learn how to use it in around half an hour?

-

That only costs 8275.00 + VAT.

0000000

PLEASE CONTACT US :OR FURTHER INFORMATION

Output on dot matrix
pri nter reduced trom 2:1"

AFFORDABLE PCB CAD IS HERE!
Number One Systems Limited
Ref: ETl, Harding Way, Somersham Road,

St lves, Huntingdon, Cambs PE17
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Telephone: 0480 61Z8
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

If you know what this diagram is all about. you won't need to buy next
month's ETI (but do anyway) In the September issue we are going
further into the theory than any electronics magazine has ever gone
before allthe way to sub-atomic particles and stuff ljke that Get nexi
month's ETI for the first readable explanation of matter!
The Spectrum EPBOM emulator promised for this month will be
seeing the light of day next month instead Brush the dust off your rubber
keyboard and turn the moribund micro into a useful development tool
For the square-eyed beginner we have a simple TV aerial amplifier
to boost your reception in a caravan or camping site or even in your
home
For the workbench there's a very simple design of frequency meter
which will keep your measurements up to scratch without that nasty pain
in the wallet
Plus, the September issue has a review of the latest loudspeaker
kit from Maplin and all the regulars which go to make ETI the leading
magazine for the electronics enthusiast

The September ETI

-

out August 1th

The articles mentioned herc arc in prcparation but circumstances may prcvenl publicalion

|ust when you thought all
was lost and you would
never get the hang
of MIDI, along comes . . .

The Practical

f{

corusrRucroR sERtES seEAKER Klrs
s

",

MIDI Handbook

Just the thing to help you sort out your omnis
from your polys - your modes from your codes.
rt Full explanation of
MIDI modes and
channels

*

* MIDI computing
explained

*

Tables of MIDI codes
and reference data

*

Glossary of MIDI terms

Keyboards, guitars, drum
machines and pads

Real time and step time

sequenclnS

Practical setups

described

*

*

or woodworking skill is necessary. Each kit contains all lhe
cabinet components (accurately machined from smooth
MDF for easy assembly), speaker drive units, crossover
networks, wadding, grille fabric, terminals, nuts, bolts etc
Model CS1 is based on the Relerence 101 , C53 is
equivalent to the Ref , 103.2 and CS9 is based on the
Reference 105 2 (but in a conventionally styled encl ).

CSl e117 pair inc. VAT plus carrlins E6
CS3 8143 pair inc. VAT plus carrlins E12
CSg e393 pair inc. VAT plus carrlins E18

For keyboard players, guitarists, electronic
drummers, bedroom recordists, in fact anyone who
eser played a MIDI note in anger. This is the

book you've lbeen waiting for.
tr50 pages 215x L38mm 50 line drawings
c

photos f5 95 (plus 50P P&P)

-r5B\
Send

:t

1 870775 10 4

l'our cheque/postal order for

45 (payable to PC Publishing) to:

PC

"

Publishing

Clitton Road
london N3 2AR

lel

r11-346 0627
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We also ofler a kit (less cabinet) for Elector PL301

E

Uigntning service on telephoned credil card orders!

E

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.
35/39 Church Street. Wilmslow, Cheshire
SKg 1AS Tel: 0625 529599
Call and see us for a great deal on HiFi.
(Closed all day MondaYs)
DIY Speaker catalogue E1 50 posi lree (export $6)
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JUST THE

TICKET

Brenden Foley has
ticket, will travel to
recount the de sign of the
I-ondon Underground's

new automated fare
system

760 million trips per year

n eager explorer. intent on locating Big
Ben, little realises his journey is just one
of 760 million such trips each year, made

by commuters. slroppers and fellow
visitors in a network which links
no fewer than 248 stations in Greater London

As the traveller emerges at the top of

an

escalator. he finds himself caught up in a huge herd
of commuters shuffling forward sardine-style towards
a bottle neck exit A harassed ticket collector standing
by the exit. tries to check three tickets at a time as they
are waved in his general direction for a split second
before their owners are swirled away towards the
streets above

Erl

EI
trrrl
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E-t
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The Problem
Many of the card tickets gathered by the collector are
issued by machines designed in the late 1920s which,

despite their appeal to fans of Flash Gordon, are
finding it hard to cope with life in 1988
If a tourist makes a valiant attempt to stop at the
barrier to ask where to change for Westminster, the
harassed ticket collector barely has time to point him

towards the besieged information kiosk before the
traveller is swept away on the endless stream of
upwardly mobile humanity. Meanwhile, an artfulfare

dodger in a pinstripe suit takes advantage of the ticket
collector's distraction to sneak through wiihout paying.
The pin-striped bandit goes on his way, unaware his
crime-of-the-century was responsible for an annual
fraud bill of t20 million
Into this daily sea of trouble stepped Westinghouse Cubic, which L-ondon Underground charged
with the task of creating a completely new ticketing
system which would solve the problems of passenger
flow and ease of access, while dealing a hefty blow
to the fraud figures.
Westinghouse Cubic was formed in 1978 as a
joint venture between Hawker Siddeley and the USbased Cubjc Corporation, to pursue openings in the
field of fare collection. The first main objective of the
company was to win the London Underground contract. By securing the contract, they beat opposition
from ICL,/CGA (France), GEC (UK) and Plessey/
Marubeni (Japan).
The Cubic Corporation has a world reputation

{or solving railway ticketing problems by applying
solutions involving magnetic coding technology They
have worked on metro systems in Hong Kong, Singapore, San Francisco (Bay Area Rapid Transit) and the
New York subway

However, the ticketing system for London
Underground posed all sorts of challenges to the
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development team. The problems i'pcluded the sheer
size of the underground system. the complexjty of its
fare structures and commercial rules. as well as the
need for centralised management in the new system
and tickets which had to be compatible with London
buses and British Rail too
The system also had to replace a manual ledger
accounting system which had changed very little in
the last half century
Between 1985 and 1987 Westinghouse Cubjc
grew from five senior executives to an operation
involving 186 people, working on the largest project

ever undertaken

in the

specialised field

of

fare

collection

The Solution
From a passenger's eye view. the project has three
main parts
- the ticket dispensing machines. the
ricket itself and the gates to get in and out From the
operator's point of view. a whole new range of
equipment. to monitor and control the new system

pneumatic power supply This failsafe system by
passes the complex computer controls in the station
equipment. A wider manually operated gate is avail
able for people who would find the barriers difficult
to use and the greater number of barrier exits means
bottlenecks are less lightly to build up than in the old
single exit system
The machines used to dispense the tickets are
of two main types The bigger machines can provide
tickets to any underground destination. as well as over
40 destinations controlled by British Rail and other
operators These machines accept not just coins but
banknotes as well The second type of machine can
dispense any ticket for the'top ten'destinations from
that particular starting point

Fl
11
rl
E'
ETI

The prime object of the new machines was
customer acceptance and the prototype design was
tested as early as \979 at Vauxhall station Passengers
are guided through the system by a display and are
g;iven visual prompts if they go astray by using the
keyboard incorrectly or not inserting the correct {are

rvas needed

The key to the design of the whole system is the
:,:iet itself - an innocent-looking piece of card. about
:: e -izeof a credit card, with a magnetic coding stripe
-: rhe back The coding on the ticket is to a format
-r-=eed by a variety of major transport concerns includ-; London Underground and the British Rail main

Network of light beams to let through just one at

a

time

Commuters on the London Underground are world
famous for their limited sense of humour when faced
with machine failure on the way to work at eight

j-.; letwork

The ticket contains 23bytes of data - enough
:eiect any irregularities in ticket use through time.
- -::rr!-. geography and price tests
Aithough newspaper reports have suggested

-

s -.- .er

tlckets on American underground system have

:==- :crged (one report claimed that a New York gang
-

::.r:lt a thriving cottage industry out of manufac
dummy tickets from cornflake packets and bits

=:
--::;

:r: :3rsene tape) Westinghouse claims the London
--r-:E:: .urll be very dlfficult to forge The paper )s of
: . =:'- .pecific type and thickness. the print type face
-- j :s a tery unusual one. and the magnetic tape

r._-: . priremely complex'.

Safety
:,r::-:.pects

have always been high on the
il,::. -J:.3'JSe agenda and these have been high

.rr = - :-- :ne calls for improved safety following the
!is--: -:s ::re at Kings Cross underground ticket hall
iH -s-:

--- =:. zmergency. all the gates can be ihrown
3 r'..rt:on r,.'hich dumps the air pressure in their

:E€- r-
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2Yz seconds Pet ticket
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reliable enough to become accepted by the customer
and sensitive enough to refuse invalid coins or notes
The problem was particularly acute with banknotes.
which can remain in circulation even in a crumpled
or worn state The electronic sensors and note

handling mechanism developed for the London

underground had to strike a delicate balance between

sophistication and reliability
Money is carefully tracked through the machine,
with detailed records ensuring the revenue cannot be
removed at any stage without detection Allthe cash
ends up in coin and note vaults which are self lockino
and let the control centre know when they are nearl!
full Each one has its own identification number. Staif
access to use and maintain machines is bu both
identity cards and PIN codes. similar to those Lised by
automatic cash dispensers at banks
To enter or leave the underground system, the
passenger wiJl pass through one of a series of
automatic gates which will read the ticket coding and
then recode its value for f uture use. A valid ticket will
open the pneumatically powered gate paddles The
gate paddles on the final version are taller than those
on earlier prototypes to stop the more athletically
minded miscreants from attenrpting to vault over
them!

otlock in the morning, so speed as well as accurac!
is vital The machines can dispense a ticket within 21, z

Frl
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seconds of the fare and destination being entered
Production of both the ticket issuing machines
and the automatic barriers is in full swing at the
Westinghouse Signals factory in Chippenham where
lines of ticket machines are undergoing rigorous tests
When the machine's ability to dispense change is being
tested. the testsite rings with the sound of clattering
coins like a busy night in Las Vegas
The larger of the two machines contains four
major modules for coin handling. banknote handling
ticket handling and a logic control processor. which
controls the o,.,erall operation The machine records
details of all its transactions. which are passed on to
the overall management centre The new system can
produce an exact audit for every machine and every
operator each day Data tables control all aspects of
ticket printing and coding

Money Money Money
The machine's ability to handle coins and banknotes
took considerable development [t is a very diff]cult
task. involving both electronics and mechanisms

The motion of the paddles is controlled by a
frendishlg,clever array of light beams, designed to let
a passenger burdened with luggage through while
stopping tri,o peopJe trying to hustle through together
in a r, ain attempt to convince the wily mechanism that
the-l are either one fat person or a pantomjme horse
late for an engagement in the West End
A casual observer could be forgiven for thinking
that London is f ull of criminally deranged fraudsters
determined to swindle the underground at all costs
but the old s_rrstem did little to discourage fare dodgers.
lf old machines were out of order and passengers
had to '"vait in Jong queues for a ticket, it was predict
able that some people. particuJarly those in a hurry,
,"vould risk {are dodging Add to this the difficulty of
checking manual tickets on a crowded train and the
chance of evading a busy ticket inspector at the other
end and you can see why the old system needed to
be changed The new system is quicker and more
rellable so not only is there less excuse for fare dodgers
they also stand a greater chance of being caught
The new automated ticket checking methods will
be augmented by increased numbers of mobile ticket
inspectors armed with another Westinghouse device.
a hand held ticket verifier, able to read and display the
information held ln the ticket's coded magnetic strip
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Computers
The network of tjcket issuing and checking units
compnses 2.200 computer controlled machines and
300 general purpose computers which communicate
with each other by means of London Underground's
private cable system. runnlng alongside the train
tracks Each station has its own computer. linked to
the main computer at Baker Street The workload of
the compLrter centre is divided on either side of an
isolation point which would enable an adequate man
agenrent service to be maintained even in the event
of major equipment {ailure with no loss of data
At individual station level. staff can monitor and
control all equipment at their station Machines can
be brought into or out or use and the direction of
passenger flow through a gate can be reversed A
VDU screen display,s the status of all machines and
gives warnings of any situation which might need
action by a menrber of staff

At the main computer centre {aults can

rll-Jl

Er'
EII
transferred from the old system to the nerv one in just
24 hours
When f ully operationalthe new system will ha',,e
some 2.500 inrelligent computer units communicating
together rn realtime controlling 900 self service ticket
machines. 500 ticket off ice machines. 861 automatic
passenger gates and the central computer at Baker
Street presiding ov€r a rail empire that spans 254
nriles of track
The achievement is all the more remarkable
rvhen the age o[ the London Underground is con
sidered the fjrst starion u'as opened in 1861 By the
year 1990 the Westinghouse Cubic system will be
regulating t00 mrllion loun.reys every year rn the
oldest Jongest busiest underground in the '"rrorld

be

'pinpointed and diagnosed. new operating and pricing
svstems can be brought into operation throughout the
s-t:stem records and accounts can be gathered and
.tored The status of every machine at every station
can be constantl-v,- monitored. and potential problems
can often be avoided long before they would other.i rse have been spotted
Perhaps the nrost remarkable aspect of the entire
rrolect ls that it's installation has had to be carried out
. hile the underground systenl remains operational
..,rould be impossrble to shut London down for even
: :a! to allow the inrplementation of the ne\ / system
:, it has gone on station by station with over 90
:.aIions aL-eady up and running Westinghouse is
,nfident that all 24t staiions will be in operation by
.rr end of the year. with nrany of the stations being
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Which to choose?

PCB Manufacturers

etc now avarlable

falling over themselves to make your conventional boards. it can be very difficult to
choose the right one.
You could however, choose a PCB
manufacturer with more to offer. Such as,
assembly, panel printing, final build and
design.
Slee Electro Products can provide you
with these services and will still offer you
competitive prices on your PCB's.
"We're hot on quality and delivery too.
And being a member of the Printed Circuit
Association, means we have to try harderl'
Slee Electro Products. kL 0226 200717.
Fax: 0226 731817, Unit 4, Grange Lane
Industrial Estate, Carrwood Road, Barnsley,
South Yorkshire 571 5AS, England.
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BROT]GHT
TO

LT

o do anything very interesting with optical

Mike B arwi s e po sitively
sfirnes as he fumbles
with his fibres

fibres, you need coherent /4qht This is the
kind of light emitted by lasers. as opposed
to that emitted from a domestic light bulb

or a conventional LED But what's

so

special about jt, and about lasers?
Very basically. the Iaser can be considered as the
optical equivalent of the tuned circuit Just like the
radio tuned circuit. it forms a resonant system which
amplifies an on-frequency input by means of
constructive interference The main difference is the
resonant frequency. which for the optical part of the
electromagnetic spectrum is measured in iens to
hundreds of gigahertz (thousands of megahertz)

INTENSIFIES

considerably ampllfied by virtue of the resonance
maintaining constant phase (this is called phase
coherence)
Tl,us coherent /rght is essentia)lg monochromatic
(consisting of only one wavelength), phase coherent
and very intense It also incidental)y usually forms a
nearly parallel beam

Beware!
A warning
- If you are playing with lasers never look
into the beam! Even the 0 3mW output from a laser
diode can permanently damage your eyes!
In practice. things are not as perfect as we would
like (surprise surprise!) For any given laser there is a
coherence length. the distance over which the output
beam maintains its special property of phase
coherence
Beyond this distance minor phase discrepancies

and hitherto insignificant secondary frequency
components in the output combine to disrupt the
effecl

This phase coherence is the most useful thing
about laser llght For example. within its coherence
length a laser can be used to measure distances to

\l
z

)

I

z

I

z

00

within a fraction of the wavelength of its emltted ljght
This is done by measuring the phase shift between the

ATTENUA I ES

outgoing and returning light
Non-coherent light couJd not be used for this, as

:t is a composite of many constantly drifting phase
r

I

Fig. 1 (al Outgoing wavefronts coincident with
ieturning wavefronts. (b) Wavefronts not coincident
Assuming a wave det'inition of energy transmission
r.r,hrch

returns in phase with outgoing energy is added to it
(it interferes constructively) Energy waves which are
superimposed out of phase interfere destructively. as
the total energy is sti)lthe sum of allcomponents (This
is actuall-tr a great over simplification, but it shows the

principle)
The laser diode is ln essence an LED constructed
with a cavity along which the emitted light travels The
cavity is accurately sized to be an exact number of

wavelengths of the wanted output frequency in
Iength, so that it acts as an optical resonator
This simplistic description tells us quite a lot about

the nature of the light emerging from the device

-

the output from a resonant circuit is generally as close
as possible to a single frequency component and is
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lationships

Laser Diode Driving

Constructive interference u,orks like this

(Fig 1) energy reflected off an obstruction

e

rhe ear 1,, bulkier and higher powered gas lasers.
iaser c:oces need no high voltage suppLies They are
d:rr en much like LEDs by a control)ed current. usually
U n l;ke

in the region of tens to hundreds of mA

Theu are however extremely sensitive

to

erloading The bandwidth of the diode (1 to 10GHz
is ty'pical) means that overloads as brief as a couple
oI nanoseconds can destroy the device We are not
or

rust talking about static discharge

-

switch on surges

and transient noise in the supply are the most
common modes of destruction
There ls. for any laser diode, a threshold current
below which jt acts like a super-bright LED but does
not /ase (produce coherent light) There is also an

upper current limlt beyond which the device self
destructs in the twinkljng of an eye The )ower
threshold is normaily in the region of 40-50 mA, and

the upper 90'100 mA.
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Take Precautions
Given the working range of the average laser diode
(about 40-50 mA current differential) this is not as
disastrous a problem as it might sound if you take
common sense precautions
The most obvious precaution is to avoid running
the laser diode at more than about 50% power. This
will allow plenty of latitude for supply current drift or
instability without exceeding the safe Iimit.
The very simplest driver would in this case be a
voltage regulator and a series resistor similar to the
LED current limiting resistor. This does have the
limitation that switch-on surges might get through
during the few microseconds the regulator takes to
stabilise, so an adjustable regulator should be used,
with its output voltage set as low as possible Note that
in event of regulator breakdown (short circuit mode)
the laser diode would be destroyed

Drive Safely
A much

safer driver is shown in Fig. 2. This was

designed in consultation with Richard Cripps at
Oxford University, and is a 'belt and braces' design
The first stage regulator (LM337) is used in
voltage regulation mode and is protected by reverse
current blocking diodes.
Also, C2 charges via R1 at switch-on causing the

output voltage of the regulator to rise slowly. The

C2/Rl time constant is much longer than the settling
::me of the regulator, so no significant voltage spike
gets through.

The second regulator (LM317) is connected in

:rtrrent regulation mode

(yes

it

should

be

:onnected backwards!) to supply a controlled constant

:urrent to the laser diode.

The switch on characteristic of the driver is
srown above Fig. 2. Note the very small switch-on
::rrrent surge which peaks nowhere near the danger
:rreshold
- even if the driver is delivering near
raximum current
Note the negafi ve supply potential. This

is

solely

r€cause most laser diodes are packaged with their

::.ode connected to the case or mounting frame, and
r:s should be earthed
Laser diodes come in various packages (Fig 3)
:he best for critical work are simply open junctions
-:
- ceramic carriers, but these are very tricky to handle

-

l:s:er

are those mounted in small metal transistor
:r:,s or in SMA housings (as used for optical fibre
: - rnectors) . Where the LD is to be used as an optical
::e light source, the fibre can be factory aligned and
into a metal can wiih the diode

=a.ed
-- -

:

Used without addition stabilisation, the laser
re can be driven fairly easily, but there will be drift
:ne output wavelength and intensity due to

,=::perature rise and other effects In order to reduce
-- . :rstability, a more complex driver is used with a
:= : control which is adjusted by feedback from a
--::::€nce photodiode (intensity control).
A Peltier element is {requently used to stabilise
:e:nperature
The Peltier element is an electro-i
.-.-:=al device which acts as a heat pump. It develops
= :-:::ral gradient between its two opposite faces
-, -=: a current is passed through it. Such control
: -=:=:rs are beyond the scope of this humble article,
- z:? i''ideJy documented in LD manufacturers'
rn--r::-:e and elsewhere
S:ne laser diode packages contain integral
-:'::=r:e diodes and/or Peliier elements

Use And Abuse
'
-: :zar you ask (and if not why not?), we can
i- i: : ,r.er diode (around f 150-1350 each), we can
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Fig. 2 Laser diode driver circuit with switch-on
characteristic
drive a laser diode in a basic safe fashion, but why do
we want to bother?
This is where we return to optical fibres You will
of course remember that light propagates in a large
diameter fibre along many different paths (there are
many modes of propagation)

This assumption introduces one o{ the basic
forms of optical fibre intrinsic sensor. [ntrinsic here
means that it is the fibre itself that contributes to the
sensing task, rather than just being a means of getting

the light to the right place for use ln a sensing task.
The mechanism is called fibre optic homodyne
sensing or f ibredyne for short. The light propagating
in the fibre along all these different paths varies in
phase across the cross section of the fibre due to the
differential path lengths taken by the different modes
This is the same effect as the smearing I mentioned
last month in connection with comms links, except
that with coherent llght the phase relationships are
relatively stable (all else being equal)
Thus a pattern of constructive and destructive
interference is established at any cross section, and
this pattern can be projected from a well finished end
onto a screen or photo diode as a circular speckly
.

TRANSISTOB
CAN PACKAGE

image (Fig 4)
Now comes the clever bit. If the {lbre canying the

coherent light is stressed (pressure, sharp bending,
vibration) the refractjve index changes locally causing
a shift in the speckle pattern which can be detected
either visually or by photo electric means This is in
effecl a kind of intrinsic interferometer,
A very sensitjve go/no go detector is thus
created, with one reservation
- the whole length of
the fibre is sensitive Therefore this type of sensor is

good for perimeter burglar alarms (this

was

demonstrated at University College London where I
work), but not much good for point sensing as there
will be masses of spurious signal every time the fibre
between the laser diode and the 'sensor' wobbles in

the wind.
One of the best experimental sensors is just a
piece of fibre laid between two layers of coarse
glasspaper When you prod the resulting sandwich,

FIBBE TAILED
PACXAGE

Fig. 3 Laser diode packages

the fibre is stressed at dozens of points along its length
The resulting multiple interferences can even reduce
the light to be totally extinguished at the output!
Other sensing techniques are also possible, but
most require much tighter control of the laser diode
output wavelength (greater stability) A lot of work is
going on at UCL in this field, but the required control
(and its cost) are prohibitive for the amateur
Have a go with fibredyne, but once again
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Directional Couplers
Directional couplers are certainly beyond jmateur
experjmentation (except for the most dedicated of
millionaires), but they are of considerable interest
INTEF FACE
PLANE

-

100%
PATH OF
LIGHT

Fig. 5 (a) Half coupler.
(b) Full coupler

On Reflection

Optical fibre conducts light along its axis by virtue

of the differential refractive index of its concentric
layers (step index fibre) or the gradual change in

refractive index along a radlus (graded index fibre).
The structure is such that under normalcircumstances
very little escapes sideways. If, however, we cut away
a portion of the side of a fibre (Fig. 5a) the refractrve
mechanism is disrupted, and light escapes.
Quiie some time ago now. some clever person
worked out that if you put two such cut away pieces
of fibre in contact, lght will couple from one fibie into
the other The result was the polished fibre coupler
(Fig. 5b). These are very tricky to produce, but can
be made by an expert with critically controlled spliftrng
raflos (the percentage of the Iight which follows each
path) and very low excess loss (the amount of light
which is wasted and follows neither path).
There are also various ways of altering the
coupJing ratio bn the flyl such as heating one half o{
the coupler causing a shift in refractive index
This is just one of many w
ic optical
switching. There ls also a cheap
available
form of coupler made by heatin
together
two pieces of fibre. These are nothlng like so good
(they have high excess Josses) but they are almost
affordable.

I trtrtrnntrtrtrtrtrtrn!trtr!trtrtrtrtrtrntr!trn I

then split off the return signal at the coupler (Fig 6)
100%

-.)v

COHER ENT
LIGHT IN

REFLECTIVE
MODU LATOE

1N%

MODULATED
COHERENT
LIGHT OUT 25%

Fig. 6 Bi-directional optical sensing path
This forms the basis of a sensing system I have
been working on recently The method is somewhat

I hope this has

been an enlightening

(l)

digression, and as we are now talking about.nnror.
I shall stay on that topic next month and look at the
various types of electronic sensors which abound
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OP-AMPS

ir..

;i

'l:*'.,*..r.1

250nA for the LMll58 and as high as 500nA for the
741 lt's always advisable to take lhe maximum
specified figures by the way. since designing a circuit

magic. They should not take or add any current to the

external components or interfere with the operation
of the circuit in any way.
Real op-amps can be very good in this respect,
with advanced devices requiring bias currents of the

according to 'typical' figures is .lust asking for trouble
- - if your samole of the lC is a little on the wrong side
of typicall the circuit wont work!
As often as not. there is no resistor specifically
for bias purposes in an op amp circuit ln Flg 2 see

order of tens of femtoamps (1fA:10 15A. or

1/ 1000th of a pico-amp) . On the other hand, more
:un of the mill ICs which might be affordable for home
projects, are likely to need tens or even hundreds of
nA. This can put a limit on the resistor values used
:r the circuit so it certainly can't be ignored.

Bias
i:gure

.

1

shows schematic diagrams of the input stages

popular types of op-amp Figure 1a is the
-\1358/LM324 type and Fig 1b the 741iMC7458
twcr

'rd

so

on

You can see that the reason for the bias

TO BIAS CIBCUIT

_INPUT
BIAS CURRENT

TO NEXT STAGE

Fg- 1 lnput stages of two popular op-amp types. (a)
Lr358/324 type. (bl The 741lMC1458 type

--:-:
-:.--:

both cases isthe need to supply base current
' --: : :ierential pairof transistors You can also see
- :rrne lCs the bias current will flow out of the
- a.s lFig 1a) and in some it willf low in (Fig lb)
:.ra sheets don't always make it clear which so
' . -:-riar.lt to know best check the internal circuit
, -e rragnitude of the bias current can be up to
11

-
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Fig. 2 Spot the source of the bias current
rf

you can spot ir her e each input terminal of each op-

amp draus rts bras current fronr Where there is no
input capacrtor !ou can assume that the circuit is
driven lrom a perfect voltage source You can also
assume that the gain of each op-amp is high enough
to make anr',..'oltage dlfference between the input
terminals negligible The question of where the bias
current comes from is not always as simple as it seems.
so if you reckon ,,.ou know all this already take one
hundred lines Lf you don't get the answer spot on OK'?
You might also like to work out the voltage at the
output of each circuit. assuming that each input stage

is of the 741 tgpe and each rnput requires a bias
cunent of 100nA Ideally the output should be 0V rn
each case
- what modifications would you make to

More from maestro
Paul Chappell on the
ubiquitous chip at the
heart of many a circuit
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.-.cir ,-iri t,ii t!) eusure that it actually is? One of the
iriq rs r rr,;nplerte d ud as it stands which one?

. ,r-i

iii'ari orr ir,lr,:rr '.,ru ve got the answers (no cheating

i rrii.c :.1.r is the standard slrunt feedback circuit
,r,ri, tltr.r,:l,1rtion of a capacitorfor DC isolation The
i ,.r: crrit ent 1or the terminal is drawn from the op
.r',,1-r': r,Lrtl,ut via R2 (1 point) and the +terminalbias

irr,'rr iir!, i)l' supply rail The output will be

' i(iirrr\r'i

at

i2 pc,rints) and the easiest waytocorrectthis

.: f,) , i),i-t(r..t

titp +tcrminal to grOund via a

ii,r ll qroirrt;l'gou knelv it already, or

1MO

10 points

be a little less than 1MO to htt OV spot on because it
doesn't allow for
terminal bias turrent wh:ch will

the

still be drawn through

R2 you won.t find

the

necessary resjstor value in theEl2 series (or even in
the E96 series for that matter) its so close to 1MO and
there are other effects which make the difference look
foolishly smali. so it's not worth bothering about)
.

Those of you familiar with a little bisic circuit
theory will recognise that if you perform a y_delta
transformation on R2. R3 and the new 1MO resistor.

which we'll call R4. you'll end up with another

potential divider between the op-amp output and

ground together with a redundant resistor. which can
be omitted. bretween the output and ground In other
words. the same effect can be achieved with only two
resi stors.

Without doing the calculations. can you see what
values the resistors would have to be to make it work?
This is an excellent test of your intuition
10 points
if you can get the values to within 1% (easier ihan it

-

sounds) without getting out th
h
a good test of intu jtion. sad to s
d
for practical purposes (but you
u
try. do you'?) so it's back to m
Figure 2c is a repeat of the dud circuit. but thr:

qurck cure would be to wire a 1kO (why 1kO?) resistor
h the + terminal. (Ten points if you thought
no points for wiring a capacttor in series
it may improve the circuit in other ways
alter the output offset voltage caused by

r)

i-r.;,t r t 2L-. ts tite scries feeclback circ u tt w ith a DC
-l
) iri .,r! cap he + lerrlinal bias comes from R1
1 Ll,. iilr:il [or 1u:,t that putpose (1 point) and the
r.,,

ii.,!iniir:r bia: cornes fr-om R2 and only R2 (Fire
-,, ri , i . i)u o()t :r r ir-1ht no points if you thought it u,as
L rrt, fil .rrrrl R.l
10 points if you thought you knew
: r .rr5r!€l .tn(l .lespite tny warning didn't bother to

'rl' at

r':

;l:

i,"

,t closel'"1)

- : ':l itl rr lrich scek> to mainlain the two input
r .i : .rt rire s,rnre voltage lf the vo]tage across R3
- -....,: >o rs t[.e curreni through it [f you could
, ,. .:r r, rhe bias current of the op amp. the
.rr!

r.ir+'I' Sik-&,

i., .

f*

!9".;r"g:*E*gd'

:
:l

_':l

i:*..{**
xil
i!

l .,r!iation gou would see would be across

-.,rr.rritiroughjtalteredtosupplyihebias

i- - . .
,i '. r - -

,
.

t. i! df rhe output can be calculated by
i.iL r- irlput separately then appealrng to
:'. i:e ,, oltage due to the -terminalbias
-,, rr,-ir\ r1 point) To this must be added
. :, rne -100mV at the *terminal.
-::. I ( )00 times to grve - 100V? Oh
- .l i ,.is this deceprively oK Iooklng

!,: li !rr. i
( r)( !ii t:,.r !,ri':-.lt -:.. ::ucl

(Five points if you spotted it)
i irr1. ,il. ..ii:,rJS rvays of reforming the circuit
\rr iir,iL rl i:art ,.al a :r16i3ll-9 useful Iife Most common
ls l{r'.!,irc ii CctDc..iitoi jrr series with R3 (often instead
,ri Cl) -Ihc,,alue oi Rl can be reduced butsince this

Figure 2d is the DC coupled versi
Once again, the -terminal bias is draw
(and only R2. One point.) and the +
from the 0Vrail. The output voltage will be + 100mV
and the cure is to wire a 1MO resistor in seiies with
the +termjnaJ (1 point).
Are there any general conclusions to be drawn?
For the shunt feedback circuit. the usualrule of thumb
rs to ',i,,ire a resistor equal to the feedback resistor
betrreen the
and ground. The larger the
,.alue of feed
r. the more importani it is to
do this
the feedback resistor has to
lus
be before it begins to cause problems depends on the
application
I{ iou are amplifying a small signa
the output is AC coupled to the n
be able to get away with several vol
still enough headroom' for the signaJ. so vou mav
prefer to wire the * terminal directlv to 0V. On the
otner hard iI you are DC coupling the ourput into.

yourseJf: is this much voltage offset going to cause me

any problems?
With the series feedback configuration. the rule
al bi
by ci

nea
r in
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divider (R3 in F;g 26. orR2 in Ftg

n
Fl
t-{ Itr
l+ n

Before I forget. l'll give you the answer to the
problem lposed last month. which was: what would
the circr,rit of Fig 4 do? It is. tn fact. just another
amplifier The gain will be Cl,/C2 (yes..[hat is the
right way around) and the main disadvantage is that

2c)

This is fine when the circuit is DC coupled as in
Fig 2c but the idea of making R1 in Ftg 2b 1kO
doesn't have much appeal One of the main
advantages of the series feedback configuration is its
high input impedence so adding a 1kO resjstor to
ground rather spoils the wl_role idea
The situation is cornplicated by the fact the bias
currents are never equal ln the data sheets vou find
the difference between them under the heading input
offset currentl What you are doing by putting in the
extra resistor is to exchange an output voltage offset
caused by bias current of (bias current x feedback
r-esistor) for one of (offset current x feedback resistor)
.t'hich may be a factor of 10 lower ln other words. it
nelps but doesn't cure the problern entirely
I should point out that the inclusion of R4 in Frg
2b is not a practicalsolution lo balancing up the circuit
it's OK as an answer to the question as I posed it
:r-rt ls knocked on the head b5l offset curr€nt Can you
.ae why? The onJy practicalway to make this version
--i the circuit viable. at least where garns as high as
-0(X) are involved is to introduce the capacrtor in
=:ries with R3

H

there is nothing to stabilise the DC levels in the circuit
If you imagine that the input and output are at 0V
i.r,,hen

frl Fl

the circuit is powered up. even if lhe input

remains firmly at 0V for eternity. the output will drift
because bias current must be supplied by C2 The rate
of drift wjll be i1.,,,. x C2 volts per second. so for a
1pO capacitor in the C2 position and a bias current
o1 l(X)nA. the output rvill wander by 1V every 10

E

ll
-l
H

E

secon ds
If the drift didn't mess things up. the c jrcuit would
be quite usef r-rl as a level shifter: any voltage imposed

on C2 would become the new'ground'voltage about
which the srgn.rlcoulcl vary The circuit is in fact used

occasion.rllv but only with the addition oI extra
comllonents to'r e set'it €very now and again Autozeroing circuits are based on this principle and the
circuit has been used almost exactly as it stands in a
commercial PID controller
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RAD ALT,RT
Ian Pitt counts
seiuerts, Rads and
Rems with handy
radiation monitors
from Perspectiue
Scientific

he disaster at Chernobyl in April 1986
caused a great deal of public anxiety

and confusion. The situation was
made all the worse by people's inability

to understand the complex radiation
statistics issued through the news media.
Hundreds of people contacted ETI (and no
doubt other technical magazines) with questions
about the official measurements. Others decided
to take their own measurements and asked us
where they could buy a Geiger counter or how
they could make one.
Needless to say we were only too glad to help,
publishing a basic circuit almost immediatelyand a
more sophisticated circuit some time later (ETI
February 1987).

Others had also noticed this new-found

interest in radiation measurement. Within little
more than a year of the disaster a UK company

EaI
=

was marketing a pocket radiation monitor aimed
specifically at the anxious layman.
Of course there is a danger that this might
look tike an attempt to cash-in on public anxiety
and perhaps because of this the company has gone

to great lengths to

present the monitor as an

educational tool.
'Learn about radiation and alleviate anxiety,'
the brochure promises. To this end the monitor
comes complete with a beginner's guide to
radiation and a wealth of other information on
radiation measurements and health.

The Radalert 1310 is manufactured

E+I
22

E

by

Perspective Scientific. This is the basic model in a
range of three instruments, all of which respond to
gamma and X-radiation.
The Radalert 1310 is &scribed as a'high level'
monitor and measures radiation dose rates from
15 micro-sieverts/hour up to 5 sieverts/hour (the

sievert is the standard SI unit for dose equivalent in
human beings
- see the tinted box).
The next model up, the Radalert 1313, has a
measurement range similar to that of the 1310 but
is energy compensated over the range 50keV to
1.25MeV. Perspective says it is intended for armed
forces, civil defence and local authority use.

The top-of-the-range Radalert 1201 is intended for use in scientific and medical applica-

tions and covers the range 0.5 micro-sieverts/hour
to 10 milli-sieverts/hour. It is energy-compensated
for the same range of radiation energy levels as the
1313.

,{ll three models are fully auto-ranging

and

a

detector which provides visual and
audible warning of Geiger tube saturation. An
include

annual calibration service is also available.
The Radalert monitors have three operating

modes. In 'lnstant' mode they function as ratemeters, showing the dose rate (in sieverts) over
successive six-second periods.

The 'integrated dose' model is similar but
operates over 1, 2, 5, or 15 minute periods as
selected by the user. At any time it is possible to
view either the result of the previous integration or
the progress of the current count.
The third mode is described as'summing'and
provides a normal Geiger-counter function. The
display shows the elapsed time and an accumulat-

ing count of the number of radiation

pulses

detected.

An audible alarm system is available in the
'instant' and 'integrated dose' modes. The

I and 9 microsieverts/hour (1 is the default value) and if the total
count in any period exceeds this figure the alarm

threshold can be preset between

will sound.
The facility allows a Radalert to be used for
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unattended monitoring, operating continuously

from the (optional) mains adaptor. Perspective

Radolert 1310: 886. Radalert 1313: 8129.

claims a Radalert used in this way in North West
England would have detected increased radiation
levels from Chernobyl a day or so after the
accident occurred.
I tested two models for the review, the top of
the range 1201 and the'layman's model', the 1310.
There seemed little point in testing a 1313 since all
its features are duplicated in the other two models.
The monitors ar€ very light and comfortable
to hold compared with most Geiger ratemeters I
have encountered. They are also very simple to

Radolert 1201: t169. Mains odoptor/chorger:
t7. All prices exclude VAT. Auoiloble by meil
(add f3 plus VAT for postoge ond packing)
from Perspectiue Scientific, 100 Boker Street,

operate. At switch-on each of the functions is
flashed up in turn on the display and the user
simply presses a green button to select the
function or a red button to reject it.
For practical tests I took the Radalerts to the
R&D department of Philip Harris Ltd, a company
whose activities include supplying radioactive
sources and detectors for educational use.

With the help of some of the staff there I spent
a few hours putting the Radalerts through their
:aces. Both models performed perfectly, operat:ng correctly in all modes and producing results
,r hich agreed well with those obtained from several
:eference instruments. I then tried the two
:rstruments out at home, at work, and in a variety

:f other places

In all these environments the 1301 generally
:,dicated little more than its normal background

:cunt level, giving higher indications only when
:,aced near some obviously radioactive source
=:ch as a gas mantle. Only on long count periods
:cu)d significant differences be detected and even
:ren the results were often inconsistent and

::iicult to interpret.
By comparison, the 1201 found small but

London W1M lLA. Tel: 01-486 6837.
The leat'let Rodiation snd You is ouoilable t'rom the UKAEA, 11 Charles Street,
London SWLY 4QP. The booklet Liuing with
Radiotion costs f1.90 ond is auailable from the

NRPB, Chilton, Didcot, Oxfordshire OXl1
ORQ or t'rom ony branch of Her Majesty's
Stationery Olfice

readable and suitably no-nonsense in its approach.

The booklet also includes operating instructions and a very useful guide to using the Radalert
for the first time.
The other items supplied are a copy of
'Radiation and You,' published by the United
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, and a booklet
from the National Radiological Protection Board
called 'Living with Radiation.'These items are both
generally available (in other words, you don't have
to buy a Radalert to get them!) and can be obtained
from the addresses given above.

Itr

frl
frl
€

The UKAEA leaflet is brief, graphic and
highly-coloured in more ways than one! It does
provide an easily-digestible introduction to
radiation and its health effects but you don't need
to be too much of a sceptic to find some of its
assurances a little too glib.
The NRPB booklet is better, perhaps simply
because it is longer (over fifty pages) and therefoie
has space to examine the issues in greater depth.
Anyone who studies it from cover to cover should
emerge with a basic but thorough understanding of

rcticeable differences from one place to another
:.en over relatively short count periods and gave

radiation and radiahon protection. However, it

-eiievably consistent results on successive counts.
These differences do not indicate any short-:rrrngs, they merely confirm that the 1310 is
=ractly what the manufacturer says it is - a highthe more expensive
': - el radiation monitor. Unlike
-1,11 it is not really suitable for making measure-ents at normal background levels.
For this reason I don't think the 1310 will be of
.-,-. real value to the person who silnply wants to
;:rn about radiation. You don't need a radiation
-,:nitor just to learn the basics and if you're
.: <ling the subject at a more serious level you will
-::cably find the 1310 far too limiting
I suspect the oeople who will find it most
-=ejulwill be amateur geologists, cavers or anyone
radiation
= =z with a direct interest in measuring
levels.
;
background
e
=:.:
Similarly, the energy-compensated Radalert

the lines of 'there are problems but don't worry,
we're dealing with them'
You may agree with this point of view (and
there are plenty of experts who would too) but
there are also others. just as expert, who would

also gives a generalJy reassuring impression, along

disagree strongly
It would have been nice to have seen-either
in this booklet or elsewhere in the Radalert docu-

- some mention of these disagreements, some indication that there are still fundamental issues to be resolved. If Joe Public is to be

mentation

educated about the dangers of radiation he at least
deserves to be told the full story.

RADIATION UNITS

-:-3 should be of use in a wide range of pro-:-.sronal and semi-professional applications where
-::sonably high levels need measuring
The 1201 is a useful instrument by any
It's by no means the last word in port':=,:.dards.
=: e radiation monitors but it offers a professional
+,2'. ol performance in a remarkably compact
-::iage and is very reasonably priced. It deserves

'- ::

well.

Finally, since the Radalert monitors are being
-a:<eted largely on the strength of their supposed
=,:-:arional value, it's worth looking briefly at the
r:::a:ure supplied with them. There are three main
r=-::s The first is a slim booklet which contains the
.eg:ners' guide' to radiation written especially for
:-::=:ective by a university lecturer in radiation
- ,rr',g!' It's a little uneven in its coverage but very

=TI
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LOUDSPEAKER
l

John Dix presents
an innouatiue
loudspeaker design
that enhances the
lout frequency
response of small
urtits

n these enlightened days of CD, DAT and all

I

that is silent at the source, there is proportionately less in the music budget to be spent
loudspeakers. The loudspeaker
systems manufacturers have concentrated
on smaller enclosure designs to achieve a cost
reduction with the minimum possible sacrifice in
performance.
Although it is more difficult to maintain the
low frequency response with a small enclosure,
reducing the dimensions has a number of advantages. A significant increase in structural stiffness
reduces unwanted radiation from the cabinet
walls. The narrow frontal area also improves the
sound distribution.

on the

Larger loudspeaker systems have

to

be

complex because a mid-range unit is needed, with
careful integration of responses to cover the whole
frequency range. In a smaller unit, a single bass/

mid-range

unit provides

seamless coverage

beyond the critical mid-frequency range, easing

crossover design and producing a radiation
pattern conducive to a natural spread of sound and
a usefully wide stereo sound stage.
However if a small enclosure results in an
abrupt roll off of bass level below 1,@Hz, the bass
lightness becomes readily apparent and there is
therefore a limit to the economy feasible if a unit is
to provide the reasonably long throw cone

excursions necessary for adequately low
frequency radiation.
An obvious advantage of small speakers is

their convenience
often they are placed on
- and
shelves in wall units
so on. However, close

proximity to a wall can give rise to interfering
standing wave patterns which deteriorate the
Fig. l Partlyassembled
enclosure

stereo image. Having the speakers away from the
wall, stably in space at a height such that the high
frequencies are not absorbed by the sofa, gives an

obvious improvement in depth and

image

precrslon.

Bearing all these points

E-{

E-l
Erl
F-l

E

E
tr-

in mind it

seems

logical to consider whether the space within and
under the speaker stands could not be used to
enhance the low frequency response while maintaining a low cost, freestanding configuration.

The low frequency efficiency of such

Enclosure Design
A freestanding loudspeaker enclosure with similar
dimensions to that of a small speaker on a stand, if
of conventional design and construction, presents
a difficult acoustic problem to the designer

because of the long narrow parallel walls. These
will tend to vibrate and resonate giving a resonant
pipe-like colouration to the low frequency sound
which is difficult to control and eliminate.
An altemative approach (satisfying from an
acoustic engineering point of view) is to

deliberately exploit

the

unwanted pipe resonant modes.

characteristics

of

a

resonant pipe in such a way that the loudspeaker
unit is correctly loaded and terminated at the low
frequencies, whilst adequately suppressing

an

arrangement is somewhere between that of a horn
and a bass reflex enclosure and therefore reduces
the demands made on the low frequency excursions of the small diaphragm bass speaker unit.
The principle involved utilises the properties
of a closed at one end quarter wavelength pipe as

originally proposed by Voigt in his patent No
M7749 and subsequently adapted and described
by R West and R Baldock in their designs. The
design produced by R West was intended for a

corner position with the speaker unit firing into the

corner to spread the high frequency sound by
reflection from the walls, and R Baldock's designs

were intended for either a semi-omnidirectional
sound distribution or a wall reflected distribution.
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Present day practice favours loudspeaker
operation auray from corners and walls, firing
directiy a'i the Usteners.

The Quarten Wave Loading

Enctrosure

The constr uction cf the design is depicted in Fig 1.
The bass enciosure consists of a quarter
wavelength rectangular section pipe with a linear
taper, resonant at about 50H2.

The bass

)or-rdspeaker

unit is situated

at
approximately haifway along the acoustic axis in

the best i:osition to suppress higher order
resonant rnodes" At resonance the acoustic
pressure is high at the tapered end and still
reascnab)y high at the loudspeaker unit. This

ensLrres tbat effective acoustic loading is presented
to the Lcricisi-.caker cone and small excursions of
the cone at higl-, pressure are manifested as much

iarger iow pressure movements of air out of the

port ai the bortom of the enclosure
Such a process, similar to horn loading, con:ributes io efficjent bass frequency operation with
,orv distorti,.,lr up to a frequency of 200H2, where
:ireci radiaiicn from the cone takes over. The
anhanced L,ass response produced by this method
- i loadinq compared with that from the same unit
: a 10 litre sealed enclosure is shown in Fig 2,
,.tere the curves were obtained under identical
^' ?a5rira1Iatlt r i,rtdilions.
-fhis
enclo-.ure not only satisfies the require::.e nrs cf being f ree standing with the drive units at
. :cnverienl. height but aiso provides an enhanced
:-ss respcnse, Lrsing the space that would other,. se have been taken up by a stand. Furthermore,
- :.,y. srnall cone e xcLlrsions are required in the bass
-aced region and this places the minimum of
:=mands on iinearity of the cone suspension and
-e rnagrrztlc fieid in the voice coil gap, allowing
=,sonably- Iow priced drive units to be employed.
Conrinuing the quesi for a low price design, it
.:i-npting
to consider a wide range twin cone unit
=
',: rse in this enclosure. Fig. 3 shows the high
:=:uency response of a 165rnm diameter paper
-:.e bass unit used rn this position with consider.: e ripple in the response due to cone "break-up"

modes. Unfortunately, when a small tweeter cone
is added to the main cone to widen the frequency
range, any improvement in frequency response is
accompanied by main cone "break-up" ripple as
shown in Fig. 4.

A much smoother performer is the 165nrm
polypropylene cone bass unit with a frequency
response as shown in Fig. 5 and this type is
recommended for use in the quarter wave
enclosure.
Because of the unsatisfactory response of
twin cone units, space is provided in the top of the
quarter wave enclosure, as shown in Fig. 1, to
house a suitable tweeter.

Construction
The enclosure has been designed to make the
construction as simple as possible and if the
various pieces (see FiS. 6) are cut accurately
square then there should be no difficulties in
assembly.

rc$

ffi
l''.

fi

tTX

ffi

kd

ffi

Referring to Fig. 7 it can be seen that there are

only two angle cuts to be made, those at the top of
both the long front and back panels. All the rest are
simple 90' butt joints and it is left to the individual

construclor

to

decide whether

to attempr rhe

angle joints or simply butt the joints and fill the
wedge shape gaps with whatever technique and
material is convenient.
The dimensions quoted are not critical
provided everything is checked to fit as shown in
the diagrams so that airtight joints are obtained,
particulariy in the high acoustic pressure areas in
the tapered wedge and around the speaker unit
The front, back, bottom, top and internal
partition members are all made of nominally :2in
thick chipboard and should all be matched to the
same width of 7in. The two side panels are made of
nominally t/oin thick plywood and it is recom
mended that one of the panels is marked out to
indicate where the /2in thick panels are located.
These can then be cut to size and checked for fit
and the assembly pinned and glued together to
form the structure drawn in Fig. 2

As the assembly progresses check it for

squareness and, if necessary, secure one or two
cross pieces of plywood offcuts with pins driven a
little way in to hold the assembly square while the
glue sets.
Being reasonably liberal with the glue should
ensure airtight joints but pay particular attention to

the pointed end of the wedge section and

if

necessary run a fillet of glue along this particular
joint.
Finally complete the assembly by glueing and
pinning the second )i' inch thick plywood panel into
place. It will be noted that the enclosure is reason,
ably light and stiff and this minimises the energy
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storage in the enclosure walls. Tapping the sides of
the enclosure produces different notes at different
positions indicating that the internal bracing and
asymmetry is working to minimise undesirable
reflections and panel resonances.

Finishing tasks involve punching the pins

home, filling and sanding prior to painting or covering with material or an iron-on veneer.
After several years experimenting with
various drive units the best solution. both in terms

%in CH IPBOARD

%in PLYBOARO
x2

Fig.

7 Enclosure dimensions and construction

excellent off-axis response as shown in Fig.9.

The modulus of the installed bass

Fig. 6 The cutting diagram for a single owL loudspeaker (the baffle plate is also
needed and is shown in Fig. 7)
of cost and performance, seems to be the simplest
of crossover arrangements with a direct connection to the bass unit and a capacitor feed to the

unit,s

impedance against frequency as shown in Fig. 10.
A resonance was detected at about 2S0Hz but
became inaudible with the insertio
ng
material into the open end of the c
"a
section as indicated in Fig. 1. The
he
damping is also shown in Fig. 10.

tweeter.

The need for artentuation is avoided

by

choosing a sensitivity for the high frequency unit
just below that of the bass unit. The speaker baffle
is as small as possible for rigidity and minimum
frontal area. The sloping of the baffle time-aligns

the outputs from the two units, improves ihe

coupling of the bass unit to the air column in the
enclosure. It also exploits an improved smoothness in frequency response of the bass/mid
frequency unit observed at this angle off irs central
axis rather than complicating the crossover.

The loudspeaker units are mounted from the
outside of the enclosure and the bass unit needs a
sealing gasket cut out of a thin sheet of plastic foam
or paper depending on the surface finish of the
baffle. Use chipboard screws and do not over
tighten.

Electrical connections maV be made

to

a

The Response
Figure 8 shows the combined anechoic response
of the two units as derived from the manufacturer,s
quoted responses as a dotted line. with the in-room
frequency response as a solid line (in-room
measured using /rrd octave noise with a calibrated
mic at 0.9m height). The responses show good
integration and smoothness. A further bonus of
the simple crossover and small sloping baffle is an

26
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connector block fastened just above the port. The
bass speaker lead is simply passed down through
the bass enclosure and out through the port, whilst
the tweeter lead is secured by clips down the back
of the enclosure. The series capacitor supplied
with the tweeter is a non-polarised electrolytic and
readers may wish to upgrade the performance by
replacing this component by a better quality
version. Readers may also wish to experiment with
the provision of steelor plastic spikes in the base of
the enclosure.

Performance
The choice of loudspeaker is often a very personal
decision and the present design is the result of
many hours of measurement and listening.
This QWL design is relatively cheap and easy
to build but achieves a combination of good

measured frequency response, stereo imaging,
sound quality and efficiency. They occupy very
little floor space, are easily moved and are the
correct height to preclude the need for stands.
Happy

listening.

EI

BUYLINES
The louospeaker units

recommended
Tan

and dome tweeter lcat no 40t2761.

Tandyls mail oider address is

;

10922)

7'10000.

'

MEASUREO BESPONSE IN ROOM AT 0.5 METRE

FREOU ENCY
4OW PEAK POWER

FATING

Fig. 8 Frequency response of complete
loudspeaker systems

WOOFER
40-101

1

m0

lkHz

FB EOU ENCY

Fig. 9 Off-axis response
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AI{ALOGI-]E
COMPT]TER
Paul Cuthbertson
continues to build his
small analogue
computer for use in
the classroom or the
laboratory

s

ast month I described the construction oJ

No precise measurements are given because

the analogue computer's power supply
This month it is the turn of the main
computer unit itself
The suggested front panel layout is
shown in Fig 1 lt can be quite tedious to mark out
the front panel neatly yourself and so this panel is
available as part of the kit from Grampian (see
Buylines) However, you'll stilJ have to drill your own

these will depend on your exact front panel layout
The last two yellow sockets tighten down on the fork.
and the pot board then screws down to the small
holes Make sure the brackets do not connect to tracks
on the pot board
Solder a 15-w,ay D-pJug on the end of the
15-way cable trapping the braid in the cable clamp for

holes!
Use a punch to mark the cenire of each hole and
a hand drill to drilla 2mm pilot hole at each position.
Hold the panel firmly in a vice near the hole position

F{

LJ

Frl
ts-I
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E
tr*
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irr,'ith a clean piece of rag in the vice to prevent
marking the panel) to prevent it bending With a little
care good results can be had Be particuJarly careful
rr ith the potentiometer holes as these have the edges
sh orvi

ng

Drill 6 5mm holes for the green terminal and the
LEDs 8m m for the 4mm sockets and large holes up
to a limit of Smm or 9mm for the pots. If in doubt drill
a hcle too small. try it out and then work up. Use an
inslrument file or similar to cut a small slot in the edge
of the hole for the spigot on the terminals
Fit and tjghten all the panel components except
for the g'ellow sockets at the top and bottom of the
coefficient multiplier section. A 3/sin socket spanner
held in the hand can be a good toolto use here Don't
overtighten them as the threads can strip
Now solder the six potentiometers in place on the
pot board (Flg 2) To ftx the pot board to the front
panel, you'll need a couple of special brackets made
from scrap aluminium
- see Fig 3 Theres a left
handed bracket and a right handed one

earthing
Drill a hole in the back right of the case. no f urther

than 50mm from the end of the case for the 15-way

cable Use

a

grommet Solder a length of earth wire

to the braid and either trap the other end of this
between the bracket and the pot board or use a solder
tag onto the bolt which secures the pot board Tiim
all but the -10V REF wire down to about 4Omm
length Strip and crimp tags to the ends of the wires
and push them into a 10-way cable shell in
accordance with Table 1 (connections 63-72)
The +7V wire (position 63) needs a 8in piece
of wire to reach the overvoliage ind jcator (LED2) The
-7V w\re (position 67) needs a slightly longer piece
in with it The 0V wire (position 72) needs a piece of
wire about 250mm inserted with it The - 10V REF
wire goes to the next cable sheil at position 61 which
is why it is longer than the rest Cut the wings off this
shell before using it
Begin populating the main board by fltting all the
connectors and allthe [C sockets as shown in Fig 4
Next fit all the links using insulated single strand wire
Fit all the other components as shown in Fig 4
making,sure all the diodes and the translator are the
right way round Don't fit the ICs yet
Several points on the board (labelled A I) must

i
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be connected with insulated wire on the underside oI
the board. Some of these are corrected mistakes,
some are there because there is no room elsewhere
on a single sided board and others are an attempt to

preserve the designers sanity!
Connect the pads with the same letters. There
are trvo of most but five each of pads B and C and
three each of D and E

Testing

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1O

Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing

amplifier
amplifier
amplifier
amplifier
amplifier
amplifier
amplifier
amplifier
amplifier
amplifier

input 1,1
input 1,2
input 1,3
input 1,4
input 1 ,5
input 1,6
input 1,7
input 2,1
input 2,2
input 2,3

4
3
2
1

Most parts of the system can be tested at this stage
before the front panel wiring goes in Don't insert the
ICs to their sockets yet but plug the leads from the
power supply into the board
Switch on the supply and quickly check that all
supplies are present in the right places. If not, switch

1

1
12
'l
3
14
15
16

lntegrator
lntegrator
lntegrator
lntegrator
lntegrator
lntegrator

input

off immediately and investigate.
A rather strange property of all the lCs used in
this project is that they are symmetrical [f the supplies
are present but the wrong way round, you can plug
the [C in upside down rather than rewiring!
Make yourself a couple of test links by crimping
rags onto 200mm or so pieces of wire Bare about
10mm at the other end. Now you can push each of
:hese into a six way cable shell or other test position
as appropriate, to apply signals to the various parts
,rf the circuit Refer to Fig 3 and Table 1 to see
.r'hereabouts you are and to Table 2 to see which
quarter of the op-amp is responsible {or different

1-l
18
'l
9
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing

amplifier
amplifier
amplifier
amplifier
amplifier
amplifier
amplifier

2l
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing

amplifier output 7
amplifier output 5
amplifier input 5,1
amplif ier input 5,2
ampllfier input 5,3
amplifier input 6,1
amplifier input 6,2
amplifier input 6,3
amplifier output 6
amplifier output 8

u

nctions

'..b.

\.

N),

-i

u,* "

.+,s

38
39

40
41

42
43

44
45
46
47

4a
49
50

4
3

51

output 1
output 3
input 3,1
input 3,2
input 3,3
input 4, 1
input 4,2

53

initial conditions
initial conditions

52

amplifier
amplifier

amplifier input 7,'l
amplifier input 7,2
amplifier input 7,3
amplifier input 8,1
amplifier input 8.2
amplifier input 8,3
Coefficient multiplier input 1
Coefficient multiplier output 1
Coefficient multiplier output 2
Coefficient multiplier input 2

63
64

+ 7V Supply
Overvoltage warning LED

59
60
61

65
66
67
68
69
10

Coefficient
Coefficient
Coefficient
Coefficient

NC

SET

- 7V Supply

HOLD

71

'l 5V Supply
+ 1 5V Supply
1 0V Reference output

72

OV

-

lnsert lC7 into its socket This is the window
comparator and latch Remember this one is reversed
relative to the rest (unless uou ve reversed any others

.\

{-*

InsertlC6/1300 /l4OO Power up and check you
-:'e about -t10V at each ofthe corner pins on the
of the IC. Then adjust the two pots at the bottom

,:::e board to give precisely 10.00V Do look at the
master relerence too to see it has not changed
. - .,. er down each time before inserting the next IC
Insert the iop left lC (IC100/200/300/400) into
-. .ocket Power up and check that all the outputs are
\'by probing the corner pins of the lC (ln reallty

- i'

.

--

-

may expect up to about 10mV either way

._-.rt 017o full scale) Now apply each of the

--r

-=:=rences

to each input in turn, monitoring at the
, -=ut connector pin. +10V in should give -10V

-,,

and vice versa The outputs should be well within

rf full scale, for x 1 inputs Applying this input to
.
= 10 input will result in about 14V output or so but
- : --es mean the input is connected properly Strange
-..,-rs can be due to mjsconnection, solder bridges
,- . reversed diode
-
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a

summing amp or the +15\/ supply to a x 1 input. you
should be able to see the leftmost corner pins of the
IC dropping negative They should be posltive
normally and respond momentarily to overrange
outputs It isn't necessar!' to test all the inputs this way
incidentally. just one for each summing amp
Next monftor pin eight of lC7 It should be posi
tive if SET has not been pressed since the last overvolt
condition Press SET and check it goes negative
Insert 1C500 600 700/800 and use the same

-i{i

=:.t

output 2
output 3

Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing
Summing

yourself!) By applying +10V to a x 10 input of

-

initial conditions 2
initial conditions 1

62

55
56
57
58

4,3
output 4
output 2

output 1
output 4

multiplier input 3
multiplier output 3
multiplier output 4
multiplier input 4
Coefficient multiplier input 5
Coefficient multiplier output 5
Coefficient multiplier input 6
+ 1 OV Reference output
1OV Reference input
Coefficient multiplier output 6

54

amplif ier input

lntegrator
lntegrator
lntegrator
lntegrator
lntegrator
lntegrator

Table 1 Connections to the main computer board

s.. *

r.rN$:\.,.Si\"1\

input
input
input
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Fig. 1 The front panel layout
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procedure for each summing

amp

checking for

zero, checking all inputs and finishing with an overvolt

INPUT

I

SICKET

(49

)

1

TNPUT2(52)

check on one input of each amp
Now insert ICI 500 / l5O1 / 1600/ 1601, lC].7 00 /
17 01. / tSoo / 1801 and tC7502 / t602 / t7 02 / 1802
These form the heart of the integrators Power up,
press SET and see that the {our corner pins of the
LM324 go close to 0V You can expect a good 30mV
here actually
- about0 3% full scale Release SET.
The op-amp outputs should drift very slowly (ln an

ideal world this drift would be zero)
Apply + 10V to the integrator input at the connector pin The op-amp output should attain -5V
in a second (approximately) Press SET a few times
to verify the op amp output returns to zero and ramps
from there each time It may be easjer to moniior this
on a scope or an analogue meter rather than a DVM
While this is in progress check the overvolt system
responds to the op-amp output voltages
Check HOLD by attempting to catch the op amp

SOCK ET 2

INPUT

3(53)

r800,1801
SOCKET 3

SEfrdICONI}TICTORS

rc (611300/1400),

INPUT4{56)

:( '1

,

SOCKET 4

fNPUT5l57)

' lM'l

!,6 '

470k

,

,

SOCKET 5

7,

00/120013001400 ),

,'

1 70

lM324

1Q0k

, ,33k,

,

,18Qk

4066

INPUT6I59)
,680R' '' ',

1

N414R

rcd LEDC

1%

3Sk'

'82k

1604,

LED.I 2

l0k

lmk
Fig. 2 the eomponent overlay
for the pot board

1831,

D1 3, 100, 101 , 200; 201 ; 300, 301, 400,
401; 50,0, ,501, 600;601, 700, 701, 800,

S0l, 150&1:5004, I600
1 70G I 7M, 1 800.1804

SOCK ET 6
)

'BC

05

1M0

EARIH ( 72

470n

)

MISCELLANEO{'S
,

330k

PLl

'

,

,

J]5-waY

D:lllPq Plqg

PLz 22

s(l4
4k7 1%
410k

SK5,9
SK1G27

sK28 50
:1

0k 20 turn pot

1k0 20 tum pot

SK5]

'ye[9w]4min socket
-grgef 4mmsotirct

PCBs, Case 6x 10-way, 2x6,way PCB connectors. I0 soekets,

Connecting wire, Fiexib e wire, Nuts and bolts,

Fig. 4
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Tht compon€nt overlay for the main board
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halfway through its headlong rush When in HOLD
drift in an ideal world they would
not
and this looks quite bad on a DVM (the drift
rate can be about 50mV/s) but look at it with a scope

the integrators do

I would defy anyone to see
moment to moment

and

it drifting from

On the plus side, the integrators behave very well
drifting about 1mV/s
if you appJy 0V to the inputs
so left to their own devices they will take about two
hours to drift up to an overvolt condition!lt is wise not
to use HOLD for extended periods of time but see my

-

comments on performance improvements below

already in place
Carefully lower the panel into position Now is
a good time to make up the patch leads Two metres
of extraflex wire will make ten leads of various lengths;
I used six 0,25m lengths and four 0 125 ones Connect 4mm plugs on both ends of each lead

More Testing
that remains is to check the summing amp and
coefficient multiplier connections by applying inputs.
checking outputs and by checking the integrator
wiring and calibration of the integrators. Calibrate the
integrators by applying a 0 50V signal derived from
a voltage reference passed through a coefficient multi
plier Use your nice new patch leads to do thisl
Using a stop watch. release SET. wait for 20
seconds and press HOLD Make a quick mental note
of the voltage attained before it wanders too far off
Adjust the integrator, using one of the four pots at the
left edge of the board, using the 20s check each time
an adjustment is made, until the integrator reaches ten
volts plus the offset apparent when SET is asserted
That's the simplest method If you've stuck with the
wiring scheme outlined. you'll see that the pots are
numbered one to four from back to front
lf you have a pulse generator which willgive you
a good pulse of known and stable amplitude and
duration, you could use it to puJse the integrator and
adjust the potentiometer to give a known final voltage
A + 1V pulse for one second should result in - 1V on
the output The important thing is that the integrators
are the same. The on)y reason for having adjustment
here, and not for any other circuit. is to remove the
effects of the tolerance of the capacitors (5%) and to
account for using two 470n rather than 1gO
ALI

Insert the last IC (1C1503/7603/7703/1803)
and check the outputs follow those of the previous
stage (x2) and that when an input is applied to the IC

(initial conditions) connector position this'voltage
appears inverted at the

position Connect the + 7V position to the overvolt
LED anode along with the 680R resistor which is

output Keep SET asserted for

The prototype showing the internal overboard

wtnng

i:s. using a shorting link if you like, as it is easier to
.ee what's going on
Also put +15V in at the initial condition inputs
.iithout SET asserted) to check the action of the
:iervolt connections Calibration of the integrators
-::ust wait until the internal wiring is installed

Wiring

.

The coefficient multipliers are numbered one to
. -:om top to bottom Connect a wire from each pot

:er pad to the input connector The outputs

E

n
Fl

ITI

panel

used in the computer are the biggest

PIN FUNCTION

-Y:l holes in the base of the case and bolt in the board.
-s:ng spacers The board should lie right at the back
,::he case where it just clears the 4mm sockets nicely
Use smalI Jengths of bare single strand wire to
--rnect each of the yeJlow coefficient multiplier
.,,kets to the clockwise end of each potentiometer
- . the pot board Tiim down the anode (long) leads
-, coth LEDs and solder a 680R resistor between
:<n-r Lay the front panel face down with the back
. -3e just leaning on the front of the case. so that jt
=- hinge'back into position when the time comes
Starting with those sockets and connections at
- = :ack. which would be awkward to reach with the
'=.: of the wiring in place, cut and solder an appro
:: :re length of wire tothe socket Referto Flg 3 and
-.-.e 1 continuously I have chosen to number the
-:rts to the summing amps starting at the top Ieft
.-r.{ing right, then bottom leit working right The
'=:..y esseniialthing is that groups o{ connections to
, - ? amp or integrator are kept together and a whrte
. - ,ti socket always connects to an input with a 100k

=

Itr

Fig. 3 Brackets to hold
the pot board to the front

Improvements
f hreLM324lCs

rtr

1
2
8
14
1
7
o

14

lC 1 0O/200i 300/z+O0
Summing amp output
Surnming amp output 2
Summing amp output 4
Summing amp output 3
1

rc500/600t700/800
Summing
Summinq
Summing
Summing

amp output

5

amp output 6
amp output 8
amp output 7

7

14

tc1 503/1 603/1 703/1 803

8

14

rc900/1000/1 100i 1200
Coeff icient multiplier 2 output
Coefficient multiplier 3 output
Coeff icient multiplier 4 output
Coefficient multiplier I output

)

Upper t *ve) comparator
Lower l-ve) comparator

tc6/1300/1400
1

7
1

lntegrator 4 first stage output
lntegrator 3 first stage output
lntegrator 1 first stage output

1 lntegrator 3 output
7 lntegrator 4 output
8 lntegrator 1 output
14 lntegrator 2 output

-7

Thrs output not used
Latch output (drive to overvolt
LED

I

14

1

tc7

1

6

tc1 502t't 602t 17 02t 1802
lntegrator 2 first stage output

Table 2 Useful

a

14

Coeff icient multiplier 5 output

Coefficient multiplier 6 output
+ 1 0V reference output
1 OV reference output

test point locations

BUYLINES

go

: -3:I to the blue sockets Connect a wire between the
-- :i 0V track on the pot board and the green termj' = Connect the 0V wire from position 72 to the

::..n terminal as well Tiim and connect the overvolt
cathode to the appropriate connector position
-=J
a:: and connectthepowerLEDcathodetothe -7V
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source of error, particularly in the integrators where
their bias currents cause drift in the HOLD mode and
very slight asymmetric operation and drift when

runnlng
[f any improvement is considered necessary, the
biggest single step would be to replace those op-amps

in the critical positions of summing amplifier and
integrator Some possibilities might be the LF347
r"vhich offers vastly improved bias currents or the
OP400 with its very low offset voltage of 150iiV
maximum. If selecting an improved op amp do not
be concerned with bandwidth or slew rate for this
application
There are no other easy or relatively cheap roads
to improvement The next item on the list is perhaps
the capacitors but closer tolerance types at 1pr are likely
to be bulky and expensive. Using 100n instead of the

F{

lp

in the prototype will speed up the computer by a
factor of ten but will also express drift rates ten times
faster The important resistors could be replaced by
0 17o types but these are likely to be expensive too
Having said all this, the computer is still more
than adequate for control experiments and, dare I say
it, a lot better than certain offerings I have come across
recently.

LJ

Erl

E

Further Uses
The individual building blocks of the computer can
be used for many other purposes Variable and fixed
gain amplifiers are easily implemented There are
sufficient integrators to build two rather fine, high Q
state variable filters, although the range of operating
frequencies may be restricted.

E
tr..

Don't be afraid to use external components in the

patching For example, a 10k resistor in series with any
input will attenuate the signal by a factor of two. 90k

by a factor of ten. This can be used to slow down
integrators

A very low frequency sine wave generator is
another possibility, with the added advantage of
quadrature outputs and high spectralpurity (since it
a'proper'sine wave and not something cobbled up
from a triangle wave) but the amplitude will change
sLowly Set up a state variable filter with a damping of
zero for this. (By the way, ten out of ten if you
recognised the computation in the article in the June
issue as just that
- a state variable filter!)
The whole computer can be easily expanded
adding further main boards operating off the same
power supply unit Wiring up further D connectors
in the power supply is the way to do this.
Other functional blocks could also be added
either to this main board or to an additional one The
possibilities are almost boundless One thing is certain
Once the analogue computer is built, you will never
again look at a digital computer with quite t
is

admiration

GENERAIJ SPECIECATION FOR

AIL MODULES

Frequency response 20Hz - 20kHz +OdB

THD

0 O17o

SNR

typrcally 0 003%
I10 db A werghted

6

Slew Rate

1O0v/uS

Input

0 775v RMS, OdB

Sensrtlvrty

Dimensions

Werohr

-IJ

2dB

lkHz max

137x76x42mm

0 375Ko max
Note: the above speclftcatrons only apply when the modules
are used wlth the correct powe! supply and heatslnk, whtch we
can supply see hshng below

PRICES excludrng VAT and carnage
RMA600 Amp
RMA300 Amp
RMA150 Amp
RMA600 600 watts RMS into

4 ohms 3?0 lvatis RMS rnto 8 ohm
RMA300 - 300 watts RMS rnio 4 ohms IB0 watts RMS rnto I ohms

RMAI50 lS0watlsRMSrntc

4

chns 85 lvattsRMSrnloSohms

Avarlable for the frrst trm.e MosFet power ampltfter
modules derLved from rnternatlonally acclalmed
RAUGH Pro-Audlo technclogy
The Rl\/l,f,. serres of ampltfter moCules offer outstandlng
power handllng capabrlLty and conbrne a'Class A'

driver stage wrth MosFet outpul devlces to glve
AudLophrle performance
A1l of the R.I\/LE modules have beee ove: desLgned for
long term rehabrlity, and are construciec cn a glass'ftbre

solder resisted board wrth component iegendlng The
power Mosfets are mbunted under the PCB anC bolted
to a substanhal 9mm thrck alumlnlum mourtilg plale
Thrs forms a compact and very robust package wlllch
can be easily mounted to the heatslnk

MUCH
orecson
RAUCH PREClSION ENG LTD
DEPT H
BLACKHILL IND EST
SMTTERFIELD

STMTFORD ON AVON
WARKS CV37 OPT

Module 974 00 buiJl
Module i49 00 buill
Module i3? 00 builr

Toro dal transformer 800 VA 60-0-60v for FMA600
Torordal transformer 500 VA 60-0-60v for RMA300
Torordal transformer 200 VA 60-0-6Ov for RMA150
10 000 uf 100vW PSU capacltors wlrh clamps
600v 35 amp bndge rechfrers
Heals)nk 300 x 80 x 4Omm 0 45 oC/W
24v DC fan 12omm (Papst)
24v DC fan 90mm (Papst)
Thermal swltch re-settlng
DC protechon card
!10 40 burlt

f65 00 krl
!41 00 kil
t30 00 kr1
036 00

!26 00
!17 00

fl I 80

r

290

012 00
r21 90
020 80

L 28A

!

850kit

CARRIAGE [2 20 FOR ALL ORDERS, CHEQUE OR
POSTAL ORDERS ONLY, S A E T'OR FURTHER DETAILS
TMDE ENQU1RIES WELCOME

BIryWITH CONFIDENCE. RAUCH PRECISIONARE A
WELL ESTABLISHED COMPANY WITH SAIES OF
PROFESSIONAL POWER AMPLIFIERS EXCEEDING

!

I .5OO OOO

TO SATISFIED CUSTOMERS WORLDMDE
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sion gives every bit as good results. too as the more
expensive purpose-made options

Construction
Two methods of construction are oflered: PCB or
stripboard Neither is difficult but the usual procedures
and precautions should be taken. depending on your
chosen method
The PCB component overlay is shown in Fig 2
On PCB. the only precaution is to leave the transistors
until last This way. there is less likelihood of heat
damage from a slap-happy soldering iron Watch for
eJectrolytic capacitor polarisation make sure you
get them the right way round
The stripboard overlay rs shown in Fig 3 Make
all track breaks and solder the wire link first. before
any components are positioned Then. like the PCB
solder all components in leaving the transistors until
last

-f

he pickup coil is made by winding 150 turns of
l3Oswg insulated copper wire onto a 1in former Leave

about three inches of wire at each end of the coil free
Neither the number of turns or the former size is
critical. so don't worry if you Iose count or can't find
a former which is exactly the right size We used a
bottle of Tipp-Ex typing correction fluid as our former
(slightly over the inch in size) and that proved
adeq u ate

Sinrilarly. the wire gauge isn't critical either -'anything from about 25 ro :l5swg wire will do Once

wound slide

rhe coil of{ its former and tie it with string.

cord wire or tape

lacrng

The ends of the coil now need to be connected
to the circuit board and screened cable should be used
for this If you have used enamel-covered copper wire

Keith Brindley records
te le p ho ne c o nve rs atio n s
for posterity, security
and blackmail

very now and again. it happens You wish

you had taken notes of that telephone
conversation Whoever you were talking
to had said something of vital importance
but you can't remember it now Or he
made a commitment to yolr which you know he'll

for rhe coil you'll need to scratch off the last few
millrnretres of enamelfrom the ends of the coil. baring

the copper befole they will accept solder If you've
used polyurethane coated copper wire. this is self
fluxing and can be soldered direct Whichever solder
earth and signal leads ofthe screened cable separateJy
the

to the ends of the coil lt's best to insulate

connection. too. to prevent shorting Heat shrink

NOTEr

012,3 = Bclog

lk0

sleeving ls ideal for this but insulating tape provides
a suitable alternative

+!.
c5

HO\v IT WORKS

R10

Ll

= 150 TURNS 3OSWG
INSULATEO COPPER
WIRE SCSAMBLE.WOUND
ONTO 1 INCH FORMER

1

OOn

Fig,
OUTPUT

1,

showithe

piokup'corlitunsto
{

05,,4

I

,rit:n!

inst

Fig. 1 The circuit diagram of the telephone recorder
.':-.,q

never keep

-

and being only a verbalcommitment.

how can you hold him to it?
The answer, of course.

torecordthe telephone
conversation Then you've got a firm record of the
whole affair However. short of dismantling your

:ii.r._ity.;: irr.."li'i

",..

i

--.

'i:rii:lti:t:nrt*
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is

instrument (excuse the expression) and diving into the
telephone's circuit. how do you do it?
A simpJe coil of wire is used in the ETI telephone
recorder to pick up minute electromagnetic disturbances coffesponding to the audio tones passing to and
fro along the telephone line The interface circuit
merely amplifies these audio tone disturbances to a
level sufficient to be recorded by any typical cassette
recorder
Telephone pickup coils are, of course, available
from many electronjcs outlets and any one of these
can be used as a pickup for the ETI unit. but we give
details here to make your own, out of common-orgarden insulated copper wire Our home-made ver-

,

headbftheusei.

Et$i

be foruiven

ffat

foithi

of only the incoming pqrrrol,,lhq,

lncoming one, Thercsult,ls
own voice as wellAsrtliat
First stagd
rn

acommon

impedmcc
Ithat

is:,

I

a,bu
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PARTS LIST

Setting Up
The circuit itself requires no setting up but the coil may

R1,7

B2

l0

require some experimentation

in

positioning

Generally. the coilshould be positioned somewhere
near the earpiece of the phone taped either to the
back, or better still to the front. between earpiece and
ear Taped to the back the user won't feelthe coil, but

1k0

39x

even between earpiece and ear the phone is still
comfortable to use Try differeni posltions until you
get the optimum
lf you really feel handy you could mount the coil
inside the handset of the phone and fit a sub
miniature jack socket too. so that the phone is
normally free of dangling wires When you want to
record a conversation. you

onl_"-

then need to plug in

the screened iead to the circuit board and you're away
However, bear in mind that your telephone provider
(BT. Mercury. Hull etc) might not like you iampering
with equipment connected to the network in this way

Friw?tffi;i?
q
t:,
4.
$${
+.?i
&w*mq**+4,

iif

fi5*r

W

ii,

sre*+.i,

€r

&l';*$ as-?
@
_:S8;:$:
FtsN:
:ii
';*-ni a'5

particularly if you only rent the telephone!
lt's worth mentionjng here rhat some phones
(older British Telecom version and some others like

1'he Iength of screered cable betweerr the coil
and circuit board depends on your requirements but
bear in mind that the longer this is. the more susceptible the project willbe to interference The circuit
:s basically a high gain amplifier and any small levels
of inter{er-ence willbe amplified greatly along with the
.ignal Our prototype has about I 5m of cable for this
purpose and thls se€ms to work without much inter:erence at all
The output lead (the lead from circuit board to
:asselte recorder) on the other hand can be rruch
onger The signal here has already been amplified
-rnd so is much less affected by interference

Fig. 2 The PCB comPonent overlaY
Slimphone) have ar' ?r'c rr:?il ::eiai e.rt plece and the
coil can't really- pickrp.,.::c.::-t s:g|lal thtough the

housing for the pl-.rc.i r,i.r.erate satrsfactorily
However all othet :'r:rJr rr 't:'., re: tr e r e tt jed lta,,,e
a plastic earpice !r ira;-. ; ,e. .-rp:ri. tesults If vour-s
phone wrth sr,icl a r:':.a..rlp ece rts vvorth tryittg
to experiment ,., :li-. ::,e :,- e...,.. her-e say arouitd a
line matching tral::r:;-r.: r: -.e ihe mairr unit You

is a

can bul trrSetting Lrll

We leave the housing up to you As the project
gain amplif ier. a metal box earthed to the 0V
:ttery Jine would be the best choice but is by no
--.:ans essential It all depends on where the circurt
-ard rs to be sited l{ its anywhere near a source of

.

a high

, .ctromagnetic interference such as a mains porver
.-rply in a TV computer or even your cassette

,, -.: -:::.::.' I "c.t rlet is totally up to
you Ren-rerli.€r .. 4.. .-E . g;1a,. -lou are tryirlg to
recorcl are auir., :- :::.:r a: rorce signals well
r-errot,,'nei irr: ra::i - ----' j:rg rrr amplitude So if
your recoriei . .. ', .-.:,:- .-iorre parts of the con
versatlon r,,r, := .: :.:,:,r.led and distorted Ort the
other han.: 't:. r.-- r - ir j io() lrti.v sonte l).trts ntav
not be rec. : :.-i .. ,, Tr . pla-ving around with the
recorrier :<:: -- -. :.:ps first clialling the speaking
clocK :ar, -:
: -: ..)u a lr-,ugh guidelirle about
lll Cr_,n- :i !

a: : - .. :

-,--crder the circuit may pick up the interference rn
of hum lf lt's nowhere near such a source
. , -i may get awa!' with a plastic box
Even though we give all this advice about
: -uclng interference it's worth notirrg lhat the pickup

' .: {orm

, . jtself will pick up more inter{erence than the
-:eened cable and the circuit boatd. because thats
-at its purpose is! In this respect. the position of the
:-rne is probably more lmportant than cable and
- :sing If the phone is close to an interference

.

. :rce

the pickup

is

going to pick up interference too

BUYLINES
Fig. 3 The stripboard track cuts and component overlay
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RAAflDOfr[
Geoff Phillips presenfs
a tale from the country
and a project to boot

very week the Nether Wallop Grand
Order of Tiipe Tiimmers and Offal Boilers
held a prize draw The committee were
bored tripeless with Iaboriously tearing off
all the ticket stubs every Saturday, folJing
up each one and placing them all in a hat

Christmas

disco party in the town He wasn,t too
impressive at dancing. and the town girJs seemed
a
iiitle alarmed by the blood on his butcher! apron,
but
what did catch his attention was the one_armed
bandit
which stood in the lobby. He reasoned th"t;;;i;"
the lever was pulled the time period before each
drum
stopped must vary slightly, otherwise a regular
series
ot patterns would occur. The speed of thl drums
at
each play probably varied too
Kevin knew how to design an electronic counter
which would cycle the digits O to 9 in a simtla, fashion
to the wheels on the fruit machine, but the speeJ
of
cycling wouJd be constant He also knew iow to
qenerate a time delay electronically so as to
sjmulate

the time the drums spun, but again this *ould b"
constant each time it was triggered He knew that
if
the members could spot a repetitive pattern of
numbers generated by the machine he'designed,

there would be trouble (he might even be srU;"".tJ
to the Grand Order's ritual offal-dipping punishment).
If the numbers were cycling all thetime
however,
and were stopped when a butt'on was
the number should be random _ tt-l" Urtron
or"rrino
would not be linked to rhe electroni. .ornt", in
unl
way.

p.";;;, ;;;;

qrl Kevin realised people would suspect foul
play it the numbers were stopped by a committee

HOW IT WORKS

town." said the chairman of the committee .'But the
club can't afford one of those things." the treasurer
quickly added.

"The butcher
things," said

the

tick-nicktool'c
asked to desig
nu

mber generator

"ilf; rl
nwas
ndonr

What Kevin Did

The next problem was how to generate random
numbers Kevin had once visited the young people,s

36
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man. The machine had to appear to operate like the
one armed bandit with the numbers apparently
stopping of their own free will
For a few days this had Kevin stumped Then,
while he was trimming a particularly inspiring piece
of rump, he had a brainwave He could make the
counters cycle all the time but only connect them to
the LED display when the button was pressed Using
three separate time delay circuits would make the
three digits fre eze one after the other just like the {ruit
machine Although the cycling time and the Ireeze

He would need three separate square wave
oscillators to clock the three counters He used 555
timers for the oscillators and the monostable or time
delay circuits. as he had dozens of them in his spares
drawer He used the CMOS 4510 BCD counters

delays would be constant. the final number displayed

winning number

would be completely random because the button
would be pressed at random rvith respect to the
constantly cycling counters

which were quite cheap The CMOS BDC to

7

segment decoder was ideal for driv jng the LED display
because it had built in latches rvhich could store the
t t2v

'la

.J]J].IL
+12V
a7
10k

c1
22On

START

swr

rcb I

3 |

H13a
-^. toft?
+rlv
1

rc: c5"rrrgn

R14

1fr

1 5,

:

3

c

NOTE

tc1,2,3,4,6,7

=

555

1C5,7,9 = 1t510
1C10,11,12 = 611
tc13 = 7812
01,2,3 = 8C239

'837
.390R

Fo2s

r

l'

I " t"

LEO26

LE D3

LED,T

"l -

LED28

7

MSD

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of the random number display
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LED2

LED4
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LEDx

LED57

LEDI
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Fig 2 Component overlay of the random number display
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frequency square wave (it may be possible to observe
the pulses with a good voltmeter)
Connect the counters IC5.7 and 9 and confirm

If one of the segments is not working, check to
see that all the LEDs have been connected the right

operation by checking that pins 6.11.1,4 and 2

Finally connect Q1.2 and 3. the monostable ICs
The
displays should then only cycle when the start button
is pressed The MSD should freeze after a time delay
of approximately one second. followed by the second
and third digits at similar intervals
The finished PCB should be mounted vertically
in a suitable case with a 80mm x 180mm cut out for
the LED display as shown in the photos The aperture
should be fitted with a suitable semi-translucent filter

increment correctly
Connect up the decoders IC10,11 and 12 and
all the LEDs Note that the LEDs are connected on
the reverse (copper) side ofthe PCB Keep the coffee
handy fittlng 84 LEDs the right way round needs
a fair amount of concentration! Fit the associated
components but omit Q1,2 and 3 and connect
temporary short circuits across the collector and
emitter pads of each transistor (effeclively connecting
LE of each decoder to OV) The LED displays should

rhen be seen to cycJe through the digits 0-9

way around

4,6 and 8 and all associated components

material which allows light from the LEDs to pass
through but hides the PCB copperwork and soldered

PARTS LIST
BESIST0RS (all 'riW 5%)

210k

81.0,10

T,12,14,16

10k

38

82k

39

l80k

13.15 100k
;:7 37
390R
::1

CAPACITORS

-'2,3

220n polyester

:l 5,6
22p 16V aluminium electrolytic
- r 8,9,1.1 100n polyester
'i000y
:'3
25V aluminium electrolytic
lUUn ceramra
- I iJ )4
SE[IICONDUCTORS

^ )ltAq

:a

I

7

:10

11,12

EEE

4510
4511

-'3
lo!

1812

11 ? I

BC239

-:J1

lKABl0 or similar

84

1A

diode bridge

red 5mm LED

IdISCELLANEOUS

st]1

push button

i3

Case, Filter material Nuts and bolts,

6VA mains transformer, 240V:15V

joints Professronai red {ilIer plastic is very expensive
and it mag be i,,orthtrhrle experimenting with red

BUYLTNES
'.--:

cellophane or other red plastic material
ot the c0mponents should prove drfficult to sbtain, The PCB

----:ed

transformer is availabe lrom Farnell or from liilogic on

-::r 684289
-re

:

=--:

PCB rs availab e f rom GP Electronic Services,

Surham DHI lDZ
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87 Willolvtree

The ideal place for the start button is on the top
of the box so that the operator can bring hls hand
smartly down on the button without fear of the box

scooting across the table and into the audience
(erroneous results and raucous laughter may result
from such an occurrance)
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EVERYBREATH
YOUTAKE
Paul Chappell polishes
off his respiration rate
and pulse rate meter
with the final
constructional details
and some hints on
keeping fit

he main circuit item on the agenda for this

are very effeclive in increasing the ratio of heart signal

month is the heart-rate input section. The
circuit is shown in Fig 1, and as you can
see I've opted to pick up the electrical
signals from the heart directly The
simpler method of detecting changes in blood flow
with an infra-red source and sensor causes much less
wear and tear on the designer but the ear or finger clip
is inclined to fall off at the slightest provocation OK
for a fun circuit but not too good for serious use

to mains noise Attach your amplifier input to the

Before you start worrying about the need for

a 1p coin soldered

consider following the input amplifier with a 50Hz
notch filter The trouble is that any single op-amp
notch filter tends to be very sensitive to component
variations Most configurations require two adjustments
- one to make sure that it's centred spot on
50Hz and the other to ensure that the signal is
attenuated as much as possible when you get there.

to each input lead! Its hard to find a less suitable
electrode material yet the monitor behaved itself

In the simpler versions the adjustments interact, which
is no help at all

perfectJy. I'll suggest a few more suitable alternatives

Turning to a low pass filter instead, its fairly
obvious that the standard Butterworth or Chebyshev
profiles just aren't going to give enough separation,
bearing in mind that I am limiting mysel{ to a single
second-order section The fllter in Fig 1 is a mad
professor's Chebyshev! The gain is pumped up
enormously below the cut off point, then the balloon
is punctured and the gain shrivels to nothing:
'Pump up ze gain. Give me more pumpings.'
'But professor, the passband is getting out of

expensive ECG electrodes,

F{
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should point out that I've

already taken care of that problem for you When
designing the front end I was careful to make sure it
would work effectively with a very poor signal The
electrodes used on the prototype cost exactly 2p
more to the point, they were

2p

-

later on

-lhe front
end of the monitor compares the

electrical signals from your hands or chest (depending

on where you place the electrodes) and helps to
extract the heart signal from the noise A large pro
portion of the noise is 50Hz picked up by your body
from the mains (lt's the hum you hear when you
touch the rnput terminal to an amplifier The heart
signals are there too
- can you hear them? [ bet you
can't! They are well and truly buried )
Although the mains signal is very strong, it has
a large common mode component and a much
smaller diflerential mode component, so IClb and 1c

output of [C1c and youdstill heara lotof hum butthe
heart sound would also be distinguishable
The problem now is to remove the rest of the
mains noise. along with allthe thermal noise, amplifier

input noise, radio signals and so on, which wlll all
begin to make themselves felt once the 50Hz noise
is no longer screening them
Since the bulk of the noise is mains hum. I did

control!'
'l care nothings for ze passband t-et it explode'
'But professor, if this lot goes up it will take half
of London with it!'
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'Don't argue with me More pumpings! More
pumpings!'
The result is a filter which in this application
performs far better than you could reasonably expect.
its not the kind of thing you d choose for your hi-fi but
srnce all we want to do is to detect the presence or
absence of the heart signal, distortion is not a concern.
The llmit to the professor's pumpings is that
,.-rentually the transient response of the filter will
:?come too elastic
- it will bounce all over the place.
Tl-e values chosen get the balance just right and the
'. ter behaves itself well
The signal is now clean enough for a simple
.:lplitude leveI detector to sense it ICla combines
. ,evel detector and monostable so that each heart
-:at results in a pulse of well defined length suitable
' r clriving the logic circuit

Circuit Changes
-. s

-,!

project has been cooking for quite some time
as you may have noticed! Over the past few

--.rnths I've had plenty of opportunity to make
- :rovements to the prototype and since I haven't yet
.:.:r ibed the construction there's still time to include
To save you having to refer back to previous
..-es the entire circuit is shown in Fig 2

'.n

jt4ost of the changes have been made for
-.::i€tic reasons lt didn't seem reasonable for the

BB EATH ING
BATE TO R31

oV

Rtg
1 iro

Fig. 2 The rest of the circuit, whh additions and modifications.
(a) Breathing rate detector.

breathing rate circu it to h at e sc.e c r arEe of the LEDs,
so I've given the heart rate sec::cr a crack at them too
by driving them from the Scrr: ;: .i hich combines the

two signals The result :. ::,ar ii hen you select
'breathing rate' the LEDs .:g:: airernately as you
breathe in and out as be;cr= \'r'i-.€n !,ou select'heart
ratel the llght flicks fror: c-: LED to the other and
.bea:
back on each heart
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lC3 = 40O1

o1 = 8C213
O2.3 = FS4O
D3'9 = 1N414a
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Switching circuit and power supply
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I have altered the circuit around the D-type fliplops slightly to do away with the resistors, capacitors

and drodes The revised circuit makes use of the
propogatlon delays of the ICs themselves to keep the
timing right so you have the satisfaction of knowing
that it coulCn t possibly go any faster
The other circuit works perfectly well, so don't
worry if vou ,. e already started building it lts just that
lfind this one more elegant, and I do like neat circuits!
The addition to the divider chain is IC14 to
provide the square rvave for the LCD display It may
seem like overkill to use an entire 4040 for this
purpose, but the IC costs no more than a separte
oscillator Not many LCDs have their AC drive crystal
controlle
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The final additjon to the circuit is the switching
This could have been done more easily with a rotary
switch but I chose push buttons for the sake o{ appearance Pressing the'heart rate' or'breathing rate' button
turns the circuit on, supplying power to the board via
Q1 and Q2 It also loads up the counter with an
estimated heart rate (80) or breathing rate (14)
IC3a/b decides which input circuit should be engaged

and IC3c,/d reminds the monitor if it's on or not, just
in case it's in any doubt about the matter

Components
Because the main PCB is densely packed with components, the main requirement is to choose ones thal
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Fig. 2 (e) Rate multipliers, divider and LCD drive
are small enough to fit in the space allowed for them

The resistors should all lce 1/qW types
- which is
nothing unusual. The non-electrolytic capacitors
should be monolithic ceramics for any values orrer 1n0
other types almost certainly will not fit on the PCB
For the electrolytics I have specified the minimum

voltage in each case Often there is nothing much to
choose in size between a 16V tantalum and a 6 3V
one, so don't be too concerned about seeking out the
rery smalJest voltage. Standard electrolytics can be
substituted for any of the tantalums as long as the case
size is small enough
The crystal used is in a tall, thin cylindrical case,

:oughiy 8x3mm diametel lt seems usualfor crystals
r{ the specified frequency to be supplied like this but

:est check beforehand The more common HC6/U
cr 13/U packages would be far too large

Construction
.lssembly of the display board was described last
-ronth but since the components have been re- .l mbered. and to help yoLl see how the connections
:r between the various PCBs. the overlay is repeated
. Fjg 3c Note that the project as a whole uses an
-CD. so resistors R40-60 are not required Wire links
=:a wrred across their board positions
The major task this month is to assembly the
--ain PCB (Fig 3a) The only thing that makes this
:ard more difficult than usual is the close packing
, - :ne compon€nts, particularly at the input end of the

-ard You may have built other projects with a
,::zilrg torch and kitchen knife but for this one
',:ret it! A 15W soldering iron with a fine pencil bit. ;cod pair of radio pliers and a sharp pair of side
-

-.:ers is the basic requirement

Some through connections are made

on

with wire links lt's a good
- = a to begin with the wire connections, since its much
- ,:e difficult to trim the wires when the board is f ull
:cmponents lf you find more than 24 connections,
: 1er nry counting has failed me or you've bunged
-: a component hole If you find less. keep lookingl
The next step is to solder in allthe ICs Make the
-:.rm connectjons first, then go right around the
- ,.:j one lC at a time and make all the top con. -:.!ns to each Check as you go that you haven't
- ::_ solder spikes or blobs, particularly where tracks
-,- r?r\!een IC pins
F:na)ly. put in the transistors, diodes and passive
-::onents Begin with ihe ones physically closest
a ICs and make the top foil connectjons as you
-

-::ponent

Jeads and some
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Fig. 3 (b) Component overlay for the switch board

Testing
The display PCB is supported on l/zin plastic pillers
attached to the main board. Its useful to have the

CONNECTIONS TO DISPLAY PCB

_@ - rrnoucx rrrux
C> = vERTtcALLy MoUNTED aEstsToR

Fig. 3 (a) Component overlay for the main board
go. Most of the resistors mount vertically and if you
put the body on the side shown in the component
overlay you will find that alltop connections are made
on the free lead. The most awkward component to
fit is D9, which needs to be soldered to the top foil at
both ends L-et it stand about 2mm clear of the PCB
at the body end, and be careful not to damage it by
soldering close to the body for too long.

Joining the boards
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Connections between the display board and the main
board are made by short lengths of ribbon cable The
connections come in the same order at the edges of
the two boards so it should be easier to wire them
correctly than to make a mistake! The boards are
mounted Yzin apart and there is very little room in the
case for hanks of spare wire, so resist the temptation
to use any more than lYzin lengths. The connections
are shown in Fig. 4
Connections to the switch PCB are made via a
5in (at most) length of 6-way ribbon cable. The
connection points on the main board are just above
IC3 Once again, the wires connect in the same order
on both boards, with the exception of the right hand
wire (battery + ) which has a slightly longer journey
to connect next to the battery input.
The battery leads connect just above R23-R26 with
the negative connection to the left If the connector
has long wire tails. trim them to a length that will allow
a little slack inside the battery compartment.
When connecting up the wires, it helps if you twist
the strands together and tin them very lightly first This
makes them easier to push through the holes and
prevents any stray whiskers from missing the hole and
shorting against component leads.

pillars in place during testing to rest the display board
on when you want to check the readings, so attach
them to the main PCB before you start. Attach a few
feet of wire temporarily to the sensor and electrode
inputs Solder a diode to the sensor input and two
coins to the electrode leads.
The most expensive single componeni in the
project is the LCD display, so the first thing to check
is that no harm can come to it Connect up the battery,
press either the 'breathing rate'or the 'heart rate' button
and you should see a number dispJayed on the LCD
Check that a 64Hz square wave drive is present
at the backplane and all segments of the dispJay You
can pick up the backplane drive on the link that runs
horizontally from the left of the display board to a point
just under the left hand side of the LCD. The segment
drives can be seen at the links in the R40-60 positions
lf the 64Hz square wave is present on alJ these you
can relax All is well

For the moment, short the two heart

rate

electrodes together
- a paper clip will hold the coins
in contact with each other Press the 'heart rate' button
and a reading of 80 should appear on the display L-eft
to its own devices. the monitor should begin to count
down from this reading at a rate of a little over one
count per second as soon as you release the switch
The count rate will get lower as the displayed n umber
decreases. L-et it run and check that the count goes
all the way down to zero
Press the 'breathing rate' button and the display
should show a reading of 14 This too should count
down when you remove your finger from the button
lf the monitor does not behave as I have described.
it could be that its just picking up noise at the inputs.
Check that the LEDs are not flashing. Otherwise, the
problem will be that you've missed a through l:nk (you
did make the link underneath IC5, didn't you?) or that

you have missed a through connection on

a

component lead, shorted out a track with a solder
spike or possibly that one or more of the connections
between the PCBs is broken
Hold the breath sensor diode an inch or so beneath

your nose or in front of your mouth and breathe on

it. Breathing in should cause one LED to light and
breathing out should light the other. Let the display
run down to zero, then check that each breath causes
the count to advance by one. If it counts by more than
one, and the LEDs seem to flicker a little as you
change from breathing out to in or in to out, the
problem is mains hum pickup on the input leads The
circuit should be fairly immune to this but if it does
cause problems the solution is to reduce the value of
R22orlo use screened cable forthe input leads (which
is a good idea for the final version in any case)
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PARTS LIST
RESIST0RS

If the dlode seems sometimes to miss out a breath
shown by the LEDs. not by the display count) the
solution is to increase the value of C7 The real test
as to whether this is necessary is if there is a significant
delay between your breath changing direction and the
LEDs changing [f there isn't. ]t could just be that you
were holding the diode in the wrong place when the
breath was missed! Changes to R22 and C7 shouldn't
be necessary at a1l I'rn just trying to anticipate every
problem that might conceivably turn up
(as

(LW 5% carbon firrn, excepl where

statecj)

R1,3,12,14,18,19 1[ilC

R2,4,10,23.27,

100k

29 30,39
R5.8

100k

R9

ttu

R11,22

,]9,6

metal film

390k

,

lM5

R13

If you have enough patience to hold the diode
beneath your nose for a w,hile. press the 'breathing
rate' button again and check that the monitor tracks
up and down as you breathe faster or slower If all the
tests have worked so far then it certainly willbut having

nr5,10,28,31 32 41k
4k1

fl17
820,21

1k0

R33;34

otn

R35,36

22k

R37

3[,13

gone to the trouble of burlding it you might as well play

with it for a few, minutesl

R38

680k

F40-60

not required for LCD,

CAP-AflT0RS (See text for capacitor types)

C\

46,9,12

'100n

nono,ithic ce.amic

4n7 monolithii ceramii
2p2 3V tantalum or miniature electrolytic

C7

aa

10p 6V3 tantalum or miniature electrolytic

c10

47n plate or monolithic ceramic or metalised
film
'10y

c11

10V tantalum or miniature electrolytic

c13,14

220p plate ceramrc

cr5
Ltb

6Bp plate ceramic

10p plate ceramic

SEMICONDUCTOBS

rcr,2

LM324

rc3

4001

ic4,5

4013

Lb

4093

c 7,8,9

4521

tc10,14

4040

rc1r,12,13

4510

c1517

4543

01

8C213 or equ valent

02-5

FS40

D]

0A41

BC

317,|VPS3646, etc.

D211

1N4148

LED1,2

LEDs any size, shape or colour

D

Now for the heart-r.ate section Hold one of the
coins againstthe paim of each hand pressthe'heart
rate' button and watch the LEDs The light should fllck
from one LED to the orher and back a little more than
once a second lf vou are r eru fit. the rate could be
less than once a second but in any case the pulse
should be regular
If you loosen your grip on one electrode or the
other. the LEDs r.viilflicker ,.r ildlt'since the input stage
relies on having both electroies connected forits noise
immunity Gripping both electroCes gently but firmly
against the palm should restore the regular beat
[f there is no response ithen ,-ou have both
electrodes in your hands :r couici iust be that your
palms are unusr-rall_l clrr, If iour hands are clean,
licking them should or er-corr..e the problem If they are
rotclean. lickingthem r,.ii' stri o,.atcome the probJem
but ['d hate to ihink,.^.har .o-ti. get in uour mouth
If dampenirrg 9'our pianr. coesn t produce any
'"vorthwhile results its timc fcr a serious investigation
of the problem First of all creck rhat touching just
one electrode will gire rap:i :.a.:::rg of the LEDs tf
not. the answer Iies sonre,.r iel? ::r !our soldering. so
check the PCB carefullr

LED or LCD 7-segment display i3 digitsi

tsPl-3

MISCELLANEOUS
B1

PP3 battery and clips

SW1-3
SK1,2

Push button SPSI switch
3 5m stereo jack socket

X1

32,768kH2 crystal

PC8's 20-way SIL socket strips for LCD, Ribbon cable for

:crnection between boards, Stereo screened wire for
: ectrode/transducer board connections and leads.

.ri

11

in plastic pi lars

suirable screws Hand-held insttument case wrth battery

:.npartment

and disp ay cut-out. Plastic film, Nuts and bolts

BUYLINES
'l'he

switches used are Preh 75120 008 low profile kevboard

snritches, available form Eard ey Electronics, 182 4Camden Hill
Road, London W8.

A complete pa(s set for the project iincluding case and
srvitches) is available Specialist Semiconductors Ltd, Founders
,iouse, Redbrook, [4onmouth, Gwent for f39,57 incl

VAT,

rrdividual components can be obtained irom the same source

-

z2 z3

gLnrur

22

send SAE for lists,
The PC B is available

f

rom the PCB Servrce

-

see

the back

CONNECTIONS TO IMAIN BOARD

-r'this issue for details.

Fig, 3 (c) Component overlay for the display board
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tubing The type sold for wine and beer making will
be OK for taking readings of your resting breath rate
but a wider bore wilI make breathing much easier if

{c} Wiring the input sockets

Make a voltage check at ICI pin 8 If this lles
somewhere between a6out 21/zV and 6V this is
acceptable (assuming you're using a fresh battery) If

F{

EJ
Fr1

E

E
tr-
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not, it could be that you've soldered lC1 too hot and
too long Check that you haven't made any mistakes
in assembling the PCB
- if not. repJace lC1.
lf the voliage at lC1 pin 8 is within limits, reducing
the value o{ R9 (try 180R first and 150R as a last
resort) wiJl set everything going If you have the
opposite problem
- however you hold the electrodes
the LEDs f lash widly increasing R9 slightly should
overcome it The change shouldn't be necessary but
once again I'm trying to anticipate every eventuality
Having assured yourself the circuit is working. press
the heart rate' button again and check out your heart
rate If it's below the estimated 80, you'll survive for
a while ,uet If much above, turn to the section on
training before it's too late!

Sensors And Electrodes
Although dangling a diode beneath your nose and
clutching coins jn your sweaty hands will produce
usable signals neitber are very practical ways to derive
the inputs For the breathing sensor, the best solution

I have found is to thread the diode through two
diametricalJy opposite holes in a piece of plastic

you intend to measure during training A piece of
garden hose or tube for a washing machine may be
more sensible You can either breathe through the
tube with one end in your mouth or fashion a cover
for your nose and hold it in pJace with an elastic band
Theres no reason not to connect two diodes in series
to sense breathing from both mouth and nose
The simpler way is just to hold the sensor in place
just below your nose with an elastic band Let's face
it, whatever you do is going to look pretty damn sil)y
but then so do the masks used with professional
breathing analysis machines!
For the heart rate electrodes.

it once

again

depends on how you intend to use the monitor If you
just want to check your resting heart rate every now
and then to see if your jogging is really making you
fitter, two lengths of copper tubing will fit comfortably
in the hands O{fcuts of central heating tubing can be

had for little or nothing
lf you want to use the monitor during training. the
need to keep a steady pressure on the electrodes will

be a nuisance. so something more professional is
called for For short sessions the adhesive type of
electrode (Fig 5) with a low cost gel wiJlbe fine a
box of 100 can be had for less than f15 (15p each)
so they are not at all expensive
For Jong term use
for marathon runners and
the like
the silver,/silver chloride porous type can
be worn for long periods without discomfort They are
more expensive at around !1-50 a pair, but unless you
intend to run a marathon every day you won't use that
many of them! The most economical way to use the

-

-

monitor is to make do with the copper tubes for day
to day checks on your heart rate and to bring out the
ECG electrodes only for special training sessions
The adhesive electrodes can be attached to the
palms of your hands or to your chest there is not
much to choose between the signal available so the
choice is simply one of comfort or of where they are
less likely to be djsturbed
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Final assembly
The case for this project already has a cut-out for the
dispJay. so the holes still to be made are a rectangular
one t/zin x ll/zin above the battery compartment for
the switches, two 3mm holes (assuming you choose
3mm LEDs) above the display and two holes in the
back of the top case section to suit the jack sockets
Your main concern with the circular holes is to

drill them so that the sockets and LEDs can

be

mounted without fouling any components on the
PCBs A hole on either side of the square indentation
above the display slot is OK for the LEDs For the
sockets, choose a position fairly high in the rear of the
case. above the level of the components on the main

PCB
Rectangular holes always sourrd more of a problem
than they really are As long as you have the very basic
manual skills needed to scribe a rectangle on the case
top and then to cut or file away the surplus plastic, its
not at all dlfficult In this case it's even easier than usual
because you have an indentaiion in the case to help

with the marking out

Iti not quite long enough for

the three switches but at least it settles the position of

three out of four edges of the hole
After scribing the rectangle. remove the bulk of the
surplus plastic by drilling several holes around the
inside edge of the mark Then trim away the rest with
a sharp knife or a file If you use a file you'll find it cuts
r.'ery quickly through the plastic. so don't go at it too
enthusiastically or you'll find yoursel{ with a hole larger
than you intended Easy does it!
The final cutting job is to file a flat groove in the
d;viding wall between the battery compartment and
rhe rest of the case to allow the switch PCB and battery
connector leads to pass
Trim the LED leads down to about 7+in (if you
.eave the + Iead sllghtly Ionger than the - lead on
each. it will help identification later) and push the
LEDs into their holes Hold them in place with a dob
of glue to fix them to the underside of the lid
Push the switches through their hoJe, put a PP3
-r the battery compartment and bring the two halves

:i

tu

Health. Fitness. Exercise
and Training.
lf you've built the project or even bothered to read the
article so far. you must have at least a basic concern
about health and fitness or be involved in a strenuous
sport of some kind ln either case you'll find the
monitor a great morale booster
- theres nothing quite
so encouraging as having a quantifiable result to show
for your training efforts! Even on the crude basis of 'the
lower the better'the monitor will allow you to check
your progress day by day
The differences you will see are not just a matter
of a few percentage points The resting heart rate of
a sedentary of{ice worker (or Projects Editor!) may be
well over 80 beats per minute. whereas that of a
regular jogger may be closer to 60 and for a keen

athlete can sink towards
enormous

40

The differences

are

The reason for the diminishing heart rate as you
become fitter is that your heart wiJI develop a larger
stroke volume ln crude terms it shifts more blood on
each beat so it doesn't need to pump as fast Just like
any other muscJe 9,our heart becomes stronger when
called upon to work hard from time to time The
strengthening takes pJace much more quickly, if you
can keep an eye on just what your heart is doing

Itr

E
tl

n
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TTI

Whenever you exert yourself physically. your
heart rate increases to transfer oxygen to your muscles
at a higher rate Up to about 120 beats per minute it

can cope quite comfortably At around 140 it is
beginning to work hard enough to encourage
strengthening Above 160 beats per minute it is really
exerling itself and the law of diminishing returns begins
to take effect Quite literally in this case. since it is the
venous return (the rate at which blood arrives back
at your heart) which diminishes The blood volume
is no longer sufficient to fill the chambers properly
Higher pulse rates do pump more blood but the rate
of increase falls of{ as the pulse heads upwards

the case together to check how far the switches have

:c protrude to allow enough clearance for the battery
A piece of thin foam plastic glued to the copper side
:.j the switch PCB will serve to prevent the battery from
:anling about and avoid shorts between the metal of
::e battery case and the PCB
Wjth the switch PCB roughly in the right position,
.-re around the switch bodies (underneath the lid!)

Araldite Before the resin has cured,
the two halves of the case together again and
:::ake any final adjustments to the position of the
::,.:tches Keep an eye on the switches, or hold them
recessary. for the minute or so it takes the resin to

:..:rh quick setting

:rr
::

frrm

Connect up the input.;acks to the PCB as shown
-.?'g 4c Connecttwo lengths of 2-wag ribbon cable
: :ie LED connections on the PCB The LED wires
..,:uld be Jong enough to allow sufficient separation
-::he case halves for you to soJder the LEDs without
:-.iiing the case! This is the one occasion when you
:::. use longer wire than is required for the distance
G)ue a piece of transparent film over the display
- - e on the underside ofthe case Its bestto leave this
-- :. rhe last moment to avoid it becoming scratched
--:.ig other acivities Screw the main PCB to the
:=-e solder the LED wires to the LEDs. bolt the two
-: r: sockets into their holes. screw together the two
- =- halves and you're through! Reward yourself with
= -;: of tea. a can of Jager or a shot of Glenljvet,

:=::rdrng on your tastes
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Fig. 5 (a) Breathing rate sensor (b) Plastic self-adhesive ECG electrodes for short
term monitoring (c) Porous Ag/AgCl self-adhesive ECG electrodes for long term
monitoring

A good training scheme for beginners

is

to jog.

cyc[e or exercise in some ruat'iust enough to maintain

a pulse rate of 100 per minute Three times during
each training session a bu:'st oi extra exertion brings
the pulse rate to 140 after rrhich it is allowed to fall
back to 100 again At firsr ii{ uou re as unfit as I am)
you'llfind lt takes ver!, little exerticn to raise your pulse
rate to 100 and not a lot more to bring it to 140 As
time goes on and uour fitness improves, lt will take
more and more effort to 91',e the same e{fect
The sessions neednt last long About ten or
fifteen minutes a dag' ir jll vuork wonders until you
begin to toughen up The trick is to do it every day
wjthout fail Later on you can begin to extend the
length of the sessions and ,,uork your heart harder.
perhaps maintaining 120 beats per minute with peaks
of 145 to 150 Competitive athletes will require
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something much more arduous, sustaining rates of
140 to rise above 160 for brief periods, with rest breaks
immediately afterwards If you're training at this kind
of level, you won't be needing ETI's advice!

F{
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E
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The importance of a strong heart. aside from
considerations of avoiding illness. is that it moves the
blood around efficiently and so supplies the muscles
with all the oxygen they need At the top level. this
might help you run a marathon On a much lower
level, you might feel better jf you don't become
breathless from climbing a fltght of stairs
The normal state of affairs is that the heart beats
just fast enough to supply the oxygen being used up
at the time Your body is in bxygen balancel At a
certain level of exertion your hear and lungs will be
supplying all the oxygen they possibly can but this
doesn't immedjately limit the amount of energy you
can expend. Your muscles can operate an aerobically
for a short time. allowing them to burn fuel m uch faster
than the oxygen arriving from the blood steam would
normally allow
A by product of the anaerobic process is that
lactic acid is built up in the muscles, causing them to
feel tired and eventually to stop working altogether
The oxygen balance is only restored when the lactic
acid has been burned off. which is why sprinters will
be short of breath and have a pounding heart for some
time after the race is over
The training {or long distance runners and for
sprinters represent two extremes of a wide spectrum
The distance runner is concerned to strengthen his
heart and Iungs in order to raise the level at which the
oxygen balance can be maintained. This is also the
concern of anyone interested in general fitness The
sprinter.

on the other hand, will be

primarily

concerned to increase his bodys ability to cope with
extreme short term demands and to recover quickly
afterwards

For many sports. both are equally important
Tennis or squash players wjll need to sustain a fairly
high level of exertion for extended periods, with still

enough in reserve to make a f ulJ power sprint for the
ball when called for The lactic acid from the sprint will
have to be burned off while the body is still in a state
of high oxygen demand
lmprovements in your aerobic capabilities are
indicated on the monitor by a reduction of your resting
breathing rate The best time to make measurements
is while you are still in bed in the morning during
the day other factors can influence your breathing rate
and confuse the measurements
Your anaerobic capacity is indicated by the rate

at

wh

jch you recover from strenuous

exercise

Measure your normal breathing rate, add three to the
number you get and call this your low point Double
the low point and call this number your high point
After strenuous exercise (a sprint around the garden
will work as well as anything) start timing when your
breathing rate falls to your high point and stop as soon
as it hits your low point Keep a record of these times

day by day to indicate improvements in your
a

naerobic capabilities

Health Warning
As with all bio-electronic projects, the monitor must
be run only from a battery and never from the mains

Don't use mains powered test equipment
(oscilloscopes and the Iike) while the heart rate
electrodes are in place lt's not just the chance of things
going wrong. it's a matter of earth leakage currents
which occur when equipment is, for most purposes,
working correctly Make sure you're still around to read
the next issue of ETI, OK!

There have been cases, enough

to

cause

concern, of people harming themselves or even killing
themselves by suddenly taking exercise after years of
sedentary life Either they try to do too much too soon
or their heart is not in top condition and just gives out
under the strain of even mild exercise To be entirely
safe, have a general check up first. ln any case, take

it easy

E
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TECHTIPS
Circuits and ather
ideas for Tbch Tips
should be sent to
ETI at 7 Golden
Square, l,ondon
WIRSAB. All items
used will be paid for.
Please include a SAE
for acknowledgement
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I. Spittlehouse,
Portsmouth, Hants.
very TV service engineer knows the
difficulty in deciding whether a faulty
infra-red link is malfunctioning in the
receiver or the transmitter A scope

the
normal solution, but this cheap and
simple circuit is far more convenient
The infra-red receivirrg diode D3 is reversed
biased as normaland the pulses are passed to IC1 with
the sensitivity reduced by the 3M3 resistor
this
prevents the diode reacting to ambient light IC1- feeds
Q1 to indicate a received signal on LED1, and also
passes the signal to a DC clamped socket for an
osciJloscope (shouJd further investigation be required)
LED2 indicates power on and will dim when the
battery is waning
The unit will receive up to about 18ins from a
reasonable transmitter
SENS1 can be any infra red photodiode, such
as Maplin's YH71N
is

I. Lake,

Chilworth, Surrey.
a power ampliiier turns

on

there is usually a fairly large DC
offset on the output until the DC
bJocking capacitors charge up

The resulting 'thump' on the
loadspeakers is potentially damaging. particularly if
]

I

1.

his circuit operates as a small FM 'bug'
transmitting on FM somewhere between

88 and 108MHz This is of

course

completely illegal

Just how small the bug is will be

limited only by your design skills, although the pp3
battery prevents concealment in a telephone or secret

flower vase

the speakers are under rated. This circuit initiates a
delay between su,itch on and speaker connection
There is no delay at switch off
IC1 is a 555 in monostable mode, triggered by
a negative going edge provided by R2 and C2 The
output goes to the negative rail during the output
pulse. so the relay is connected between the output
and positive
The time delay is approximately 1 1xC1xR1
about 4 seconds with the components shown. -

AI\4PLIFIER

oUTPUTS
B

.i$t35:r:,+

i

London El

The microphone signals are amplified by Q1 (if
a less sensitive unit is required you could miss out
R2.3,4.C2 and Q1)
Q2 operates as a ground-based oscillator,
frequency determined by C5 and L1 and feedback
derived from C6 (a fairly critical component
- 10p
should secure oscillation) As the audio signals arrive
at Q2. the centre frequency of oscillation is shifted
slightly producing the desired FM
The mic is a small electret with integralamplifier,
L1 is five turns of 20swg wire of y2in diameter Five
inches of insulated wire will serve as an antenna. C5
is variable to tune the transmitted frequency

PHOTODIODE

la';
:ti

Ba;g

A. Artkins,

.,:

t:r'

rl

:La,

i:
'il_lr:*:"t+.!"r, ::.:

i;

NOTE
lC1 = NE555V

D14 = 1N4O02

1

c2
1fi)n

l,i
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ETIPCB
SERVICE

Miss out the mess
with readv-made

se the form (or a photocopy) for your order
Please fill out all parts of the form
Make sure you use the board reference number
This not only identifies the board concerned but also
tells you when the project was published. The first two
numbers are the year of publication and the next two
the month. The number after the dash indicates the

pre-drilled PCBs for
ETI projects

particular project in that issue
Terms are strictly payment with order. We cannot
accept official orders but we can supply a pro forma
invoice if required. Such orders will not be processed

until payment is received
Please make cheques out to ASP Ltd. Payment
can also be made through Access and Visa cards by

telephone on (0442) 41221.

Send your order to:
ETI PCB Service, ASP Readers Services, 9 Hall
Road, Hemel Hempstead HP27BH

Please supply:

Quantity

Price

Ref. no.

Code

Price

Total Price

I
I

I
I
I

Post and packing

f0.75

Total enclosed

t

Please send my PCBs

ta

I

I

E84tL7

I
I

Name

.

Address

I

I
I
I
I

Postcode
ACCESS and VISA credit card orders can be taken on (0442) 41221
during office hours.

I
I

I
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88410 3 Disco Party Strobe
Video Vandal (3 boards)

E8411-5
E8411-6

I

(BLocK cAptrArs PLEAsE)

E8107 1 System A Disc [nput board MC-MM
E8107-2 System A pre amplifier Main
E8108-1 System A Power Amp
E8109 2 System A PSU
E8201-2 lnfant Guard
E8202-5 MM Stage Disc Pre-amp (Tilsbrook)
E8206-5 Logic Lock
E8208-1 Playmate Practice Amp (3bds)
E8272-7 ELCB
E8301 2 Analogue to digital conv ZX81lSpectrum)
E8305-3 Dual Audio Power Supply, Linsley Hood
E8305-3 Balanced Input Preamplifier
E8307-2 Flash Trigger sound or FR
E8308 1 Graphic Equaliser 7: Oct
E8308-2 Servo Fail-safe
E8309-1 NICAD Charger/Regenerator
E8310 3 Typewriter Interface
- EX42
E8311-1
Mlni Drum Synth
E8311-8 Moving Coil Pre Pre-amp
E8312 3 Light Chaser EPROM Controlled (2 Bds)
E8402-1, Speech Board
E8402-2 Modular Pre-amp Disc lnput Mono
E8402-3 Modular Pre-amp Stereo Output
E8402 4 Modular Pre-amp Relay, PSU
E8402 5 Modular Pre amp Tone Main Mono
E8402-6 Modular Pre-amp Tone Filter, Stereo
E8402-7 Modular Pre-amp Balanced Output
E8402-8 Modular Pre amp Headphone Amp
E8404-2 Mains Remote control Receiver
88405 1 Auto Light Switch
E8405-2 ZX81 EPROM Programmer
E8405 3 Mains Remote Control Tiansmitter
E8405-4 Centronics lnterJace
E8405-6 Drum Synth
E8406 1 Oric EPROM Board
E8406-2 Spectrum Joystick
E8406 3 Audio Design RIAA Stage
E8406-4 AD Buffer/Filter/Tone
88406-5 AD Headphone Amp
E8406-6 AD Preamp PSU
E8406-7 AD Power Amp
E8406-8 AD Power Amp PSU
E8406 9 AD Stereo Power Meter
E8406-10 AD lnput Clamp
E8407-t Warlock Alarm
E8408 2 EPROM Emulator
E8408-3 lnfra red Alarm Transmitter
E8408-4 lnfra-red Alarm Receiver
E8409-1 EX42 Keyboard lnterface
E8409-2 Banshee Siren Unit
E8410-1 Echo Unit
E8410-2 Digital Cassette Deck

Temperature Controller
Mains Failure Alarm
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F

F
F
N
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N
D
D

E8411-8 Knlte Light
E8411 9 Stage Lighting Inrer{ace
E8411-10 Perpetual Pendulum
884t2-t Spectrum Centronics Interface

D

E8412-4
E8472-5
E8472 6
E8472-7

F
F

Active-8 Protection Unlt
Active 8 Crossover
Active-8 LF EQ
Active-8 Equaliser
E8501-3 Digital Delay (2 bds)
E8502-1 Digital Delay Expander
E8502-2 Data Logger
88503-1 Combo Preamplifier
E8503 2 THD Meter mV & oscillator boards (2 bds)
E8503-3 THD Meter Mains PSU
E8504 1 Framestore Memory

F
E
F

F
F

T
N
J

F

K
F

M
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E8504-3
E8504-4
E8504-5
E8505-5
E8506-1
E8506-2
E8506-3
E8506-4
E8506-5
E8508-1
E8508-2
E8508-3
E8509-1

Framestore Control
Buzby Meter

..

N
E

Delay
F
Stereo Simulator
.,
F
Audio Mixer Main
J
Audio Mixer PSU
F
Audjo Mixer RIAA
D
Audio Mixer Tone Control
.. D
EPROM Prog MKII
.,
O
RCL Bridge
N
EX42/BBCInterface
E
EPROM Emulator
.. L
Spectrum EPROM card ..
F
E85O9 2 Direct Injection Box
E
E8510-9 Sunrise Light Brightener
..
K
E8511-1 MTE Waveform Generator
H
E8511-2 Millifaradometer .
H
E8511-3 Cymbal Synth
J
E8511-5 Chorus Effect
.H
E8511-7 Enlarger Exposure Meter
.F
E8511-8 Switching Regulator
.E
E8511-9 Second Line of Delence
.. M
E851,21 Specdrum Connector
F
E8512-2 MTE Pulse Generator
H
E8512 3 Specdrum
L
E8601 2 Walkmate
L
E8601-3 MTE Counter-timer
M
88602-1 Digibaro
O
E8603-2 Programmable Logic Evaluation Board H
E8603 3 Sound Sampler Analogue Board
R
88604-1 JLLH PA PSU
L. H
E8604-2 Matchbox Amplifier
C
E8604-3 Matchbox Amp Bridging Version
C
E8604-4 MTE Analogue/Digital Probe
M
E8605-1 Microlight Intercom
E
E8605-2 Baud Rate Converter
,, M
E8605-3 Baud Rate Converter PSU Board
C
E8605-4 Portable PA
H
E8606-1 MlDl-CV Converter Board
H
E86O6 2 MIDI CV Converter PSU
D
E8606-3 Tioglograph
F
E8606 4 80m Receiver
H
E8606-5 Sound Sampler
R
E8607 1 Direction
E
E8607-2 Upgradeable Amp, MC stage (Stereo) G
E8607-3 BBC Motor Controller
F
E8608 1 Digital Panel Meter
G
E8608 2 Upgradeable Amp, MM stage (mono)
H
E8609-1 Mains Conditioner
E
E8609 2 Experimental pre-amp
F
E8609-3 Upgradeable amp, Tone board (mono) H
E86O9 4 UpgradeabJe amp. Output board (mono) F
E8610-1 Audio Analyser Filter Board
L
E8610-2 Audio Analyser Display Driver
K
E8610-3 Audio Analyser Display
H
43610-4 Audio Analyser Power Supply
F
E8611-1 Audio Switcher (2 bds)
H
E8611-2 PLL Frequency meter (4 bds)
0
88611 3 Upgradeable Amp PSU
J
:8611-4 Call meter, main board
O
E3611-5 Call meter. interface board
N
iS6l2-1 Bongo Box
J
F8612 2 Biofeedback monitor (Free PCB)
E
;3701-1 RGB Converter
F
D
-701-2 Mains Controller
ES701-3 Flanger
H
4 Audio Selector main board
M
=8701
:8701-5 Audio Selector PSU
H
Tacho-Dwell
F
=3701'6
1i;02-1 Ratemeter main board
K
=-5702-2 Ratemeter ranging board
F
=\i02-3 Photo Process Controller (3 bds)
O
=3i-02-4 LEDIine display board (2 otf)
K
a3;02-5 I,EDIine PSU and controller (2 bds)
G
F
-;03-1 Capacitometer
aa:03-2 Geiger Counter
L
:5,03-3 Credit Card Casino
E
-!;04-1 BBC micro MIDI interface
L
=<.04-2 ETIFaker patch box
H
ra:o4-3 24Hr Sundial
E
=i-05-3 MIDI Keyboard keyswitch boards (3 bds) W
=!,05-4 Batlite
C
:.!-tr5 5 Budget Power Meter
E
CCD
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E8706-1
E8706-2
E8706-3
E8706-4

Hi-fi Power Meter
MIDI Keyboard CPU
MIDI Keyboard Front Panel

Flame Simulator ..
E8707-1, MlDt Keyboard PSU
88707-2 Telephone Alarm
E87 07 -3 Nuclear Strategy Simulator

88708-1

Remindalite

E87O8-2 Rear Wiper Alarm

,N

..u
..o

..G

.,H
.. J
.J
.. F
..G

E8708-3
E8708-4
E8708-5
E8709-1
E8709-2
E8709-3
E8709-4
E8710-1
E8710-2
E8710-3

EEG Moniior (2 bds)
Concept CPU board
Concept Power board
Concept display board

... L

E8770'4

Hyper-Fuzz

,..

,, F
.F
.. J

Rev Counter

Car Alarm

Knight Raider
Boiler Controller
Amstrad Sampler (2 bds)
Portable PA

E8710-5 Big Digits digit board
E8710-6 Big Digits minute board
E8710-7 Big Digits battery board

E8711 I
E87ll-2

E8712-7
E8772-2
E8772

3

E8801-2
E8801-3
E8801-4
E8802-1
E88O2-2

E8802-3
E88O2-4

88803-1

Quiz Connoller
256K Printer Buffer ,
Heating Management System
SWR Meter
Dream Machine (free PCB)
Passive [R Alarm
Deluxe Mains Conditioner
RGB Dissolve
Electric Fencer
Telephone lntercom
Tiansistor Tester (2 bds)
Spectrum Co processor CPU
Co'processor RAM board
Beeb-Scope i3 bds)
Jumping Jack Flash .
Speckum Co-processor Interface Board

E8803-2
E8803-3
88804-1
E8804-2 Combo lock
E8804-3 Kitchen Timer
E8805

1

E8805-2
E8805-3
E8805-4
E8806-1
E8806-2

88806-3
E8806-4
E8806-5
E8806-6
E88O7-f
E88O7-2

E8807-3
E8807-4
E8807-5
E8807-6
E8808

1

E8808-2
E8808-3
E8808-4
E8808-5

-

Virtuoso 2U PSU
Virtuoso 3U PSU
Bicycle Speedometer
Dynamic Noi- ReCucrion
Universai digitai panei merer
Universal bar graph panel meter
Vinuoso pouer amp board
Vimroso AOT board
Melal detecror
Bicycle dynamo backup
Bar Code Lock r2 Msr
Analogue Compurer Poruer Board

Bell

Bor"

Logic Probe
Updated FM srereo decoder
Breath Rate dispiag' board
Breath rate main board
Breath rate suitch board
Telephone recorder
Anilogue compurer main board (2 bds)
Random number displag

.G
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E
E-l
E'

m

..G
..N

,'K
G
F

..N
F

..G
..E
..N

..o

..H
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.L
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We had some problems with the Beeb Scope digital board from the March
1988 issue. Some of the tracking from the PCB fell off at various stages of
the publication process and the component overlay for this board was
incorrectly Iabelled
Both the corrected PCB foil and the re-labelled overlay diagram are given

here (approx 70% full size).

Prlnter Buffer (November

1987)
The listed software for the EPROM has three enors
The byte at 039,4 should be 20, at 0398 14 and

at049230 (all hex) Connectionstci 2lcand22c
in the circuit diagram disagree with Table 1 The
table is correct C3-28 are 100n as listed in the parts
list and not 10n as in Fig 2 C1 is orientated with
the positive termjnal to the right

Dream Machlne (December 1987)
The transistors used in this project are 5T7702
BC108s can be substituted

Heating Management System
(December 1987)

A 4116 is not a suitable alternative to the 6116
specified A 4016 RAM chip will suffice [n Fig 1
the junction of R17'D5 should connect to D1-4lC1
and not cross The zener diodes above the

temperature sensor ICs (1C16-19) should be
deleted C4 should be 220n and not 22Oy C7 -10
should be 1,0y Q2-7 should be 2N3904 and not
BC3904

RGB Auto-Dissolve (January 1988)
In Fig 5there are markedtwoD6's Therighthand
one should be D5 (they are both 1N148s anyway)
ln the text the relerenceto zener diode D5 should
read ZDI

Power Conditioner (January 1988)
There is confusion between the values of R7 and
R8 in the Parts List and Fig 1 These should be:
R7 -27k. R8-10k and not as given in the Parts List
ln addition. ZD1 is incorrectly orientated in Fig 3
The positive terminal should be at the southern
end

Passive Inlra-Red Alarm
(January 1988)

Fig 2(a) showsthe base of Q1 connected to ground
and to R14 [t shou]d be connected only to R14

Transistor Tester (February 19ti8)
The foii pattern for the main board was printed
reversed left-right on the foil pages

Spectrum Co-processor (March 1988)
Mogul Electronics, given in the Buylines

as

suppliers of the RAM chips. have moved to: Unit

11. Vestry Estate, Sevenoaks TN14 5EU Tel:
107321741.841

Dynamic Nolse Reductton (May 1988)
The LM1894 is no longer available from the sources
listed but it can be obtained from the author Please
address orders to Manu Mehra, 88 Gleneagle
Road, Streatham. London SW16 6AF.

QL Outport Port (Tech f ips May 1988)
Several problems with the diagram for this one. A5
should read AS that is. address strobe. Pine 22

and 24 should be connected to +5V and the
junction ofthe (only) resistor and diode connected
to VPA on the QL
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ANY PROGRAMMABLE IC SUPPLIED
OB BLOWN
Typical prices (excludrng VAT)
(Data Entry P&P extra)
2716 L4 20
2732 t3 85

:

2764

t2

85

27128 L4 40

BIPOLAF PROMS trom C'l 35
e

PAEEFAB$.=",
fioad 0llic0,

56 tlrll flord.8onllcet, Es$r SS7 sJtl
Trlspiom 0268-793256
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82S123, 185030, 745288
PALS, PLDS etc. trom f3.26
e g 82S153, 1618, EP310
Full desrgn and prototyping servrce.
Any quantrty programmed - SAE or
phone for details
P.L.S., 16 Centrat Road.
Worcesler Park, Surrey, KT4 gHZ.
Phone: 01-330 6540

Audio Mixer Kits

suitabte for

Studios, broadcast, Ciscos, cassette
copying, churches, MlDl set-ups
Prices from only f9,92
Send I 8p lor catalogue to:K Tek, P O. Box 172A, Surbiton,
Surrey KTG 6HN. Tel: 01-399 3990

Classif ied advertising

could be working for
ELECTBONIC components at
*

Prices include VAT, add 25p P&P if under 12 Cheques payabte to T-systems Ltd *
Exclusively lor ETI readeB, lsyo off all prices shown above lor the August issue only.

61 High Street, Orpington, Kent BR6 OJF
ACCESS Card sales accepted on Tel: 0689 22'196

CASSETTE MOTORS large and

small 2 for t1 .00. Mon-o and

stereo cassette tape heads 2 for

00. Microphone small for

cass tel. etc. 2 for €1 .00 Telephone buzzers at 12.50 each.
Please add 75p p&p no VAT
Access card accepted Golden

Orange Supplies, Brockhollands Road, Woodside, Bream,
Lydney, Glos. Tel:0594 563009

THE KIA GIVEAWAY

Request
Show. . . Any 1 item free!!
o (A) 5-12-24v-Reg-Power supply
(B) 40 Astd Capacitors
(C) 10W Power amplifier.
Delete and return advert + t1.50
coin (P&P)to: I Cunliffe Road, llkley

.
.

1S29.

FBEE MEMBERSHIP to the
NATIONAL COMPON ENT CLUB
For details and a free gift of
components worth over fl 0
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Higher Ansford, Castle Cary,

Somerset BA7 7JG
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Slereo LW,MWiFM runer preamp complete wdh
volume tone conko and lun ng scale Brand new tn

Market your
expertise in

PUBLICATIONS

advett semenls lo:
The Classilied Dept.,
No. 1 Golden Squa.e,
London W'tR 3AB.

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure
without obligation or Telephone us- on
REF:Ert/6/88 06267 79398
E

SPECIAL OFFEBS
Computer grade capacrtors wrth sc.ew t€rm nals 58 000
ul 60v t4;4,700 ut 63v el 50; 38.000 !f 20v tl 95.

makers box t5 95i F.llty tl 95
C ,cu,t d ag,am, desc. pl on and sett ng up procedure for
lu.er assemb e descnbed .bove 50p
LCD d,splay 16 d g[ 7 r 5 dots matnx
t2 50
On€,:! keyboad 58 key uicased good qua ry sw rch€s 15
CMOS IIL 74 HC 74F rnear lrans stor k ts caDactrors,
.:s slors tools etc a ways rn stock
Ptease add 75p +p per ardet VAT tnc
J PG ELEfrRONlCS,276 Chatswonh Road,
Ckt#ield S4O 2BH Caile$ welcone
tucess o,ders (0246) 211202

Our lerms for new adverttsers (semi-display
and lineage) are strtctly pro.forma payTents
until satisfaclorv reference can be taken up
iexcludrng recognised advert s ng agenctes
Cheques and PO.s shou,d be crossed and
made payable to ARGUS SPECIALIST

notified rn time for the second lnsertion,

YOU!
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(available on request)

CLASSIFIED ADVEBTISING
TERMS & CONDITIONS

COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

*

s and

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School,
12, Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon. Te14 gUN.

VOICE/SOUND ACTIVATED
SWITCHES easy to follow diagrams and uses only t1 00 Com-

ponents and

PCBs

avar{able:

Herrington, 63 Home Farm Rd,
Hanwell, London W7 1NL.

S,H. COMPONEN
'18 pages
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ly priced
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switches, optoelectronics, etc
plus sample, send 85p to: 17

Beeley Road, Grimsby,
Humberside.
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AUDIO CONVERSIONS

new
audioph
informat
with the I
is a

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
Slreet Tel: 051 236 0154
47 Whitechapel. Tel: 051 236 5489

87193 Dale

Liverpool

2

,THE ELECTRONI
CS SPEC/ALlSTS'
Open: Tues-Sat

I

cifically forthe interested

aim istoprovidetechnical
the enthusiastto keep up
to show more people how
to save money and also get enjoyment from their audio systems by
becomi ng actively involved.

s

30-5 30

E
),

).
To subscribe to the first 4 issues please send fS to cover costs and
postage or for more information write to:

AUDIO CONVERSIONS
COWLEY LANE FARM
WENTWORTH
ROTHERHAM 562 7SO

FOB COMPONENTS
LOTS OF ,.,tEW OEVTSES
LOTS OF LOWER PRICES
Phone for our calalogue:
01 452 0151/450 0995 Teler:914 977
40 Cricklewood B.oadway,
London NW2 3ET.

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser

Classified advertising
could work for you.
Ring Heather Wust
Today to discuss
your plans.

designs solar and wind
generators high voltage teslas,
srve.llance
devices,
pyrotechnics and computer
graphics tablet 150 projects.
For catalogue SAE to
Plancentre Publications, Unit 7,
Old Wharf lndustrial Estate,
Dymoc< Road, Ledbury,

Desrgn and build yo!r own electrontc
dashboard
ans rnstruct ons crrcu ts parts lrsts
t4 95 rnc p&p

P

BURLINGTON MOTOR CO. LTD.
(G9) ARCH 39M, BATH PLACE,
LEAMINGTON SPA, CY3 3AO.

Herefordshire, HRB 2HS

O[4NI ELECTRONICS
stock a wrde range ol e eclrontc components al

Turn your surplus
transistors, lC's etc , into
cash lmmediate settlement
We also welcome the
opportunity to quote for
com plete factory clearance

'174

Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 sDX
Tel:031 667 2611
Open Mon-Fn gam 6pm Sat 9am-spm
Send 2x18p slamps for latest cataloque

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.
103 South Brink

FULL WORKSHOP
SERVICE MANUALS

MENDASCOPE LTD.
REPAIR & RECAL BBATE
OSCILLOSCOPES

AnyVideo Flecorder- 11000 + LSAE
Any Colour/lvono TV AnV Auo o, Lrusrc
System
t5.00 * LSAE Amateur Fadio,
Test, Vintage, Military etc
State Make/Model/Type with order
:F E E Catalogue Unigue Repair and Data
Guides with all orders.

-

ALL MAKES ALL MODE.S
NATIONWIOE COL|EC: C\ 3
DEL VERY
FREE ESTITIATES

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES
iETl), B Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor,
Oxlordshire, OXg 4QY

ITIGHBOUNHOOD

WAIff

A1ARI D.I.Y. IflI
will offer a professional

BIJRG1AR

i

system at a DIY price

-'iam mini beam 10, 15, 20

-:etres Parts integrated
: rcuits, transistors, diodes,
valves, resistors, etc
Service Manual and parts {or
Spectrum and Amstrad
Send a 8" x 5" SAE for list
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Conirol
''VlF-K1 ' cons sts ^t:.ansm tter TPV355
and V F-E1 branc .e!! & boxed
f4 99 p&p ,2
VIF-EI
fg 99 for 10 p&p f3
V deo Heads lGrJ-d g 2 , 4 Super) wlth
head assemoly
i29 p&p f2 each
2 x 4 Super Paners f5 95 = DTF, Servo,
Video, Croma Sier o-ton Motor,Board,
Modulator & Trner p&o f1
Remoie Contro s lnfra-red & Sonic
surtable for use wth Ferguson, JVC,
Phrlips Sony Grund g, AU
f 19 95 each p&p f 1
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Plan your autumn
advertising in ETl,
call 01-437 0699

Wisbech, Cambs.
ESTABLISHED OVER 1O YEARS
Tel: 0945 584188
Far Number: 0945 588844

LEADING MANUFACTURERS
AND SUPPLIERS OF
SURVEILLANCE AND
SECURITY EOUIPMENT.
MINIATURE TRANSMITTERS,
TELEPHONE MONITORING
EOUIPMENT, AND MANY
OTHERS

Send stamped addressed
envelope for your free
catalogue to'
172 Caledonian Road,

London N1 OSG.
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

At very competitive rates:

PCB

4

pence per square centimetre
(less for orders of 10 plus) 1

offs; 100 offs. Enquiries:
Wailing Wires, 52 Watling
Street, Nuneaton, Warwickshire, CV1 1 6JL Telephone
(0203) 382296.

SIGICAL GEilENATON

1 5Hz ro 1 MHz
Oulpul O-svrms

Manufacturers
Which to
Choose
See Page 15

HAVE your electronic ideas become a reality

Let Highland ltec develop and manufacture
your circuits at a low cost lor prototype and
small productron runs wrth comprehensive
documentation which includes: Silk screen
layouls, photcartworks, pad-masters, soldermasks, bill of parts [/anufacture includes:
Sizes up to 300 x 200mm single or doublesrded Finish: BolleFtinned and drilled For
more details Tel: (0463) 226505 or Fax (0463)

226506

Next copy

deadline for
October issue
is 21st July
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FOR SALE

COMPONENTS

"',:','jj3;i?Y&fi
deep. Mains

O
sl

d
ryered [ .
I

","et

3A vsrsion

< 2nV

Dimensions: l80 x 11O x 2tommdeep Overload prolectd
lA vers,on: E45-OO 3A Vers,on: €55-OO

O-3OV DC .r
.t 2A
O-3Ov
Fully vanable, O-1 5V, I 5'3OV, seFrate ammeier and voltmeter
Vanable .urenl lmrt iiom abul 2OmA 10 24, lmil shown by tED
t

<02%
Ripple/Noise: <2mV
Dimensrcns: 180 x 1 10 x 2lOmm deep
€57.OO
Srability:

. 02%
Srabiltty:
i I 5V DC lrrd volrage
LO%
Stabiltry'

Rtpple/Noise:

<2nV

tmil
RDple/NoBe 2mV

dual rractrng. 1 A

5V DC, lrred voltase, 1A limd

Stabiliry:

02%

Ripple/Noise: < 2mV

RLsTBON ELECTFONIC=.

Dimensions: 24O x I lO x 250mm deep
E89.OO
Please send cheque

cr

P

SPIRELU BUILOING. BFIOGE ROAD
LETCruORTH, HEFTS, SG6 4ET
O wtrh order and add €2 95 p

b

p
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The UK Distributor for the
Standard Toroidal Transformers
* 106 types available from stock
x Sizes from 1sVA to 625VA

* Bipolar Modules - 15 watts to 180 watts
* Mosfet Modules - 60 watts to 180 watts
* Power Booster - 1 5 watts lf or 12v dc supply)

STEEL OISHED
WASHEB

OUTER
INSULATION

SECONOARY

WINDING

The UK Distributor for the
complete ILP Audio Range

NEOPRENE

WASXERS

INSULATION
PRIMARY
IVII{DING

Write or phone for free Data Pack

*-Power Supplies
* Pre-amplifier and Mixer Modules
* 100 volt Line Transformers
* Loudspeakers - 12" 35O watt Bass and
200 watt Wideband Bass
* Power Slave Amplifiers
Write or phone for free Data Pack
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m a bit of an introvert. really. A
Ireclusive and a hermit. too. I don t
like going out the front door I suppose
it's all part of the job
- freelance
journalism, that is [f anyone happens

voice tells you you are connected
After this. the voice steps you through
the procedures
First, you key in your customer
number (different to your account

to be gregarious. the freelance life

number) through your MF adaptor
followed by a PIN number (not the
same PIN number as your hole-inthe-walJ card) Then you key in codes
pertaining to the service you want
Other codes allow you to tell the

ln the beginning these same
companies were struggling with 16-bit

cancelthe message or end the call On
selecting the appropriate code the

Some cynical individuals have

is

not for him (or her) Hours, days,
weeks alone researching, writing,
editing and telephoning interspersed
with only occasional forays into the
real world to pick other people's
brains, visit the odd firm or travel to
relevant exhibitors
Perhaps the only time I get to see
the wild slde of liie is when I go to the
bank and building societies. to move
money around from current to invest
ment accounts and pay bills
Until now this has been one of the
banes of my life At best a nuisance.
wasting my time and making me meet

people I didn't really want to bump
into, forcing me to be sociable At
worst an affliction Ican well do
without Its not easy being a dolphin!

The National Angle

voice to repeat the last message

services are stepped through
similar manner

in

a

Straightforward
this description but in rruth its all
straightforward enouqh because rhe
voice guides you through each step of

the way
I suppose theres norhrng part
icularly new abour the rype of service

this offers The Roca/ Bank of

the press of a few buttons The

financial terms anymore

I

can

organise my finances from home with

building society, namely Nationwide

dccount is needed In comparison.

Anglia, recently started a cheque
book account called Flexaccount

overall. Homehnk

to run

*'hich glves users all the benefits of

a

account. and service charges for

naditional building society investment
account (interest on invested rnonies)
:i ith all the advantages of a traditional
5ank account (cheque book and
:heque card) Oh yes, and you get a
:iastic card enabling you to
.irthdraw/deposit money lnto high
-.::eet holes-in-the wall. too
\othing new in this, you may say

Prestel. mount up to a significant total
It is also considerably more complic-

,f. growing number of

building
=-:ieties are doing this. following
-::ent changes in the laws governing
: r::eties' operations Where
::raccount is dif{erent is that users
::-, if they wish. take advantage of
-.:at Nationwide Anglia calls Home

-::.king

Account Deposit
--::

Banking is a banking facility
\ationwide Anglia has so far not

-==: pushing very hard in

its
:-:s:antial Flexaccount advertising

A refundable deposit of !10

:::.;des

you with a small hand-held,
:a::ery -powered unit which, coupled
-.-:::. ,,our telephone, allows you to
:. . ?:: a number of financial services
::::ugh your Flexaccount This

-:::e Banking unit is

- -r.erical keypad (0 to 9,
--.

r:i

ated

preng expensive
Service charges for the

merely

a

*

and R)
emits standard multi frequency

:-:as ria

a small loudspeaker
:ssimple enough You dialthe

is

to use requiring a

Prestel
terminal (dedicated or a personal
computer) The low-tech approach
which Flexaccount uses makes the
system cheap and cheerful
- more
likely to catch on. I feel

The MF home banking unit is interesting If you have an MF telephone.
or one which can be changed from
pulse to MF during a call, then the unit
is unnecessary All codes can be

keyed in direct through your phonei
keypad
My Mercury phone, for example.

this

I

set up the call.

in the normal way, using the standard
Mercury button (after which the
phone automatically dials 131 in pulse

form) to connect to the Mercury
network All numbers pressed after
this are transmitted as MF tones

Of course, the advantage of

Flexaccount home banking is not that
it makes the user a recluse lt merely
saves time Mind you if you are. Jike
me, a natural hermit then this extra
time you have can be put to more

important aspects of hermitting
around!

- =e
:-,::er,,s home banking telephone
-

-:ier:

an electronical)y produced
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configured in a push pull

n,.?:""1:i'

:3., xi'

"fl

linear or l4 bit 4x conversion

topoJogies. shortly followed by 16-bit
2x and 4x oversampling systems

employing two DAC's to eliminate
interchannel phase errors
suggested that by playing the numbers

game most manufacturers can hope
to maintain a constant levelof media
attention and so continue to fire the
consumers' imagination

Keith Brindley

rejection

apparently as good as

PCM56P DAC's are used. each pair

arrangement effectlvely doubling the

number

levels

of available quantisation
Ir rather than 2rn)

(2

However. this will only achieve a
theoretical 17 bit resolution. not
18-bit The positive and negative
going outputs from each pair are duly
summed in a proprietary differential
amplif ier, the overall technique
reducing what Technics term'Zero
Cross Distortion'

Shifty Solution
The final trick

Bits And Bobs

is

to shift the data stream

up by two bits when the effective

Whatever the real motivation. some
of the latest 16 bit 4x players (Philips.
Marantz and Sony) are certainly fine
examples of the art and represent a

on the
earliest machines
lf numerical one-upmanship really
is important then Cambridge Audio
are clearly outstripping the field with
their latest 32 bit 16x oversampling
significant sonic advance

CD-player! However. a couple of
very interesting players have also

audio levelfalls below

-

12dB This

elevates the Iow-level signal resolution

by two bits to that

enjoyed by a

theoretically

full 18 bit convertor,

even though the working range of the
system is still contained over 16-bits

Naturally. subsequent

to D/A

conversion the level of the resultant
audio signals must be normalised and
this is achieved via a 6dB attenuator
functioning in the analogue domain

(the other 6dB or one bit

is

recently emerged from Japan.

accommodated by the complement

courtesy of Technics
Plastered all over the front of the
SL-P990 and SL-P770 is the legend
'4 DAC 18-bit High Resolution'. a
promise of greater things to come
perhaps Nevertheless. once fired-up
these players certainly do sound

ary 17-bit operation of the paired
DACs)

LSI
Data shifting and control of the comp-

lementary DACs is accomplished

truly) have commented on

through proprietary LS[ (Large Scale
lntegration situated after the
oversampling filter but prior to the
convertors So it is this LSI which flags

of these units their

analogue level shifter. itself
situated after the sample/hold circuits

d

iffere nt

Hi-fi reviewers (including

yours
the
peculiar and even nondescript sound

accuracy frustrating

Multi-Frequency

allows me to do

-.-:e

doing their level best to improve on
this perfection!

3J

lt may sound pretty complicated from

Scodand combined tr ith rhe Abtttngham Building Soclel_r'a \r'hile ago to
produce their ou n Homelink serv\ce.
using British Telecoms Prestel which
allows similar facilites
What is nerv rt iih Flexaccount
home banklng is thar cniy one

Now, that's all changed Thanks to
one enterpreneurial building society.
I don't need to meet the world on its

appears many CD manufacturers are

of stop-band noise is
- 100dB
A total of four Burr Brown

N J:['

superficial
the usual

methods of description Both seem to
offer exceptional detail resolution. a
thoroughJy neutral balance and
realistjc soundstaging but somewhere
along the line rhe ability for the music
to excite a strong emotlona/ reaction
is lost

Of course these are

purely

subjectire observations but a cursory
glance at the technology involved
may help ro shed some light on this
phenome non

Justifi cati o ns
Some;u:r:iicatron for the 1S-bit logo
ma_t be urought from Technics' new
4x oversampling (176 4kHz) digital
f ilter Thls ls purported to offer 1S-bit

the

and differential amplifier
The process of switching in and out
an attenuator in accordance with the

instantaneous signal level is rather
more difficult to execute (synchronise)
here than in the digital domain The
potential degradation caused by

amplitude modulation dynamic
(TID) and thermal distortions. inad
equate settling time and overshoot

must surely throw

a

spanner in

Technics' overall scheme of things
Whether the constraints imposed
by precise analogue switching and
attenuation of musical transients have
unusual
sound quality of these players is only
conjecture Nevertheless, these are

any correlation with the

linearrg rhereby improving

the only units currently employing
such techniques, indicating that

that cornprise the three additional

thwarted by their own eagerness to
advance the state of-the-art

the
accurac! of both the filter coefficients
and subsequent rounded solutions

perhaps Technics have indeed been

data points
- a feature particularly
lmponanr at low signal levels
Quanrisation errors are pushed to
higher frequencjes. in-band ripple is

reduced ro *0 O00ldB while the

Paul Miller

6
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Lf o* time lies. It doesn't seem so
I I long ago that I was sitring in rhird
f

form maths turning the handle of my
two foot wide calculator. moving the

plastic bit to multiply by ten and
watching the numbers whizzing by
Now I can sit on the tube and get
through twenty iterations of a fourth

order equation before we

reach

Tooting Broadway How time flies
The fx-5000f is the latest scientific
calculator to emerge from the Casio
designers [t features a two row
28-digit display (16 dot matrix.
lO-digit mantissa, 2 digit exponent)
which is as happy displaying Greek
letters as it is numbers The problems
o{ multiplexing a display this size is
addressed by having a contrast con-

This column is a new service to readers to provide electronic designs
to order. Many a project never gets further than the drawing board
because of difficulties with one small part. lf you are stuck for a circuit
or a technique, let the ETI expert help you out. Send your requirements,
with as rnuch detailas possible, to ETI Blueprint, 1 Golden Square, London
W1R 3AB.

recalled and altered when the arrswer
is patently obviously wrong

A quick note on the number of
Iunctions on the keypad
- it has
everything I can think of and several
others: standard deviation. binary.
octal and hex. Boolean logic and all
the rest ln {act there are so many
functions that despite Casio's sensibJe
five colour labelling. it can take some
time to track down the more unusual
keys

Okay on to the bit I've been dying

about

the programming
capabililies Because your program is
written on the top line of the display
as you go. it is so much more easy
than the normal system ofjust hoping
you pressed everything in the right
to tell you

trolso the limited angle of view can be

order Edlting

tailored to the table you're working

didn't even need the manual to sort
out what was going on Your own
programs can be up to 675 steps.
divisable into 12 separate programs

at

usefulfor working in the
garden on steamy July afternoons (in
my steamy July swimsult)
The first thing notabJe with the
it's also

fx5000 is the input routine This

is

quite different from most calculators
and has much more in common with
computer synlax
- to calculate the
sine of 30o you would usually press

'30'iSINi whereas here you type
'SIN'130'j:l This seems trivial I know
but it takes some getting used to and
certainly means this isn't a calculator
to lend to your mate the day he goes
off to do his maths paper Actually it
makes more sense this way, as it
enables long lines of calculations to be
written on the top row of display
(which scrolls) before any actualcalc-

ulating is performed

is simplicity itself

-

I

need a simple circuit to provide

one

spikes capacitively coupled into the

lsecond duration pulses at two wiring from destroying the CMOS
second intervals The time periods chip These resistors should be
neednotbeexact Theoutputofthe mounted closetothe IC
circuit must switch 12 to 15V at up

64

to

The addition of R7. C3. and D1 to

lhe power supply circuit is also to

The circuit ls for an alarm and protect the chip from destruction by
should latch on, with a simple reset electrical splkes. which can be very
button I am not familiar with the use severe ln car electrical systems
of SCRs but have several to hand
C1 is included in the oscillator
A E Carpenter
circuit to permil it to work smoothly
even in the presence of radiated

The Solution

From the stated requirement I guess
the circuit is intended as a car alarm.

to sound the horn in one second
bursts if anyone attempts to break in
lf this is the case. then SCRs are not
suitable to switch the load because
once they are lriggered they remain
on while the load current is flowing.
even if the trigger current is switched

interference
The circult.

as

shown. will continue

to sound the alarm until someone
switches it off This fact could cause
problems if the alarm were triggered

in the absence of the person who

couJd stop it It may even be against
the law to leave an alarm sounding for
hour after hour. so I have showrr an

off
It

optional timer circuit which can be
added to the unit to switch it off after
a few minutes The reset switch can

preprogrammed some 128 formulas
ranging from triangle areas through
Doppler effects to minimum loss
matching The display prompts you

an SCR to switch off but without more

still switch it off immedjately. of course
The timer works by allowing a

(in Greek if need be) for the variables'

thyristor but these are not so widely
available as ordinary SCRs AIso. they
require a negative gate voltage to
switch lhem cff which it is inconvenient to generate
The humble relay is a cheap and
effective way to switch DC loads of a
{ew amps. so this is the method
chosen The circuit shown consists of
a latch, using half a CMOS nand gate

On top of this Casio

has

values and calculates the result
The only problem is remembering
the number of the equation you want
to use but Casio provides a little list to
sit in the.lacket next to the calculator
The fx-5000f is a lovely piece of
work
- its only drawback being that
because it is so fiendishly clever you
might have problems getting it into the
examination hall It costs f39 95 and
I want one!

This top line of display can be edited

very easily and (very useful) can be

f

Colin Cat

is possible that the horn current
is sufficiently discontinuous to permit

information lt would be unwise to
make this assumption Equally, one
might use a GTO (gate turn off)

package. a standard design of gated
oscillator using the other half, and a
pair of transistors driving a relayThe latch is set by application of
logic 0 to the input pin This point may
be connected to the courtesy light
circuit. which is switched on when the
door switch grounds one side of the
lamp. Alternatively a trembler switch
or any other suitable means may be
used to start the circuit
Several aspects of the circuit are

designed with a car

in mind The

resistors R3 and R4, in series with the

capacitor to start to discharge when

the alarm is trlggered When the
capacitor voltage has declined to the
Schmidt trigger level of IC2, the IC
switches and pulls the reset pin of the
latch to logic 0. thus resetting the
alarm The time perlod may be altered
by changing the value of R10
The timer could have been based
on lhe charging of a capacitor but this
method has two advantages First, the
capacitor is normalJy kept charged so
that its leakage current willtend to be
very low and will not significantly
affect the time constant Also, if the
capacitor should become leaky in this
circuit. it willjust switch off sooner than
intended [f the timing depended on

the charging of a leaky capacitor it
might never switch over
It is to minjmise leakage current that

25V capacltor is specified but most
16V ones will work well

a

The power supply for IC2 is drawn
as for lC[ Note
that the unused inputs are grounded
to prevent damage

from the same point

latch inputs. are there to prevent

Andrew Armstrong
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Britiqh Electronics Week is rhat
mon.ter-sized show held annually
at Olympia [t had its roots in th€ Al]
Electronics Show started in the mid
1970s and was held for some years at
the Grosvenor Hotel in Park Lane

'T'he

I

new when I was at college lt has
Iargely been replaced by its lineal
descendants such at the 8C182 but
these are almost the same thing tn
TO92 instead of TO18 There are ferr

cupied two or three rooms and it rvas

startJing developments in plain
transistors but improved pou er
MOSFETS and microwave detices

pu.-ible to look at everylh'ng in an

are announced regularly

a[ternoor The hyper lobic omnr
cognale show at Olympia would

There were more surface urour:
components on view this r"ear Th:

require the f ullthree days for which it

range available

At the Grosvenor. the show

oc

is

increasing

de

c

:-.:

is open tc look at everything
However. this is noi necessary

things as 1o/o resistors are no!! a
standard product, though 5oo :.De:

because a very disparate range of
exhibitors have been gathered
together under one roof, and each

are still much more common

Judging by the relar're oJd-' :.. .
on show. ldoubr thar )ro.ic:i : -.
ponents will become oh:ola:. e : -.'-

visitor is likely to be interested in much
less than half of what is on offer

PerhaP.

Caveat

constructor will ne<d lo .o. i. "
mOUnt COmpOnenl5 l-'u: -,-:

in lPn

year<

rh. :.:' .r-:.
-.'

1$g)1) ir:.i a.loLr manual routing

uith

iepetjtive wavcforrns

o:.a:e:. cr:c';lt cntc

o{ t he inpui rvavei,l ar. tiri:

a matrix

printeI

:r: e:.e r: lheclrrng They sell an
eJ::r r:i?: e:: ,.:r package for f500
:.: t::r -:,fle.:rIg
O;: -::: AT clone thls software
a-.ri, a aiout rn about ihe tinrc
:a.:er ::r rre srp of coffee They say,,
:: , :: i rur.r or dn XT or even a PC
: ::- rac the patience to wait for it
i: i ra: an AT and a bit of spare cash
. ., ] r.c be temptecl
i

...

:- :e

as sur prised to see what clainred
the first moulded on mains plug

. r:L soljd

r;roulded pJug n,hich does not make

When you have walked several
miles you may feel the need o{ re
freshment Choose your snack with
care Most of the catering makes

ihe pi,r dimensions are not accurate
Another advantage of the nelv p ug is
ihat ihe solid pins can be sleeved at the
rop to prolect the hanr'handed from
sh ocks

Solapak and Chronar

motorway food Iook cordon bleu by

Another aspeci o, gere:ai ncre rs
ihat personai cilmD jrers oiielr port
ables u'ere be;ng usei lr rcei_l to ilLUclrdte Or lull :Ia\\ allP rliul IO

comparison but edible food

products

is

available at the show if you search
I concentrated on the components
and test equipment sections of the
?xhibition. the most useful to design
engineers and iikely to be ihe most
:nteresting to ETI readers There is
lrttle new in basic components of
:ourse Resistors and capacitors
:emain resistors and capacitors. with
:he main developments being in rel
ability. operating temperature range
:ad approval by various standards
:uthorities This last is important if
:quipment is to be exported and nrust
aeet overseas standards
Ii is becoming clear that some areas
:i electronics are now'mature tech
- ology' where the rate of change has
. owed and application is almost
::utine This is illustrated by the
:creasing quantity of computer aided
-::gineering software to apply deslgn
:: es to analogue and digitalcircuitry
For exarnple. the BC108 was not

er,

en ri hen ihe,.e had little to

do * ith compurrng
There rro. o.-a Iul? <npha.i- on
custom maie components MoJex,

for erample uas runnlng

an
Amencan-sounding r;ideo explaining
how, w jth the a d of computer aided

manufacturing customised high
quality connecior products could be

produced econcmically in much
smaller batch quantities This probably

rneans that in a few years. when q,ou
come to repair your hi-fi system. a
connector or iniernal lead will only be
replacable by the speciaJ part from the
manufacturer (if he is willing to supply,
it)

The same trend means cheaper
and higher qualiry con.umer rn
dustrial, and military products willbe
available in reasonable quantities so
that your hi fi system should be less in
need of repair

Miscellany

:l

Scattered around the shorr :n
obr iout logical ordYr \\ PrP -P'. ! : c
stands showing of{ computer a:iec
deslgn for PCBs Theu offereC c::

rr

clr!r

'l

r,

r.,

li

!

sanrltles on€'point.rpqi 6lr.i.l;1 . ; .
So if there atg ter siririlcc I r, 1,,.1,
the sc,rn rate o:r ll;c sr'rr:i:l .. ri '. . :i,
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Bare Board
c17.50

(plus postage and

rhe latest volume from the proliflc

p.ocessor of Mr Penfold is a catchall study of the MIDI standard and its
applications Most musicians would
agree that the manuals supplied with
MIDI equipment often leave much to

be explained and discovered

so on
The SBC-1 has the bare minimum of chips a 280 computer can have
and still be a computer: A 4MHz Z8oA-CPU chip, an EPROM chip (up
to 32K), a static RAM chip (up to 32K) and a pair of 82554 UO (input
output) chips giving 48 individual lines to waggle up and down. There
are one or two additional "glue" chips included, but these are simple
"74LS" or "HC" parls.

by

A star leature is that no special or custom chips (ie PALs, U LAs, ASICs
etc) are used
and thus there are no secrets The Z80A is the fastest

and best established
of all the 8-bit microprocessors

-- possibly the
cheapest too!
Although no serial interlace is included, it is easy for a ZSOA to waggle
one bit up or down at the appropriate rate
cost is a lew pence
- the
worth of code in the program: why buy hardware
when software will do?
Applications already identilied include: Magnetic Card reader, mini
printer interface, printer butfe( push button keypad, LCD alphanumeric
panel interface, 40-zone security system, modem interlace for auto
sending o, security alarms, code converter (eg IBM PC keyboard
codes to regular ASCII), real time clock (with plug in module),

R A Penfold, FC Publishing.

t5.95.

The book

is

aimed fairly low so that

with little

computer

experience can follow what's going

on This means the inclusion

automatic horticultural irrigation controlleI
By disabling tlre on-board Z8oA-CPU this card will plug into our
lnterak I CP/M Plus disk-based development systems, so if you
don't Iancy hand-assembling 280 machine code you don't have to!
The idea is (if you are a manufacture4 you buy just one

of basic

explanations of binary numbers.
ADSR envelopes. serial interfacing
and so on
Much of this

development system and then lurn out the cheap SBC-'I
systems bythe hundred lf you are reallylazywecanwrite
the program lor you and assemble the SBC-I cards so
you can get on with manufacturing your product,
leaving all your control problems to us

common knowledge
to ETI readers of course and there
really isn't much to learn in the first
thirty pages
However. the book is well written
and it isn't too much oi a wade to get
through the bits you think you understand (avoid skipping if you can. since
Penfold sometimes drops an illumin
is

ating remark in the middle of

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER "SBC-I''
A computer doesn'l have to look like you'd expect a computer to look.
It doesn't have to have a keyboard and a screen and floppy disks and

experimentation. Fun as discovery
may be, a book to provide a know
Iedge base on which to build the
instrument speci{ics would be a valu
able tool This is what the Practical

rnusicians

VAT)

Greenbank
For more details write or phone us:

Greenbank Electronics, Dept. (T8E), 460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead, Merseyside L422AE. Tel: 051-645 3391.

a

humdrum passage)

The f irst section examines the
situation before MIDI came along It
describes in some detailthe gatelCV
methods of controlling remote key
boards. concentrating on the problems (this is a MIDI book af ter all). the
lack of sophistication and the masses
of wires required (ah, but didn't it look
great!)

The serial interfacing is

then

explained. the similarities lo RS232C
systenrs are pointed out and then the
different methods of interconnecting
MIDI sockets are clarified
The next two chapters are without
doubtthe meat of the book The MlDl
modes and channels are described
fairly briefly at first so that the reader
can see the differences between

modes before getting involved with
the possibilities each offers
This is the time for MIDI equipment
owners to scurry off and get their
manuals to find out if their synth is
actually as wonder{ul and versatile as
the man in the shop said it was
It is almost an impossible task to
describe the actual control of MIDI

signals since almost

every
manufacturer and model does it
differently What Penfold has done

is

describe each message type showing
what it means and how it is made up
Just about everyone can learn from

this section and prospective MlDl
software programmers can sink their
ieeth into the listings of control
numbers and coding values that
follow A few examples might have

64

been useful here to show how the
information all {its together to form a
complete message
After this section. the book un{ortunately descends into a very simple
explanation of microprocessors which
again is of little use to anyone who has
ever touched on computing
A trip to your local keyboard store
for a demo will furnish you with just
as fu lJ a picture of available MIDI music
packages. although to be fair Mr Penfold does thankfully steer you away
from the floundering MSX packages
towards Commodore and Atari STs

The section on non keyboard/
computer MIDI is surprisingly brie{ (a
half page on guitars, a half page on
drums. for exampJe) and the closing
chapter really just summarises the rest
ofthe book though here at leastthe
kid gloves are removed and the pace
picks up
Unforlunately the book then stops
I'm not really criticising The book
achieves its aim in providing a good
basic knowledge of MIDI lt's certainly
a better investment for the novice than
reading 20 different 'What is MIDI?'

magazine artictes The expert can
learn a fair bit as well but may prefer
to await a more technicaland specific

guide

Steve Malone

One of the ways we keep a check on the
advertising that appears in the press, on
posters and in the cinema is by respondin$ to
consumers' complilnts.
Any complarnt sent to us is considered
carefully and, if there's a case to answer, a full
investigation is made.
If you think you've got good reason to
complarn about an advertisement, send off
for a copy of our free leaflet.
It will tell you all you need to know to
s

h"n

Y.l

to put it ri$ht.

ASA Ltd, Dept 1 Brook House,
Tomngton Place, LondonWC1E 7HN
Thrs space

rs

donated rn the lnterests of hrgh standards o{ adventstng,
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19" RACK CASES

H€NRY5
ordercode

1U-10
2U-10
3U-10

gfl+ln|tJIE#m

fiifiii"tJi; ffi"'ti' o weisnt lrice
19x1.75 17x'1.5x10 2.4k9 23.50
'19x3.5 17x3.0x10 2.9k9 24.50
19x5.25 17x5.0x10 3.5k9

on
1U-l0 2U-1() 3U-10
with this advert.
15olo dascount

2U-12 19x3.5
3U-12 19x5.25
4U-12 19x70

-SEGUBIIY

'17x3.0x12
17x5.0x12
17x6.5x'12

26.50

3.3k9 f25.50
4.0k9 f'27.50
4.6k9 €29.95

Please add C3 00 P&P for the firsl rtem and t1 50 for each addltional item
No VAT to be added to the pnce

!IAN^E|9!frRS raIBENS

TEST EOUIPMENTS
NEW

cs50 8-DtGtT 5s0MHZ
FREOUENCY COUNTER
i Autochannelselection
* DualDecimal Points lndication
* Selection of Gate Ttmes
I Complete with RF Cable and

rroors

Technical lManual

t "^'--j Xfiu

SPECIAL INTROOUCTORY

oFFER f79.s0
offer ends 31.10.88
C550 550 MHZ Frequency Counter
ltmeter (0/35 Volts
30 Volts 1 A)
z to 200 KHz)

itEB|]qEi!

C83A
C83B
C89A
C86A

c-g-RAoto

r
r
n

t49.50

5 A)

840 50

t43.50

n

Capacitance lvleter (0
MV338 i/etal-mains detector

C87A Autorangrng

Please slate Trade/ Educatron
or Retail/mail order Send 9" x 4"
SAE f1 00 each or f1 50 for both

894.50
1

1 pF to 99

I

c55.50
e55 50
e4 99

mt)

T.J.A. DEVELOPMENTS
Dept. ETl, tg Welbeck Road,
Harrow, Middlesex HA2 ORN.

EI

(0e83) 292847 Xen-El ectronic s (0e83) 292847
Just a sample of stock, Ask for items not listed.
Super Project Kit Bargains
vrg

lC's

uB
12
12
401 UB
401 1
12
4C17
31
4028
29
4040
38
4053
37
4066
19
4081
12
45148
95
zSoAcPU 1 85
zSoAPlo I 6E
72171P1 4 00
6402tPL 7 30
4:
555
558
3 34
741
2a
LM380N i 8:
TDA3810 : :i
TLOT4CP :,
sG3526N 3 a!
sG3536J ! )2
SL486DP 2 2'
4001

1

SL4gODP
ML926OP

s5768

2

13

3 DI
2 56

Diodes

1N4001
N4002
N4003
N4004
N4005
N4007
N5401
1N5406
1
1

1

1
1

1

Zener 0iodes
2V7

4V,l
5Vl 4W
7V5 4W
9V1 4W
10v 4w
11V4W

05
05
05
05
05
06
12
14

05
05
06
06
06
05

LE0

s

-:

8{

,,,-:SNjC
-.'21
- .-26
,3rC

1

44

3!

Z8O BASED CONTROLLER BOARD

34
30

30
2'i2646

2\3055
Tri6

!9:

\-.i=
e.b.

_:

-{a
-Sr
-1'?

:t

.:.:

:PS703A

].

I

a€

icw Cosl

39
39
28
28
2e

Transislors

32
32

54
58
49

r

61

4 10
57

Order as: Z80A-CTRL/K Kit Form
Z8oA-CTRL/B Built and Tested

1 89

.
Z84C-CTRL/KCmosKitForm.
Z84C-CTRL/B Cmos Built and Tested

C S@kels

Way
Way
Way
16 Way
18 Way
20 Way
22way
& z[vlay
30
28 Way
30
40 Way
30
T!rned P n
6 Way
8 Way
16
14 Way
21
16 Way
19
18 Way
05
20 Way
05
22way
04 24 Way
04 28 Way
42 40 Way

a'a

small application

69

lnfr+Red Sensor

36

-_T,:

8C107
8C108
8C109C
8C182
ac212
8C5468
BC556A
80233
8D675A
8D676A
BFY51
8F259
BSB50
tBF520
lRF840
1112

600V

-rNrosA

HeguE6

'4.,

n

2N6070A 100V 4A 1
8i137
1 62

lnfra4ed Emitter

Firaa VcIagE

-'.
--l2r
-3_ia
;aL0€
18_12
/ELr
79105
79112
79115

I

47

6
3

05
A7

14

11

Skl
Plug
Cover
151! Skl
15W Pllg

This
the I
Orig

18
2A

33
12
16
28
32
36
40
44
48
56
80

.

C20.45

t24.95

. . . eg1.4S

eal
ng
ncl

serial port,
computer.
mind. The

Orderas:RS232-8/KKitForm
RS232-8/B Buill an.l Tested
PCB Mounl
Carmel Top Adj
06

100n

t0

Kfl
5Kn

18

1oKa

18

20K9

22

100Ka
200Ka

1

43
38
98
60
53

31

I

.....

C1B.4O

c/l

on

DISTANCE MEASURING INSTRUMENT

Polenliometers

packaging, and 150/o VAT to total. Stock isting available
soon, please send SAE to br ) put on mail list.
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.

PCB measuring 60 x 62 comprises of the 6402 UART, Baud rate generalor
and all necessary logic, comes complete with wire and ribbon cable and 36W
Centronics plug. (For'D'Type connector and hoods see seleclion on left
Sinclair OL SEB 1 Plug available extra at [1 68, order as 9OO-71052F)

23

s no bigger

30
30
30
50
50
50
50

Mail or Telephone Orders cnly please to:
Dept 23, Samuel Whites Estate, Bri dge Road, Cowes, lsle
of Wight PO31 7LP. Please add E1

I

.

RS232 TO CENTRONICS CONVERTER

13
15
16

Conneclors
D-Type Solder
9W
9W
9W

.
.

...t26.95

nlyTl x

85

i"1n;:S,:"?
transducer.
Available extra is a liquid crystal display board measuring 51 x 101 which can
vurpu( ru rr ro auuvE uuaru uil truUy ru ut>ptdy Ute utstallue

in 05 inch high digits

Orderas:

UDM126/KKitForm

LDM126/B Built and Tested
LCDM4/K LCD Kit Form .

LcDM4/B r-co euitt ,nd

rditli

.....
:.:::::.:..:::..

t24.95

c?a oE

.
.

C14.30

cr s.gs
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THE GENTLE GIANT
Described by one leading reviewer as a "gentle giant", the 3U
case up-graded Virtuoso power amplifier must certainly be the
very best power amplifier available as a complete

kit Based upon

the latest research into Sound Quality by Graham Nalty using

the highest quality audiophile components available, the
Virtuoso power amplifier sets new standards in audio amplifier
sonic performance.

OMNI ELECTRONICS

174 Dalkeith Road. Edinburqh EH16 sDX . 031 667 261

*

The supplier to use if you're looking for
A WIDE RANGE of components aimed at the hobbyist
* competitive VAT inclusive prices

*

1

BUILD THIS AMPLIFIER YOURSELF AND
ENJOY IT'S SUPERB SOUND QUALITY
Full circuit description in ETI April-June 1988
Complete kit available from Audiokits
price f840.00 + E8 p&p U.K.

*

* mail order - generally by return of post *
*

fast, friendly service

NEW COMPONENTS

*

Contact Audiokits now for details of larger IKVA mains
transformer and special audiophile quality mains cables,
matching loud speaker cables and inter-connects of highest

- by mail order, telephone drder or personal call

quality. For full details of Audiokits components and kits please
send 9x4 SAE (U.K.)/3 IRC's (Overseas) to:

we do try to keep the goods we list in stock.
Whether you phone, write or call in
we'll do our best to help you.

E.'
F-=l

AUDIOKITS PRECISION COMPONENTS,

6 MILL CLOSE, BORROWASH, DERBY DE7 3GU,
TEL: 0332 674929

9.00-6.00 r
&
9.oo-5.00

Open: Monday-Friday
Saturday

LINSLEY.HOOD SUPER HIGH OUALITY AM/FM TUNEB
SYSTEM

ig'L-

HART ELECTRONICS are specra rsl producers ol krts [or
dei,qns by JOHN LINSLEY-HOOO A k ts are APPROVEO
by th-o deslqfer

Do your tapes lack treb e? A worn head cou d be the prob em
F ttrng one of our rep acement heads could restore perJorm
ance to belter than new Standard mounlrngs make frtt n9

LINSLEY-HOOD CASSETTE RECOROER CIFCUITS

Our very Iatest kf 10r the drscerninC enlh!s asl of qLal ly
sor nd and an exotrc leasl for lovers of desrgns by John
L ns ey-Hood A comb nalion o[ h s ullra h gh quality FM
l!ner and slero decoder descilbed Tn "ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL' and the Synchrodyne AN,
rece ver described n "W reless World The complele unrl is
cased to malch orrr 300 Series amplrfiers Novel circLit
fealrrres in the FM seclion to nc !de ready built pre-alrgned
tronl end phase ocked loop demodLr alor wilh a response
down to DC and advanced sample and hold siereo decoder
Comglele record and rep ay arrcurts lor very hrgh q!a Ty low
no s0 slereo casseLle acorder c rcutls lre optrm sed lor our
riSr6 Super Oual ly Sendusl Al oy Head Swrlched bras and
equa rsat on to cater for chrome and lerrrc tapes Very easy lo
essemb e on piu-q I PCBs CoffrDlete wrth Itll nstruct ons
Comptete Stereo Fecord Pay K
Vl i f,/erers lo s!rl
[]epr nls of oriqlna Artrcles
860X Slereo lvl c Anrpl I er

t

!2

r33 70
30 each

75p no VAT

f8
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LINSLEY HOOD 3OO SERIES AMPLIFIER KITS
Superb rntegrated 3nrpl I cr k ls der ved lrom Johf L ns ey
Hoods arl ces n HrF NewS
Ullra easy assembly and sel up wrlh sound quallly to please
the most d scernrnq rslener ldea basrs lor any domesllc
sound sys(em { qua riy malters to you Buy the k t complete
and save pounds ofi lhe rnd vrdual component prrce
K300 35 35Wall Drscount prce forCornpete Kt f9879
K300 45 45 Walt Dlscounl pr ce for Comp ete K t C102 35

RLH4&5 Repilnts ol Org na Artrcles from H F

News

11 05 no VAT

(ogelher make a i!ner whrch sounds betler than the best oI
the h gh-pnced exotrca bul lhanks 1o HART eng neerlng
rema ns easy to buiid The Synchrodyne seclion wilh t1 s
selectable bandwrdlh prov des lhe besl possrble resu ts from
Lonq and Medrum wave channels sonecessary nlhesedays
o[ splrl programm ng lf you want lhe very best rn rea HiFi
rslenrng then th s rs the tuner for you Slnce all componenls
are se ecled by the des gner to grve the very besl sound thrs
l!ner rs not cheap bril in lerms oi rts so!nd it is rncredrb e
value for money To caler lor all needs foLr veTsrons are
av a la ble wrth var al rons u p lo the to p of t he range fu I AM /FM
model w th any unrt being !pgradeable a1 any time Send for
our lu ly i ustrated details
STUART TAPE RECORDER CIFCUITS
Complele siereo record replay and bias syslem lor ree to
reel recorders These circuits wrll give studio quality w th a
qood tape deck Separate seclions for record and replay grve
optrmLrm perlormance and allow a th rd head monitorrng
syslem to be used where lhe deck has this I tled Standard
250mV rnprl and oulput levels These c rcurts are ideal for
bflnqing that old valve lape recorder back to life
K900W Slereo Kit wlih wound Co ls and Twin Meter

Dilve

BJS1 Rep(nls of Ore nal

Personal callers are always very welcome bui I
please nole thal we are closed all day Saturday t
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HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT
CASSETTE HEADS

Arlrcles

tl

24hr SALES LINE

0691 652894

165 67

30 no VAT

easy and our TC1 Test Cassette helps you set the azrmulh
spot on We are lhe aclual rmporters whrch means you get lhe
benef 1 of lower pnces [or pflme parts Compare us wrlh other
supplrers and seel The followrng s a lrsl cf our most popular
heads all are su lable tor use on Dolby machrnes and are ex
stock
HC20 Permalloy Stereo Head Thrs rs the standard head frtled
as or grnal equ pmenl on most deoks
e7 66
HSl6 Sendusl Alloy Super Head The best head we can frnd
Longer lrle than Permalloy hrgher outpui than Ferr te faniast c frequency response
e14 86
HO551 4-Track Head ior autc reverse or quadrophon c use
Full specrlrcatron record and playback head
e14 60
HX100 Stereo Permalloy R,'P head Special Olfer !2 49
MA4A1 2/2 Language Lab R/ P head
C13 35

SM166 2/2 Erase Head, Standard mounlrng
AC type
C8.85
SM15O 2/2 Erase Head DC Type
t3.60
HA751E 4/4 Erase Head for Portastudro etc
[45.80
Full specilrcatrons of these and other spec a purpose
heads in our lisis

HART TRIPLE-PURPOSE TEST
CASSETTE TC1

One nerpensrve test cassette enables yo! to set up Vll leve
head azrmulh and lape speed lnva uable when iltlnq new
he3ds On y f4 56 plus VAT and 50p postage
Tape Head De-magnetiser Handy s ze ma ns operaled !n t
prevents burld up ol resrdual head magnelrsal on ca!slng
t4 54
no se on playback
f4 85
Cu^,ed Pole Type for rnaccessrble heads
Send lor your free copy al

out LISTS Overseas p/ease send 2
lRCs lo cover surlae Posl or 5 lBCs tat Atrmatl
peking and iosurcrce as ,o/rowsl
pad
posl,
add
cosl
ol
Pl@se

INLAND

OVERSEAS

Orders up lo 110 50p
Orders 110 to 119 - f1
Orders ov-or f50 l1 50

Please send sulJ crent
Surlace or A r Post as
req

ur

1o

red

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
UNLESS STATED

ETI AUGUST 1988

EASIWIRE

I

.ll

', "').

$

l:^si-,-ct
r,

y_our e/ectronic circuits the new, quick and easyto-learn
a.; WITHOUT solder: with Circuigraph Easiwire from BlCb-VERO

.', :^ Easiwire all you do is wind the circuit wire tighfly around the
-_'.oonent pins. No soldering, no chemicals, no extras, simplicity
-.= i Circuits can be changed easily. and components
re-used

comes in kit form, lt contarns all you need to construct
=::iwire
-:.rits:
:

u

a high-quality wiring pen with rntegra! lv re cutier 2 r-eels ol

-:. a tool for

component positio^

- =ction moulded wiring boa.d

^g a^a -e'-rcyat a fleribie

::-b e-s cea acaest\/e
anC _a:(s':- 3.J,,,3. cc.|1ectrons

.c-,rg-loaded terminals
--:,uction book. Of course
:;sarately too.

I

::uthampton, SO3

i- j

and an

are available

:'er

complete the

3ICC-VERO ELECTRONICS L MTTEO
= anders Road,
-:dge End,

me. ..

Easiwire kits, retail price !18.-:

I enclose cheque/postal order for...... ....., made payable to
tslCC-VERO Electronics Limited

Please debit my credit card as follows:

sheets.

a :-.s: ::-:o-e.is
,.

Please rush

special introductory offer t15 -, (includes p & p and VAT)

VERO
ELECTRcxUCS

Card Number

trIffi

Expiry Date
Name

Signature
or phone 04892 88774 now with your credit card number
(

24-hour answering service).

EnotEcTYouR ttHs ttrDEo PLAYER
WITH THIS UHS UIDEO ALARM PROJECT!
SALES

0702 - 554161
A

self-contained alarm system disguised as

G ves

Fu

a

video cassette

audib e alarm ii machine moved or cassette eiected,

deta

1s

in Proiect Book 24 (XA24B) Pr ce 85p

KIT
I

PRICE
ORDER
CODE

=
o

LM27E

@osrnAMPLrFrER
giving 1 50W of incredible
powerl High reliab I ty
and performance

@usrcruD!!!!E!!
HECl( THOSE UNMARKED
with 2B tunes

capacrtors w,th th,s versatile, low-cost.

and chimes

pieceoltestequ pmenl
Full detai s in

with selectable

Project Book 23 (XA23A) Price 85p
Ful details

BestofE&MM
(XH61R)

Pricell

00,

p ano to organ
ike sounds,
Note: case and

front panel not

inkt

Forful

detai s see

Project Book

1

(XA1 3P) Price

3

85p

KIT

PRICE

J

NNNE

vuuL

z,

o

LK57M

P.0. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, S56 8LR,

BREAI(THB()UGH!
Asuperb
Full

1

kW Mosfetamplifier,

a

major new source in sound!

details i n Project Book 26 (XA26D) Price 85p,

This project is made up from 4 k ts

$h0ps at:

C Sutt0n

NeV, R0ao,

Erdifgt0n, Birmingham, C 302

0uce$erRoad, Brist0l C159-161 K ngStreet, Hammersmith,
L0ndon O80lt10rd Road Manchesler,O46-48BetlosValey

G

R0ad S0uthampt0n C282-2S4LondonRoad

All rtems subjectto availability

S0utiend,0n.Sea.

